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Abstract

This thesis discusses the formation of metal-organic and organic struc-

tures grown on surfaces using bottom-up self-assembly techniques. Three

systems are investigated primarily using scanning probe microscopy tech-

niques.

The growth of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) on functionalised sur-

faces is investigated using high resolution atomic force microscopy (AFM).

The earliest stages of MOF crystal nucleation are imaged using a layer-

by-layer (LBL) growth technique and the ability to track the growth of

individual nanocrystallites throughout the LBL process is demonstrated.

This LBL method has been suggested as a route to fabricating epitaxially

grown, oriented thin-films of MOFs. However, results from these studies

indicate that, rather than a uniform crystalline layer, the morphology is

that of a preferentially oriented but laterally polycrystalline film and the

growth rates of the individual nanocrystallites exceed those expected for

a LBL growth mode. This has significant implications for the fabrication

of novel devices that incorporate MOFs due to the presence of domain

boundaries and defects.

Self-assembled monolayers of light-harvesting porphyrin nanorings are

investigated with scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) and AFM. The

nanorings are found to form large supramolecular networks in ambient con-

ditions on graphite and boron nitride surfaces. The size and order of these

networks is found to be dependent on the number of porphyrin macrocycles

that make up each ring. In addition, simulations of isolated nanorings are



also performed using Monte Carlo methods to model the distortion pre-

viously been observed for isolated nanorings on gold surfaces. These are

discussed in the context of spectroscopic measurements which suggest that

both size dependent and thermally induced distortion affects the lifetime

and delocalisation of excited states in these molecules.

Graphene is grown on hexagonal boron nitride surfaces using high-

temperature molecular beam epitaxy. Large domains of monolayer graphene

are successfully grown and are investigated using AFM and Raman spec-

troscopy. These domains are found to exhibit hexagonal moiré patterns on

the graphene surface which is suggestive of orientational alignment with

the underlying boron nitride substrate. Regions with high period and dis-

torted moiré patterns are also observed which suggest that the graphene is

under tensile strain which is attributed to the high growth temperatures

used. The strain is found to significantly affect the Raman spectrum of

graphene and a relationship between the strain and the shifting of Raman

spectral peaks is determined. Successful attempts are also made to modify

the strain in the graphene monolayer using an AFM tip which is observed to

relax when defects are introduced in a controlled manner to the graphene

monolayer. These results represent new approaches to the introduction

and control of strain in graphene which may be useful for the fabrication

of high-performance graphene devices.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“Start it!”

Julian, The Chin Review, episode 2

2009

Investigating structures at the nanometre scale (10−9m) opens a window

on the physical processes that drive the formation of bulk materials at

the atomic and molecular level. The invention of the scanning tunnelling

microscope (STM) [1] and the development of the wider field of scanning

probe microscopy (SPM) has enabled unprecedented investigation of the

properties of structure in real space at the this scale. The first structures

to be investigated using these techniques were the surfaces of ordered bulk

materials such as silicon and metallic crystal surfaces, for example, the 7

x 7 reconstruction of Si atoms as shown in Fig 1.1a and b [1]. However, it

was not long before attention turned towards manipulating structures at

this length scale.
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Chapter 1

Figure 1.1: Early images of structures taken using a scanning tunnelling
microscope. a-b) First images of the 7 x 7 reconstruction of Si atoms [2].
c) Manipulation of Xe atoms into the IBM logo [3]. d) Quantum corral
formed by Fe atoms on a Cu(111) surface [4].

By considering a material as an ensemble of building blocks, either

atoms or molecules, one can imagine manipulating these ‘blocks’ into new

structures. Indeed some of the earliest work using STM by Eigler et al.

involved manipulation of single xenon atoms [3] and the creation of the

‘quantum-corral’ in which the standing electron waves produced by an or-

dered structure of Fe atoms on a Cu surface are visible as shown in Fig

1.1c and d [4].

1.1 Top-Down Versus Bottom-Up Assembly

However, before discussing the details of fabrication and imaging of mate-

rials at the nanoscale in detail, it is useful to define two important terms

when discussing the fabrication of structures on surfaces, the so-called top-

down and bottom-up approaches.
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Chapter 1

Top-Down

Conventional techniques used to form structures on surfaces form the top-

down approach. Pieces are removed from a larger piece of material to form

a structure on its surface. For example, a top-down approach is used in

the fabrication of microstructures and has been critical to the development

of microelectronic devices. A starting material, typically a bulk material

such as a wafer of crystalline Si is patterned by a photosensitive resist.

This pattern allows the surface to be selectively etched to form permanent

features in the surface as shown in Fig 1.2.

a

c
Etched Structures

b Patterned Photoresist

Crystalline Substrate

Figure 1.2: Schematic of top-down assembly. a) A single crystal substrate.
b) Application of a pattern via photoresist (red) protects specific regions
from the effects of etching. c) After etching and removal of the photoresist
the final structure is formed in the surface.

As the number of features required on a surface has become ever higher,

the space available to fit these features on a surface goes down and down.

In the case of photolithography this has meant using smaller and smaller

wavelengths of light. However, there are limits on the size of features that

can be reliably produced using these techniques despite many remarkable

engineering advancements in the semiconductor industry that have kept

this as the method used in the fabrication of almost all electronic devices.
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Bottom-Up

The creation of structures by using smaller components, such as individual

atoms and molecules, to form larger assemblies describes the bottom-up

approach. By either manually positioning atoms or molecules or exploiting

intermolecular interactions to promote the formation of ordered networks,

it is possible to direct the formation of structures in a controlled manner

down to the atomic level.

The concept of manipulating matter at this scale is often associated

with Richard Feynman’s lecture more than 20 years prior to the invention

of the STM titled, “There’s plenty of room at the bottom” [5]. In this talk

Feynman discusses the idea of creating new materials and structures by

manipulating on an atom-by-atom basis. Whilst the breakthrough work of

Eigler et al. demonstrated the realisation of this dream, this approach is

often impractical on account of the highly specialised conditions and large

amount of time required to make even simple yet delicate structures on an

atom-by-atom basis.

a c

d

Figure 1.3: Bottom-up assembly of nanostructures. a) Deposition of
molecules onto a surface results in the formation of periodic structures
through self-assembly. b) Tailoring the surface energy or chemistry in a
specific region (yellow) of a surface allows spatial control over the place-
ment of self-assembled nanostructures. c) This allows ordered structures
to be formed on a specific region of a substrate.
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An alternative to this is the idea of allowing matter to ‘self-assemble’

using the local interactions between the ‘building blocks’ to form ordered

structures as shown in Fig 1.3a. This also overcomes the problem of fab-

ricating structures with a thickness of a monolayer of molecules or atoms

since a material may be ‘designed’ in way that allows it to be deposited

over a surface and form into a desired structure. In addition, changing the

properties of a surface allows for the self-assembly of ordered networks to

be directed in to specific regions as shown in Fig 1.3b.

a b

d e f

c

Figure 1.4: Self assembly of molecules into hydrogen bonded structures. a)
and d) show two different molecular geometries and the ordered structures
that they can form due to intermolecular bonding (blue). b) and e) show
examples of the molecular geometries shown in a and d for real molecules
and; e) and f) show real-space imaging of these structures using SPM tech-
niques. b and c are adapted from [6]. e and f are adapted from [7] and [8]
respectively.
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One way to do this is by synthesising molecules with particular geome-

tries and controlling the placement of functional groups. This means that

bonding can be directed and allows the formation of long range order in

two dimensions on a surface. This is typically achieved through interac-

tions such as hydrogen [9] or coordination [10] bonds to form supramolec-

ular assemblies or even the formation of covalent bonds between surface

adsorbed molecules [11]. Figure 1.4 shows how molecules with differing

symmetries can be used to form square and hexagonal lattices in two di-

mensions along with some examples from the literature of these structures.

These self-assembled structures also allow the investigation of supramolec-

ular structures in ambient conditions since they often do not require the

tightly controlled conditions required for atom-by-atom manipulation.

It is this bottom-up self-assembly approach to structure formation that

is explored in this thesis. Three different systems are investigated, the

growth of three dimensional thin-films, ordered molecular monolayers and

the growth of an atomically thin material. The following is a content

summary of the theory and experimental chapters.

1.2 Scope of Thesis

Firstly, chapter 2 discusses the theoretical concepts behind the techniques

used in the later experimental chapters. The physical effects behind the op-

eration of equipment that has been used to acquire data are introduced at a

level sufficient to understand the data that is presented in the experimental

chapters. The structure of materials commonly used as substrates in the

field of scanning probe microscopy are also discussed as an understanding
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of these is often critical to interpreting images of molecular networks and

other nm-scale structures.

Chapter 3 describes an investigation of a class of porous coordination

polymers known as metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) using high resolution

atomic force microscopy (AFM). These materials are promising candidates

for a wide range of gas separation, catalytic and storage applications on

account of their high porosity, tailorable geometry and chemical functional-

ity. In particular, the epitaxial growth of MOFs on substrates may provide

a route to the fabrication of highly responsive coatings and sensor devices.

The current literature on this is contradictory and unclear with regards

to the nm-scale quality of these films when grown using a ‘layer-by-layer’

(LBL) growth technique [12].

Growth of a well known MOF, HKUST-1, on gold surfaces using this

LBL method is investigated experimentally. Repeated imaging of the same

sub-micron area on the surface with AFM has been performed which allows

repeated measurement of individual nanocrystallites. The data acquired

suggests a model consistent with a polycrystalline growth mode in which

small crystallites seed the growth of a laterally polycrystalline film. This

has significant implications for some proposed applications of thin MOF

films when compared with the epitaxial growth mode that current literature

suggests is achievable using the LBL technique.

In addition, early work investigating the surface structure of a newly

synthesised family of solvothermally grown MOFs is presented. These crys-

tals grow in a sheet like geometry with known crystallographic faces that

may allow integration with devices using micro-positioning and transfer

techniques.
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Looking to nature for inspiration is often employed when conceiving of

novel new materials. In particular, the creation of new materials for appli-

cations such as solar power generation can benefit hugely by investigating

the structures in photosynthetic complexes [13]. Whilst the properties of

artificially synthesised materials for this purpose show promising results in

spectroscopic measurements of their light absorption properties [14, 15, 16],

integration of these novel materials into practical devices may place limits

on their performance. As a result it is useful to study how these materials

behave when adsorbed on a surface.

In chapter 4 the deposition of porphyrin-based nanorings on surfaces

is investigated. Experimental observations of highly-ordered networks of

these nanorings on graphite and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) surfaces

imaged using both liquid STM and high resolution AFM are presented.

The formation of long-range order in nanoring networks is found to be

affected by changes in the size of the nanorings. This has implications for

the fabrication of devices using these materials where long-range order may

be desirable.

The bottom-up approach to assembly is taken to the extreme when con-

sidering the fabrication of a useful structure from a single layer of atoms to

produce a truly two dimensional material. Since the isolation of the most

well-known and widely studied of these, graphene, by Geim and Novoselov

[17], a huge volume of work has been devoted to the study and poten-

tial applications of graphene and related two dimensional materials in the

last ten years. Despite many reports of the remarkable properties that

graphene exhibits, devices using graphene as an active component typi-

cally require time-consuming and laborious top-down assembly techniques.
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Attempts to produce graphene using bottom-up methods have had mixed

success. Whilst it has become possible to grow large amounts of graphene

on an industrial-scale on various metallic surfaces [18], to use this material

in an electronic device requires transfer onto a highly-ordered insulating

substrate [19]. As a result, several different approaches to the growth of

graphene directly onto an insulating substrates are being investigated by

various groups.

Chapter 5 presents promising results on the growth of graphene using

a bottom-up epitaxial approach to solve this problem. Existing litera-

ture on epitaxial approaches to the growth of graphene are discussed and

the growth of graphene on hBN using high temperature molecular beam

epitaxy (MBE) is investigated experimentally. Initial experiments are per-

formed on bare sapphire substrates in order to calibrate the carbon flux

rates at the high substrate temperatures used. Following this, growth onto

the hBN surface is investigated. Both island growth and complete coverage

of monolayer graphene is observed with ambient AFM and confirmed with

Raman spectroscopy which makes these results the first reported growth

of large ∼10 µm-scale graphene domains using MBE. Highly regular moiré

patterns in the graphene surface are observed suggesting an epitaxial rela-

tionship between the two lattices.

In addition, highly distorted and large period moiré patterns have been

observed which suggests that the graphene is strained. Spatially correlated

measurements of the moiré period and Raman signature of this material

have been taken which allow the change in Raman spectra to be determined

relative to the strain in the graphene lattice. This enables comparisons

to be made with existing studies on the strain dependence of the Raman
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spectrum of graphene and suggested mechanisms for the formation of strain

at these high growth temperatures are proposed. In addition, early results

on attempts to modify the strain using an AFM probe are presented which

suggest the strain can be manipulated by a local probe.

Finally, chapter 6 presents conclusions from the results in this thesis.

In addition, suggestions for further investigation of the systems in chapters

3-5 are discussed.
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Techniques and Theory

The study of atomic and molecular ordering at surfaces requires the use of

several imaging and spectroscopic techniques. The following is a discussion

of the theory behind the experimental techniques used in this thesis.

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is discussed in detail as it is used

in all the experimental chapters as the primary tool for imaging surface

structures. A theoretical background to scanning tunnelling microscopy

and atomic force microscopy is presented along with an explanation of how

these techniques are implemented. In addition, image processing steps are

discussed as they have been extensively used throughout this thesis to cor-

rect for issues commonly encountered such as thermal drift, sample tilt and

system noise when working at the nanoscale. The structures of materials

commonly used as SPM substrates and the steps required to prepare them

are also discussed. Fluorescence microscopy and Raman spectroscopy are

also discussed since they are used to acquire data presented in chapters 4

and 5 respectively.
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Chapter 2

2.1 Scanning Probe Microscopy

Scanning probe microscopy (SPM) is arguably the most useful and widely

used tool for the study of atomic surface states and the structures formed

by molecular networks on surfaces both in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) and

under ambient conditions. In all cases the tip-sample interaction defines

the type of SPM and ultimately dictates the maximum resolution possible.

Despite this there are many technical aspects common to all SPM instru-

ments, particularly with regard to the movement of the probe relative to

the surface being studied. In general a sharp tip (down to a single atom) is

moved close to a surface in three dimensions using piezoelectric actuators.

Figure 2.1: Overview of SPM operation, a tip in close proximity to a sample
with various topographic features traces a path line by line to build up an
image of a surface whilst x, y and z coordinates are recorded to build up a
height map of a surface.

An overview of SPM operation is shown in Fig 2.1. A parameter de-

pendent on the interaction between the tip and sample (referred to as a set

point from here on) at these distances is constantly fed back into the SPM

control system. By monitoring this parameter as the tip is moved in the x
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and y direction, the tip z position (height) relative to the surface is kept

constant. This is implemented by a feedback loop so that the measured

interaction strength at the set point is maintained. As the tip is raster

scanned across the sample the height is recorded at each x and y position

so that a 3D height map of the surface can be generated.

To a first approximation on a uniform atomic surface this gives the

topography of the surface, revealing the atomic arrangement of the sur-

face, crystal-step edges and the arrangement of adsorbed molecules on the

surface. However, this assumption does not hold when the state (either

electronic or chemical) of the surface is modified or if it varies across the

surface (and ultimately the tip-sample interaction is changed) by the ad-

sorption of molecules on to the surface, or the presence of defects in the

surface.

An alternative mode of operation is possible known as constant height

mode in which the tip is kept at a fixed distance above the surface and

then scanned in x and y whilst the interaction between the tip and sample

is measured. A risk of constant height mode is that, as the tip height is

not adjusted, the presence of a feature on the surface might cause the tip

to crash into the surface, potentially ruining the sharpness of the tip and

ultimately degrading the quality of the image. However, all data presented

in this thesis was acquired using constant set point imaging and therefore

constant height mode is not discussed further.
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2.2 Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy

Since the invention of the scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) by Gerd

Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer in 1982 [1] the STM has enabled the first images

of individual atomic surfaces [2], the quantum corral [4] and self-assembled

molecular networks [20]. The invention of the STM resulted in Binnig and

Rohrer being awarded the 1986 Nobel prize in physics for “their design of

the scanning tunnelling microscope” [21].

The feedback parameter used in STM is the current due to electrons

quantum tunnelling through a potential barrier. The barrier in this case is

a gap between a sharp tip of width zt and a sample. Figure 2.2 shows an

electron of energy E tunnelling through a 1D barrier of height V0.

Sample (region I) Vacuum Gap (region II) Tip (region III)

 Energy (E)

V0

z = 0 z = zt

Tip-Sample separation (z)
0

Figure 2.2: Illustration of tunnelling through potential barrier of width, zt.

Tunnelling can be described by starting with time independent Schrödinger
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equation,

Hψ(z) = Eψ(z) (2.1)

which for a particle in one dimension is;

h̄2

2m

d2ψ(z)

dz2
+ V (z)ψ(z) = Eψ(z) (2.2)

In the regions I-III in Fig 2.2, the wavefunctions (ψI−III(z) respectively)

have the form,

ψI(z) = Aeikz +Be−ikz (2.3)

ψII(z) = Ce−µz +Deµz (2.4)

ψIII(z) = Fe±ikz (2.5)

A and B are the incident and reflected wave function amplitudes, similarly

C and D are the amplitudes inside the barrier. Since an electron with a

high energy, or for a narrow barrier, is more likely to be found on the left

side of the barrier (z = 0) than on the right (z = zt), therefore D = 0. The

wave vector of the electron, k, is given by,

k =

√
2mE

h̄2 (2.6)

where E is the energy of the electron. µ is the decay constant inside the

potential barrier (0 < z < zt),

µ =

√
2m

h̄2 (V0 − E) (2.7)

where, V0, is the height of the potential barrier, in this case the vacuum
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level, and as a result, the quantity, V0−E is the work function of the sample

for electrons at the Fermi level. Since the electron has a finite probability of

tunnelling through this barrier given by T , the tunnelling coefficient. This

is defined as the ratio between the probability fluxes of the transmitted

wave (region III) and the incident wave (region I) i.e.

T =

∣∣∣∣F 2

A2

∣∣∣∣ (2.8)

Since the probability that an electron will cross the barrier decays expo-

nentially with the barrier width (zt) and T is directly proportional to the

tunnelling current, It, the following relation can be deduced,

T ∝ It ∝ exp (−2µzt) (2.9)

which implies that to a first approximation; the tunnelling current will

decay exponentially with the barrier size (i.e. the tip-sample separation)

[22]. Assuming a work function of ∼4-6 eV (an approximate value for many

materials) means that increasing the barrier width by 0.1 nm gives approx-

imately an order of magnitude reduction in the tunnelling current. This

allows for an extremely high spatial resolution since the main contribution

to the tunnelling current will be from small tip-features such as a cluster

of atoms at the tip apex close to the sample.

As the absence of a voltage would result in no net electron flow (and

zero tunnelling current), a bias voltage is required between the tip and

sample. Figure 2.3 shows a tip-vacuum barrier-sample junction system in

one dimension. For zero applied bias, the Fermi level of the tip and sample,

EfT and EfS respectively, are aligned.
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TipSample

EfT

ϕT

ϕS

ETvac

ESvac

EfS
Energy (E)

0

Displacement (z)

zt

Figure 2.3: STM tunnel junction under zero bias showing the aligned Fermi
levels of the tip and sample and the work functions for the tip and sample,
φT and φS respectively.

In the finite voltage regime, a bias voltage, V , is applied to the tip

(or sample) and the energy levels are shifted upwards or downward by an

amount eV where, e is the elementary unit of charge. The electron flow

is therefore dependent on whether the sample bias is positive or negative

[23]. If the sample is positively-biased then electrons tunnel from occupied

states in the tip to unoccupied states in the sample (Fig 2.4a) and vice

versa for a negatively-biased sample (Fig 2.4b).

This simple exponentially decaying dependence of the tunnelling cur-

rent on tip-sample separation is typically sufficient to understand basic

operation of the STM for uniform metallic substrates. However, in order

to understand bias dependent effects and image contrasts caused by ad-

sorbed molecules, a more detailed consideration of the tunnelling effect in

STM is required.
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Tip

Sample

eV

e
-

+-
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Tip

Sample

+ -

e
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eV

Figure 2.4: Tunnelling when, a) the sample is positively biased, electrons
tunnel from the tip to sample and b) when the sample is negatively biased,
electrons tunnel from sample to tip.

2.3 Further Analysis of Tunneling

Beyond the simple exponentially decay approximation, further analysis of

the tunnelling current becomes non-trivial since it involves detailed consid-

eration of the electronic states of the tip and the sample. For large features

(i.e. >1 nm), treating the surface as a topographic representation of the

surface is found to be a reasonable approximation (neglecting any large

local changes in the work function of the surface being imaged). However,

on the atomic scale and particularly for semiconductors, the assumption

that constant current operation yields the topography of a substrate often

fails.

A useful approach to explaining the contrast in STM imaging was pro-

posed by Tersoff and Hamann [24]. Starting from Bardeen’s earlier work,

a first-order time-dependent perturbation theory approach gives the tun-
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nelling current [25];

I =
2πe

h̄

∑
µ,ν

[f(Eµ)− f(Eν)] |Mµν |2 δ(Eµ + V − Eν) (2.10)

where, f(E) is the Fermi function, V is the applied voltage between the

tip and sample, Mµν is the tunnelling matrix between states ψµ (the tip)

and ψν (the surface). Eµ and Eν are the unperturbed energies of states

ψµ and ψν respectively. The delta function, δ(Eµ + V − Eν), ensures the

conservation of energy for the case of elastic tunnelling [23]. The main

problem in calculating the tunnelling current is the determination of the

tunnelling matrix, Mνµ. According to Bardeen, Mνµ is given by;

Mνµ =
h̄2

2m

∫
dS.(ψ∗µ∇ψν − ψν∇ψ∗µ) (2.11)

The integral in equation 2.11 is evaluated over the surface of the tip which is

non-trivial since the atomic structure of the tip is typically not known [23].

Tersoff and Hamann (TH) used the simplest (ideal) model to approximate

the STM tip, a spherical symmetric single atom known as an s-wave (l = 0)

ground state representing ψµ [24]. The tip is assumed to be symmetric with

a radius of curvature R and centre of curvature r0. The distance between

the surface and the nearest part of the tip is z as shown in Fig 2.5.

For most situations, the Fermi functions can be replaced by the zero

temperature values (i.e. unit step functions) and, in the limit of small

voltages, equation 2.10 can be simplified to [26];

I =
2π

h̄
e2V

∑
µ,ν

|Mµν |2δ(Eν − EF )δ(Eµ − EF ) (2.12)
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Figure 2.5: Schematic for the Tersoff-Hamann s-wave tip model. Adapted
from [23].

where EF is the Fermi energy. Using the TH model, the relation for the

tunnelling current can be determined and the following relation can be

made;

I ∝
∑
ν

|ψν(r0)|2δ(Eν − EF ) (2.13)

Since, ∑
ν

|ψν(r0)|2δ(Eν − EF ) = ns(EF , r0) (2.14)

where, ns(EF , r0) is the local density of states (LDOS) at the Fermi level

of the surface at the position of the tip [23, 24]. Hence,

I ∝ ns(EF , r0) (2.15)

Therefore using the TH model, STM images at low sample bias in constant

current mode image the constant contour LDOS at EF evaluated at the

centre of the radius of the tip r0 of a surface. As a result this does not nec-

essarily correspond to the spatial arrangement of surface atoms or atomic

structure of surface adsorbed molecules. This means that significant differ-
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ences in surface topography may be observed depending on the electronic

states of the surface. Images of semiconductors such as the GaAs(110) sur-

face illustrate this point and display a strong voltage dependence. In this

case the positive contrast changing between either the Ga or As atoms for

positive and negative sample bias respectively, as shown in Fig 2.6a and b

[27].

Figure 2.6: Constant current STM images of the GaAs(110) surface at
sample voltages of a) +1.9V and b) -1.9V. c) Top view of the surface
atomic structure. As atoms are represented by open circles and Ga atoms
by closed circles. The rectangles in a-c indicate a single unit cell, whose
position is the same in all three pictures. Adapted from [27].

In addition to imaging bare metal or semiconductor substrate surfaces,

STM can also be used to image surface adsorbed molecules. In a molecule,

the energy levels of the electrons can be expressed as a set of orbitals

relative to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest

unoccupied empty molecular orbital (LUMO) i.e. the LUMO + 1,2,3... or

the HOMO - 1,2,3... levels. When adsorbed on the surface the molecule

will be strongly coupled to the surface states and the energy levels of the

molecular orbitals will be pinned relative to the Fermi level of the surface.

This is shown in Figure 2.7 in which the tunnel junction between tip and

sample is modified by the presence of a surface adsorbed molecule for the

case of zero applied tip/sample bias.

In the case of a finite bias between the tip and sample electrons will
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TipSample

EfT

ETvac

ESvac

EfS

E
nergy (E
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0 (z)

zt

Molecule

LUMO

HOMO

HOMO - 1

LUMO + 1

HOMO LUMO

a b c

d e

a

Figure 2.7: a) Energy diagram of an STM tunnel junction with adsorbed
molecule on the sample surface. b-e) STM images of a pentacene molecule
deposited on a NaCl monolayer on a Cu(111) substrate showing the elec-
tronic structure of the molecular orbitals at different sample bias. b)
HOMO image taken at a sample bias of -2.5 V. c) LUMO image taken
at a sample bias of +1.7 V. d-e) Density functional theory (DFT) calcula-
tions of the d) HOMO and e) LUMO. Adapted from [28] via [29].

tunnel to/from these molecular orbitals. For negative sample bias, elec-

trons will tunnel from the HOMO of the molecule to the tip and from

the tip to the LUMO for a positively biased sample. Therefore, imaging a

molecule with a positive/negative sample bias will result in an image of the

LUMO/HOMO states respectively. This is shown for a pentacene molecule

in Fig 2.7b-e.

Modification of a surface by the adsorption of molecules onto a substrate

may also result in the molecule being imaged in constant current mode as

a depression rather than a topographically high region as the molecule acts

as an energy barrier. As a result, care must be taken when interpreting

‘height’ values in constant current imaging. All measurements of height

for the STM data presented in this thesis refer to the apparent height for

constant tunnelling current.

A schematic for STM operation is shown in Fig 2.8. It shows an STM

operating in constant current mode scanning in one dimension, in this case
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the x direction. The tip follows a contour of constant tunnelling current

and therefore (approximately) constant height from the surface. The tip

position is controlled by feedback (see section 2.7) electronics.

�x

+z
�z

Tip trajectory

Display unit

Sample

Displacement Piezos

Tip-sample separation

Tip Atoms

Feedback controls

Figure 2.8: Schematic of STM showing operation in constant current imag-
ing mode.

Further analysis of STM theory is not covered since it adds little extra

insight into the origin of image formation of images for the STM data

presented in this thesis. However, detailed consideration of surface states

would be required in theoretical investigations and the simulation of STM

images which are not considered in this work [30].

2.4 Atomic Force Microscopy

Soon after the invention of the STM, the atomic force microscope (AFM)

was invented [31]. The mode of imaging in AFM is due to the short range

attractive and repulsive interactions between a tip on the end of a de-

formable cantilever and the surface. The forces experienced by an AFM
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tip may be a mixture of van der Waals forces (vdW), Pauli repulasion,

capillary, chemical bonding and electrostatic forces. However, for simplic-

ity the net interaction between the tip and sample can assumed to obey

a Lennard-Jones potential which approximates the interaction between a

pair of neutral atoms or molecules and is given by [32];

V (r) = E0

[(r0

r

)12

− 2
(r0

r

)6
]

(2.16)

Where, E0 is the depth of the potential well, r is the inter-particle distance

and r0 is the point at which the potential reaches it’s minimum. The

r−12 short-range repulsive term describes Pauli repulsion and the attractive

r−6 term describes long-range attractive forces such as vdW. The distance

dependence of the Lennard-Jones potential is shown in Fig 2.9 and shows

how the forces at large distances (r > r0) are attractive, balance at the

equilibrium point (r0) and then rapidly become strongly repulsive for small

distances (r < r0).

Since the force experienced by the tip is not dependent on conduction

of electrons, AFM can be performed on almost any surface provided the

sample roughness is low enough. The standard tip used in AFM consists

of a microscopic cantilever (typically made from Si/SiN) with a MEMS1

fabricated tip with a radius of curvature of the order of nanometers as

shown in Fig 2.10.

The cantilever is brought close to the surface and moved using a three-

axis array of piezo elements, typically in a raster scan motion. As the tip is

scanned over the surface, the force between the tip and the sample results

in a deflection in the cantilever. This deflection is typically measured by

1Microelectromechanical systems
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E0
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0

r

Figure 2.9: Lennard-Jones potential (solid red line) also showing repulsive
(blue solid line) and attractive (blue dashed line) interactions.

(a)

+z
�z

F (z)
Cantilever height

kStiffness =

(b)

Figure 2.10: a) SEM image of an AFM tip and cantilever. b) 1D cantilever
displacement model.

reflecting a laser beam off of the tip (the backside of which is often coated

in a reflective metal coating such as thermally evaporated Al) and detected

by an array of photodiodes. Other methods such as detecting the voltage

generated by the deformation of a piezoelectric cantilever also exist however

they are not used in this work.

As shown in Fig 2.10, for small 1-D displacements, ∆z, the force on

a tip due to the cantilever-sample force, F (z), for a cantilever of spring
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constant, k can be expressed simply using Hooke’s law;

F (z) = k∆z (2.17)

By maintaining a constant deflection (therefore force exerted between the

tip and the sample) as the tip is scanned, a map of the sample topography

may be collected.

Tip trajectory

Sample

Cantilever and Tip

Laser

Photodiode Array

Lateral Displacement Piezo

Display unit

Tip Z Height piezo

+z

Tip-sample separation �z

Feedback control electronics

Figure 2.11: Schematic of AFM operation.

A general schematic for AFM operation can be seen in Fig 2.11. Since

AFM shares many of the general SPM principles applied to STM and most

commercial STM systems can be used as AFMs with a simple exchange of

the tip holder.

2.5 Contact Mode

The simplest mode of operation for an AFM is contact mode in which a low

stiffness cantilever (i.e. low k) is brought in contact with the surface and
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the tip scanned at a constant deflection set-point to build up a topographic

map of the surface. Contact mode can lead to tip or sample damage as the

tip moves over the surface, particularly when imaging molecular monolayers

which are easily disturbed by the tip. The tip deflection is kept constant

to maintain a constant force between the tip and sample. Despite this,

operating the AFM in a contact mode with an extremely small deflection

(and therefore low force) set point in some instances enables molecular or

even atomic resolution of a sample, examples of which are shown in Fig

5.25 and [6].

With a knowledge of the cantilever force-deflection relation, force spec-

troscopy can be performed in which the tip is gradually pressed into the

sample and the deflection measured as a function of the tip displacement.

Since the surface will also be deformed as a result of the tip pressing into

the sample, knowledge of the mechanical properties of the surface such as

the Young’s modulus can be acquired on a specific region of a surface.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.12: Examples of nanoindentation lithography. a) Chemical for-
mula of polystyrene written in a thin spin coated polystyrene film. b) An
input image which is used to generate a path for the AFM tip to trace c.)
Result of etching Fig 2.12b into a polystyrene film. Images a and c are the
work of the author and image b is from [33].
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A variation of this mode of operation is known as nano indentation

lithography. The tip is driven to a higher set point than would typically

be used for contact mode imaging and the tip moved across the surface

in a predetermined pattern. This causes etching of the surface and the

resulting pattern can then be imaged at a lower set-point. Examples of

this are shown in Fig 2.12 for a polystyrene surface. Apart from simply

modifying the surface topography, contact mode lithography can also be

used to change the chemical functionality of a surface in a specific region.

By removing a passivating monolayer in the presence of a another molecule

(typically in solution) the second molecule can be adsorbed on to the surface

in the regions where the first molecule has been removed [34].

2.6 AC Mode

The second AFM operation mode is known as non-contact or tapping mode

AFM (referred to as AC mode in this thesis for consistency with the liter-

ature). In AC mode the cantilever is oscillated at or close to its resonant

frequency, ω0. As the tip is brought towards the surface, the short range in-

teractions of the tip with the surface cause a shift in the resonant frequency.

This shift can be measured directly using frequency locking (FM-AFM) or

by monitoring a reduction in oscillation amplitude from the free-air ampli-

tude (AM-AFM). The tip is adjusted in height to compensate for this shift

and a constant oscillation amplitude (or frequency) is maintained as a set

point as the tip is scanned over the surface.

The oscillation of a cantilever (for small displacements from equilib-
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rium) can be modelled as a simple driven harmonic oscillator;

md2z
dt2︸ ︷︷ ︸

Inertial force

+ γ dz
dt︸︷︷︸

Damping term

+ kz︸︷︷︸
Restoring force

= F (t) (e.g. F (t) = F0 cos (ωt))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Time-dependant driving force.

(2.18)

The magnitude of the cantilever response, zω, for a given drive fre-

quency, ω, is given by;

|zω| =
F0

k

ω2
0

[(ω2 − ω2
0)2 + (ωω0

Q
)2]

1
2

(2.19)

where, ω0 is the resonant frequency of the cantilever, k is the spring con-

stant of the cantilever, F0 is the amplitude of the driving force and Q is

the quality factor of the cantilever. In a force gradient, i.e. the tip being

influenced due to substrate-tip interactions, oscillations (zac(t)) about this

static position z0 are considered:

zt = z0 + zac(t) ⇒ dz
dt

= dzac
dt

(2.20)

It can be shown (for small amplitude oscillations) that by expanding around

the position z0:

md2zac
dt2

+ γ dzac
dt

+ kzac − dF
dz
|z0zac(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=(k−dF
dz

)zac(t)

= F0 cos (ωt) (2.21)

This implies that the tip motion can be modelled as a driven S.H.O with
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a modified effective spring constant:

keff = k − dF
dz

(2.22)

leading to a shift in resonant frequency to:

ωeff =

keff
m


1
2

= ω0 + ∆ω0 (2.23)

As the amplitude response of an oscillator slightly off resonance is highly

sensitive to frequency changes, by adjusting the tip height until the am-

plitude of oscillation matches a set value the tip will follow a contour of

constant dF
dz

over the sample. This is analogous to constant current oper-

ation in STM but with the crucial difference that the topography is not

dependent upon the electronic LDOS. Since the forces required to affect the

amplitude of an oscillating cantilever near resonance are smaller than that

required to induce static deflection in contact mode, AC mode is typically

used for imaging delicate samples such as molecular monolayers.

AFM has undergone many considerable advances and there are a variety

of difference operating modes not covered in this text. Many of these are

dependent upon the use of specialised cantilevers for the detection of dif-

ferent interaction types, such as the use of magnetic cantilevers for imaging

of magnetic domains [35].
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2.7 Feedback

The most common feedback loop implemented in SPM equipment is a

proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller in which the error in the

measured interaction signal relative to the set point is calculated along with

the time derivative and integral of this error. These values are then used

to calculate an output signal for the next time-step in order to minimise

the error and maintain the desired set-point. The PID algorithm for the

case of an SPM instrument is as follows;

Oz(t) = Gpez(t) +Gi

∫ t

0

ez(τ)dτ +Gd
d

dt
ez(t) (2.24)

where, Oz(t) is the output signal (in this case the z position) at a

given time (t), Gp is the proportional gain, Gi is the integral gain, Gd is

the derivative gain, ez is the error signal (i.e. ez = set point - measured

position) and τ is the integrated time from t = 0→ present time.

The key values in this algorithm are the Gp,i,d gain coefficients, these

tune the response of the output signal to the error. The derivative gain is

not usually used and thereforeGd = 0. Adjusting these values allows the tip

to accurately follow the contours of constant set point. The precise values

for the gain coefficients are system specific and require tuning depending on

the surface/imaging method. Examples of feedback instability are shown

in Fig 2.13.

If the gain values are set too low the system will not respond quickly

enough and detail is lost, or in the worst case scenario the movement of

the tip may not be quick enough to avoid a feature and the tip may crash

or ‘fly’ off of an edge as shown in Fig 2.13a. If the values are set too
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Object

Trace

Retrace

Low Gain High Gaina b

Figure 2.13: An example of how feedback instability affects the path the
tip takes when the gain settings are a) too low and b) too high.

high, however, the system may over-correct and overshoot. This leads to

feedback oscillations where the tip position oscillates around the set point

value and often manifests as oscillatory noise on the image along the path

of the tip as shown in Fig 2.13b.

2.8 Vibration and Temperature Isolation

The first SPM instruments were housed within UHV chambers to elimi-

nate/minimise the effects of ambient environment and atmospheric con-

taminants. It was quickly realised that these instruments were capable of

operation in ambient conditions (including liquids), allowing SPM to be

performed on a wide variety of samples not compatible with UHV condi-

tions. The main penalty for operating at ambient conditions is increased

sensitivity to thermally induced drift. This means that under room tem-

perature (RT) conditions, SPM images can experience significant distortion

in both the x, y and z directions.

Due to the extremely small distances between tip and sample, any cou-

pling of externally produced low-frequency mechanical vibrations to the
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instrument may result in imaging artifacts or even tip crashes in extreme

cases.

Bungee cord

STM

Air stabilised table

Insulated cabinet

Granite block

Figure 2.14: Ambient STM inside an isolation enclosure showing the vari-
ous methods used to isolate the scanner.

As shown in Fig 2.14, several techniques are often used to mitigate

against the effects of these vibrations. Most SPM instruments are mounted

on air-stabilised tables and the scan heads themselves are typically sus-

pended by springs or bungee cords on a heavy base such as a granite block.

UHV SPM chambers are often coupled with cryostats to cool the sample to

cryogenic temperatures, typically using liquid N2 (77K) or liquid He (4K).

This drastically reduces the thermal drift, allowing imaging of the same

area for up to weeks at a time although this is not typically used when

working in ambient conditions. A typical ambient STM isolation chamber

is shown in Fig 2.14.

2.9 Image Processing and Presentation

Since all SPM instruments are subject to the effects of some thermal drift

and mechanical vibration, SPM data must be processed and presented in an

appropriate format. This may involve removing artifacts such as electronic
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oscillations induced by AC mains voltage and correcting for the effects of

thermal drift, particularly in experiments performed in ambient conditions.

Care must however be taken in image processing to ensure that data is not

manipulated in a way that may incorrectly introduce features, this is par-

ticularly relevant in the case of Fourier filtering in section 2.13. Most SPM

imaging software packages can perform the processing methods detailed

below and export either exported images or raw x, y, z data for further

processing and numerical analysis.

2.10 Rendering

Multiple ways of rendering SPM data for presentation exist, the most com-

mon is to render the z-positions as an intensity value on a colour scale. This

may be a simple gray scale where higher features correspond to a higher

intensity value, a colour-height scale may be displayed next to the image to

give an indication of the range of heights present in an image. The choice

of either colour or intensity is arbitrary and non-linear maps may be used

depending on the height scales of the feature(s) being studied.

3D rendering may also be used, however, the vertical size of features

may typically be several orders of magnitude smaller than the lateral size

of the image, particularly in the case of molecular monolayers on a flat

substrate. Therefore a 1:1:1 representation of the x, y and z values may

not show the features of the surface. In this case the z scale may be scaled

to show the topography of the surface as is shown in Fig 2.16.

3D rendering of a surface can also be combined with other surface mea-

surement techniques in order to display multiple properties of a surface in
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Figure 2.15: 2D rendering of SPM data. a) Height values are recorded at x
and y positions. b) the values are then re-scaled and c) mapped to a colour
intensity.

a b

Figure 2.16: 3D rendering of SPM data showing a crystal surface at a)
1:1:1 x : y : z scale and b) with the z axis multiplied by a factor of 30.

one image. For example, the topography of a sample may be rendered in 3D

and then the surface coloured using the values from spectroscopic measure-

ments of the same region. Alternatively a different channel of data from

the SPM instrument may be used to overlaid onto the surface topography.

For example, techniques such as magnetic force microscopy (MFM) allow

a surface to be imaged in contact/AC mode and then re-scanned using a

magnetic cantilever in order to overlay the magnetic domain information

on the topographic structure of the sample.
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2.11 Drift Correction

Thermal drift is a particular problem encountered when performing SPM

experiments. The slow scan speed combined with thermal expansions of

several nm over tens of minutes in some cases means that a feature drifts

relative to the scan area, leading to a highly distorted image. Over long

time scales this may even mean that the feature drifts out of range of the

scanner. One way to mitigate this is to increase the tip rastering speed.

However, this has the side effect of increasing the effect of noise as the

acquisition time per point on the surface may not be sufficient to see the

contrast variations on the surface.

In UHV conditions, the environment may be sufficiently isolated so

that the drift levels are minimised through the use of cryogenic cooling.

Ambient SPM experiments however, are highly susceptible to thermal drift,

particularly at the beginning of experiments since the instrument may have

been opened and components handled, heating them up above the ambient

temperature. The effects of drift at the beginning of scanning can be seen

in Fig 2.17.

S
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n 
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ct
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n

Figure 2.17: First scan of an ambient STM experiment showing significant
thermal drift.
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In order to minimise the effects of thermal drift, SPM instruments are

typically situated in a temperature controlled room and the instrument

located in an acoustically and thermally insulated cabinet. Despite this,

the system may then still take several hours to equilibrate with the sur-

roundings meaning that the images may show the effects of drift for some

time. If a time sensitive sample such as one that degrades in the ambi-

ent environment then the effects of drift on the images must be taken into

account.

Up scan Down scan

Figure 2.18: Sequential STM images showing the effects of thermal drift.

For example, a sequence of STM images showing the effects of drift are

shown below in Fig 2.18. If the thermal expansion is linear then a velocity

for the drift in x and y, v(x, y) can be calculated in units of time per pixel.

As the SPM tip movement is much faster in x than y. The drift in x may

be considered negligible over the time scale in a single line scan. The next

line scan will then be displaced by an amount v(x, y)t from its expected

position where t is the time taken to complete one line scan in units of time

per pixel moved in the y direction. This means that if a point, Pi(x, y) is

measured in an image, the same position on the next image, Pi+1(x, y) is

given by;
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Pi+1 = Pi + v(vx, vy)Nt (2.25)

Where N is the number of lines scanned in the y direction until the same

feature is imaged again. If the velocity is then known it can be subtracted

from this measured position and the original position found. The effect

will appear in the final image as a combination of a stretch/compression in

the y direction and a skew in x as shown in Fig 2.19.

θ

Δy

Δx
x

y

Figure 2.19: Illustration of stretching and skewing in SPM images.

A simple method for drift correction can be implemented by identifying

a consistently present feature (or multiple features) and measuring the rate

at which it moves over time during imaging. By taking a minimum of two

sequential images with the same scanning parameters, one scanning up

and one down (or vice versa) and marking the specific features, the drift

velocity can be calculated.

Figure 2.20 shows a consistent feature on two hypothetical STM images

that have been acquired sequentially. The position of this feature in the

initial and final images is recorded, i.e. (xi, yi) and (xi+1, yi+1) respectively.

In order to calculate the velocity, the relevant time interval, ∆t, is calcu-

lated by adding the number of scan lines remaining in the first up scan,
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Figure 2.20: Marking positions to calculate drift velocity.

∆yup, and the number of lines in the next scan until which are acquired

before the feature appears again, ∆ydown;

∆t = ∆yup + ∆ydown (2.26)

Therefore the final velocity is given by;

v(xi, yi) =
∆x

∆t
i + (

∆yup + ∆ydown

∆t
)j (2.27)

In a real SPM image, this can be repeated for as many known points as

possible and an average taken to give a net drift velocity and the correction

required. This process of feature marking in sequential images is shown in

Fig 2.21 for the STM images in Fig 2.18. Fig 2.21a and b show some

consistent features in the two images. These positions are then used to

calculate the average drift velocity and the image then skewed in x and

stretched/compressed in y to correct the effect of drift as shown in Fig

2.21c. Since the drift corrected image will be a parallelogram, it is typically

cropped to a square for the final image as shown in Fig 2.21d.

Hardware drift correction techniques also exist such as repeatedly mov-
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Up scan Down scan Corrected image

a b c d

Figure 2.21: Final drift corrected image.

ing the tip back to a known atom repeatedly during a scan and measuring

the displacement of the atom over time. This provides in-situ feedback to

the system that can correct for drift by adjusting the tip scanning dynam-

ically [36, 37]. However, this technique is typically limited to low temper-

ature, low drift UHV environments.

2.12 Image Flattening

The x, y, z position of an SPM tip is in all cases is defined relative to some

known position, e.g. the zero displacement position of the piezo actuator.

This also means that if the sample position relative to the tip displacement

is not known, any effects such as sample tilt will be recorded in the raw

data and must be corrected for. Conversely, if the surface has a large height

change (for example, closely spaced crystal planes) then simply representing

the surface as a colour map as a function of recorded height may make small

surface features on each terrace difficult to distinguish visually. In this case,

flattening the data to a first order polynomial plane as is shown in Fig 2.22

may aid in distinguishing variations in the surface structure.

Figure 2.23 shows the effect that a first-order plane fit has on an image

of a crystal surface. In Fig 2.23a an AFM image is shown where the colour

scale is directly mapped to the change in height of the surface, i.e. the
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x

Raw Data

0

z(x)a 1st - Order Flatteningb

Figure 2.22: Illustration of flattening on SPM images showing a) an ideal
raw 1D topographic profile and b) fitting the profile to a first order poly-
nomial.

brighter the colour the greater the height. However, for an image where the

height change is even greater this may cause a loss of detail on the highest

and lowest crystal planes. By flattening the image to a first order polyno-

mial (Fig 2.23b) the detail on the terrace surfaces is more pronounced. Fig

2.23c-d also shows the effect this has on the distribution of height values

for the images in Figs 2.23a and b respectively with Fig 2.23c showing the

height peaks associated with each crystal plane.

a b

c d
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Figure 2.23: a-b) AC mode AFM images of a crystal surface showing the
effect that 1st order fitting has on 2D image presentation and c-d) the height
distributions for a-b respectively.
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Images may also be flattened using higher order polynomials. For ex-

ample, if a substrate with an adsorbed monolayer of molecules has even

a slight curvature, the contrast due to the monolayer may be lost if the

deviation in z height due to the curvature of the substrate is significantly

higher than the height of the monolayer relative to the surface. This is

shown in Fig 2.24.

Raw data 3rd -order polynomial fit Corrected profile

Figure 2.24: Fitting to a third order polynomial

2.13 Fourier Filtering

Manipulation of the 2D discrete Fourier transform (2DDFT) of an SPM

image can be used to suppress particular spatial frequencies. When imaging

periodic features or when artificially induced noise at a fixed frequency is

present in SPM in images, such as electronic interference from mains AC

signals at 50 Hz or periodic mechanical noise introduced by external source.

It can be helpful to remove these unwanted frequencies.

In practice this is typically performed using a 2D fast Fourier transform

algorithm (2DFFT) [38] and most SPM software packages have inbuilt

routines to calculate the 2DFFT and interfaces to perform filtering of the

spectra at selected frequencies. However, care must be taken when filtering

using Fourier techniques as it is possible to introduce artefacts through

improper removal of noise. For example, It is possible to filter white noise

to the extent that non-physical periodic features are introduced [26].
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2.14 SPM Substrates

Whilst the techniques of STM and AFM are applicable to surfaces with

‘large’ height differences such as biological samples, the study of molecu-

lar monolayers of sub-nm vertical feature size such as atomic step-edges

typically requires highly-ordered substrates in order to achieve contrast of

sub-nm nanostructures. The following sections discuss the structure and

preparation of several substrates used in this thesis.

2.15 HOPG

Graphite is a crystalline form of carbon in the hexagonally close packed

(hcp) crystal structure. The atomic arrangement consists of an sp2 hy-

bridised honeycomb array of covalently bonded planar carbon atoms with

a bond length of 1.42 Å. The crystal structure of a graphite sheet is shown

in Fig 2.25. The (0001) unit cell of graphite consists of two carbon atoms,

labeled A and B as shown by Fig 2.25a which form a rhombic unit cell

which makes up the structure of the bulk hexagonal lattice with a lattice

constant of 2.46 Å shown in Fig 2.25b.

Each stacked plane of carbon atoms is held together by van der Waals

forces and are separated by 3.40 Å. In the bulk structure of graphite, each

plane is offset by one atomic spacing and the planes are stacked AB, known

as Bernal stacking. The A atoms in the unit cell of the top layer sit above

the displayed B atoms in the layer below and this pattern is repeated in

the bulk crystal structure as shown in Fig 2.26.

Highly-ordered pyrolitic graphite (HOPG) is a grade of graphite in

which the average angular separation between the sheets in the crystal
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Figure 2.25: Graphite (0001) unit cell showing a) atomic positions in a
single unit cell. b) Extended honeycomb crystal structure. c) The layered
structure of graphite sheets.

Figure 2.26: a) AB stacking in graphite showing the top (blue) layer of
carbon atoms displaced relative to the layer below (red). b) Side view of
AB stacking showing how the A atoms are positioned over the B atoms in
the layer below.

is extremely low. It is commonly used as an SPM substrate as it is sta-

ble in ambient conditions and easy to prepare. Exposing a clean atomic

plane of HOPG is as simple as removing the top layers with adhesive tape,

known as mechanical exfoliation. This provides an extremely flat ordered
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substrate in which the hexagonal lattice can be resolved in ambient con-

ditions using STM as shown in Fig 2.27a. The step height between the

planes of HOPG can also be used as a reference to calibrate the z axis of

an STM or AFM instrument.

a b

Figure 2.27: Ambient STM images of the HOPG surface showing different
contrasts. a) The expected hexagonal lattice and b) trigonal lattice com-
monly observed in STM experiments with lattice constant of 2.46 Å. Tip
Bias, 0.1 V, Tunnel Current, 1 nA.

The contrast that is observed in STM images of HOPG does not typi-

cally show the expected hexagonal lattice (Fig 2.27a) and instead a trigonal

lattice with a lattice constant of 2.46 Å is commonly observed as shown in

Fig 2.27b. This contrast is attributed to the AB stacking behavior on ac-

count of the asymmetry in the A and B lattice positions [39]. The relative

alignment of the graphite sheets relative to each other can also vary leading

to the existence of moiré patterns in STM images, these are discussed in

section 5.6.

A single atomic layer of graphite, known as graphene, is discussed in

more detail in Chapter 5 due to its unique properties. All HOPG substrates

used in this work were purchased commercially from Agar Scientific as 1
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cm square blocks.

2.16 Hexagonal Boron Nitride

Boron nitride (BN) is a highly insulating compound formed from a 1:1

ratio of B and N atoms and is commonly used as a high temperature

ceramic in the cubic structure (cBN). The hexagonal-form of BN (hBN)

consists of a hexagonal covalently bonded BN lattice π − π stacked in an

hcp structure analogous to HOPG with B and N atoms in the A and B

positions respectively. The structure of hBN is shown in Fig 2.28.

The B and N atoms in hBN are covalently bonded with a separation of

1.45 Å and a lattice constant of 2.52 Å. The atomic layers stack in an AA’

stacking arrangement with alternating B and N atoms above and below

each other and each layer is separated by 3.3 Å.

Figure 2.28: Structure of h-BN showing a) unit cell with bond lengths, b)
bulk structure and c) separation between hBN sheets.
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The hBN used in this work was grown via a high-temperature, high-

pressure process in order to form small bulk hBN crystals [40]. Due to the

weak in plane coupling between the (0001) planes hBN can be exfoliated

to produce thin flat crystallites, exposing clean atomic planes for SPM

study. The surface also supports molecular self-assembly on an insulating

substrate in place of HOPG and for the creation of molecular electronic

devices where an insulating substrate is necessary.

hBN has been frequently used in the growth and fabrication of

graphene/hBN heterostructures due the low lattice mismatch with graphene

(< 2%) making it ideal as an insulating dielectric [19] or tunnelling layer

in graphene-based electronics [41]. hBN/graphene heterostructures are dis-

cussed in chapter 5.

2.17 hBN Substrate Preparation

As the hBN used in this work is in the form of small (typically 10-100

µm) crystallites, they must be transferred onto an appropriate supporting

surface [40]. Typically SiO2 on Si is used, although sapphire is also used as

a substrate as it has a much higher melting point which is required for the

high temperature molecular beam epitaxy technique used in chapter 5. The

preparation techniques outlined below are the same for both substrates.

The process of exfoliating hBN onto substrates is shown in Fig 2.29a.

Firstly the crystallites are exfoliated by depositing one or two small

hBN crystallites on to adhesive tape. The tape is then folded over and

repeatedly peeled apart in order to cleave the layers of the hBN into thinner

and thinner flakes covering the surface of the tape. The tape is then pressed
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Figure 2.29: Steps in preparing hBN substrates. a) Flakes are first exfoli-
ated using adhesive tape. This is then placed in contact with the substrate
and then pealed off slowly. The substrate coated in hBN flakes is then
immersed in toluene to remove the adhesive residue. b) The substrates are
finally loaded in to a barrel furnace and annealed in H2:Ar gas.

on to the surface of the desired substrate and then removed slowly, allowing

some of the hBN flakes to stick to the substrate surface via vdW attraction

as shown in Fig 2.29. Whilst some of the flakes will be cleaved as the tape is

removed, leaving a clean hBN surface, some will still be covered in polymer

adhesive from the tape. In order to remove this a two part cleaning process

is used.

Following exfoliation the samples were immersed in toluene overnight

(typically ∼18h) to dissolve the majority of the adhesive. During the course

of this work, several different solvents, such as acetone, were used to find

which removed the most tape reside. This means that the use of different

adhesive tapes to exfoliate the hBN flakes may require a different solvent.

After removal from toluene the substrates were dried rapidly using an N2

gun. An optical image of hBN flakes deposited on to an SiO2 surface are
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shown in Fig 2.30.

Figure 2.30: Optical image of hBN flakes deposited on 300 nm thick SiO2

on Si wafer. The bight colouring of the flakes is due to interference effects
on account of the thin oxide layer.

The substrates were then loaded in to a barrel furnace and annealed at

400◦C for 8 hrs in a 0.15 standard litres per minute (slpm) flow of 5:95%

H2:Ar gas mixture as shown in Fig 2.29b. The flow rate was controlled using

a mass flow controller and allowed to cool over approximately 6 hours in the

gas flow following the annealing. The substrates were then used for either

molecular deposition (see chapter 4) or MBE graphene growth (see chapter

5). AFM images of the hBN surface following cleaning using different

solvents and methods are shown in Fig 2.31.

a cb

Figure 2.31: AC mode AFM images of hBN on SiO2 surface after cleaning
using a) acetone showing surface contaminants, b) toluene which has suc-
cessfully removed the polymer residue and c) pitting on the h-BN surface
caused by flame annealing.
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Annealing the samples using a butane blowtorch until red hot for ap-

proximately one minute was also found to clean the hBN surface sufficiently.

However, the presence of pits in the hBN surface seen in Fig 2.31c meant

that for all the work presented in this thesis, the toluene solvent followed

by barrel furnace method was used.

a cb

Figure 2.32: AC mode AFM images of hBN on a) SiO2, b) Au(111) and c)
sapphire showing the surface structure of the underlying support substrate.

.

The clean hBN is found to exhibit surface features of the underlying

support when imaged with AFM. Figures 2.32a-c show hBN flakes on SiO2,

Au(111) and sapphire substrates respectively. In all cases, the hBN surface

is found to adopt the underlying terrace structure of the support material.

This is particularly obvious in the case of hBN on Au(111) (Fig 2.32b)

as the triangular terraces of the Au surface underneath the hBN flake are

visible in contrast to the non-crystalline SiO2 surface (Fig 2.32a).

2.18 Au(111)

Au, as with most noble metals, crystallises into the face-centred cubic

(FCC) crystal structure with a unit cell size of 4.08 Å. Surface studies of

metals are typically performed on single crystal planes. These can be pre-

pared by cutting, polishing and annealing a single metal crystal although
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these crystals are expensive and require cleaning and re-preparing between

each experiment. In practice, a thin-film of preferentially-oriented but lat-

erally polycrystalline Au grown on an ultra-flat support substrate such as

mica is used. Preparation of these surfaces requires highly specific condi-

tions, and heating the substrate in UHV conditions is required to produce

the Au (111) or (110) crystal surfaces. The Au(111) surface structure is

shown in Fig 2.33b and c.

Figure 2.33: a) Au FCC unit cell showing a) the atomic positions (red)
and the (111) plane (blue). b) (111) surface unit cell showing the lattice
constants and c) extended crystal structure of the (111) surface.

Use of butane or hydrogen flame annealing is used to prepare Au(111)

for STM imaging. Heating until the substrate is at a deep orange colour for

∼1 minute is typically enough to achieve an atomically clean substrate for
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the study of the bare Au surface or depositing a monolayer of molecules.

STM images of Au(111) surfaces are shown in Fig 2.34 and the expected

trigonal symmetry of the Au(111) terraces can be seen in Fig 2.34a.

Figure 2.34: Ambient STM images showing a) the triangular symmetry of
the Au(11) terrace structure following annealing. b) Characteristic ‘zig-zag’
lines indicative of the Herringbone reconstruction. Tip bias, 1 V, tunnel
current, 50 pA.

By annealing the Au(111) surface it is possible to induce a surface

reconstruction known as the herringbone reconstruction (also known as

the 23 x
√

3 reconstruction). This feature manifests as a series of parallel

zig-zag lines in STM imaging of the Au surface with a periodicity of ∼6.3

nm as shown in Fig 2.34b. This is due to the surface atoms adopting a

slightly different structure to that of the bulk crystal. This is the result of

23 surface atoms occupying the space of 22 lattice sites in the layer below

[23].

Au surfaces are well-suited to SPM studies of molecular arrays since

they are highly inert. Nevertheless, Au can be reacted with thiol com-

pounds to form chemically functionalised surfaces [42, 43, 44]. The surface

Au atoms form a covalent bond with an S atom in order to produce a
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surface with an Au-S-R (where R is an arbitrary hydrocarbon fragment)

surface termination. The -R group can also be terminated with different

functional groups such as -CH3, -OH or -COOH to modify the surface en-

ergy and control molecular adsorption on to the Au(111) surface [45]. The

density of these functional groups may also be modified by using bulky

aromatic structures in place of simple alkane chains [46]. The effect that

surface functionalisation has on molecular adsorption on to the Au(111)

surface is discussed in chapter 3.

2.19 SiO2

SiO2 grown on Si wafer provides an insulating substrate ideal for the prepa-

ration of nano-scale devices and is commonly used in semiconductor fabri-

cation processes. The thickness of the oxide layer is sometimes of critical

importance in optoelectronic devices due to interference effects caused by

the thin-oxide and enables the identification of monolayers of materials

such as graphene [17].

All SiO2 used in this work was commercially purchased 300 nm thick

SiO2 formed by thermal decomposition of Boron-doped (p-type) Si(100)

wafer.

2.20 Preparation of SPM Experiments

Fig 2.35 shows some of the steps taken in preparing an ambient STM

experiment in this case imaging of a HOPG surface. Pt/Ir wire is first

sheared by holding a short length of wire in between a pair of pliers and

then cutting at an angle whilst pulling away, this often results in a tip
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sharp enough for accurate STM imaging (Fig 2.35a). After placing the tip

into the STM scanner head, the surface is then prepared. For example, Fig

2.35b shows a HOPG block being exfoliated using adhesive tape to produce

a clean graphite surface.

Figure 2.35: a) Pt-Ir STM tip ready for use. b) HOPG substrate being
cleaved with adhesive tape. c) Imaging solvent being applied by pipette to
the surface for liquid STM imaging.

The substrate is attached to a sample stage via a conducting clip and

isolated from the rest of the apparatus using glass slides. This is shown for

an HOPG sample in Fig 2.35c which also shows the deposition of a solvent

on to the HOPG surface using a pipette for liquid imaging (see section

2.21).

The sample stage is then loaded into the STM, firstly a coarse approach

is performed by eye to get the tip as close to the surface as possible without

crashing and damaging the tip. Once the approach by hand is complete,

a final approach is performed by the control computer in which the z-axis

piezo is extended to test for a tunnelling current. If no current is detected

then the sample is coarsely approached by a small amount using a stepper

motor, the piezo is then re-extended to check for a tunnelling current. This

process is then repeated until a tunnelling current is detected and the tip

is then raster-scanned and images are acquired.
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Preparation of an ambient AFM experiment involves many of the same

steps as for STM sample preparation. Commercially available AFM can-

tilever tips are placed in a holder in mechanical contact with a drive piezo

to oscillate the tip. The cantilever is then brought in close proximity by

eye to the sample. The laser spot is aligned with the tip and the deflection

measurement zeroed. If an AC mode experiment is to be performed then

the resonant frequency of the cantilever is found by sweeping a frequency

range close to the predicted resonance. The cantilever is then driven at a

frequency slightly away from this to force the cantilever into the attrac-

tive/repulsive modes of imaging.

The cantilever is then coarsely approached stepwise identically to the

STM and the z-axis piezo extended to check if the desired set-point is

reached (In then case of contact imaging this is the desired deflection and

in AC mode, a reduction to the desired oscillation amplitude or change of

frequency from resonance for FM-AFM). Once the set-point is reached, the

tip is then rastered over the surface and images are acquired.

2.21 Liquid Imaging

Depositing solutions onto substrates before or during SPM imaging allows

the investigation of dynamic processes at the liquid-solid interface such

as the growth of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) when molecules are

deposited onto a surface from solution. Liquid conditions also allow the

response of SAMs to an environmental stimulus to be investigated. For

example, SAMs may change their structure when exposed to liquids of

varying pH or the introduction of another molecule. In addition, an imaging
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solvent may allow investigation of a compound that is sensitive to ambient

conditions by acting as a barrier to prevent decomposition. For further

discussion of this subject, the reader is directed to the review by De Feyter

[47] and the thesis of Stannard [48].

Figure 2.36: Example ambient STM images in liquid conditions showing
quarterphenyl-3,3”,5,5”-tetracarboxylic acid (QPTC) molecules on HOPG
imaged in nonanoic acid exhibiting; a) parallel structure with the chemical
structure overlaid for several molecules in the central region of the im-
ages and; b) Kagomé structure formed through coadsorption of coronene
molecules with QPTC on multiple HOPG terrace steps. Tip bias, 1 V,
tunnel current 50 pA. Images from [49].

If a liquid STM experiment is to be performed, a solvent (sometimes

containing molecules) is drop-deposited on the surface, typically via a

pipette although some STM liquid cells allow injection of a liquid dur-

ing imaging. The STM tip is then brought in contact with the liquid until

a meniscus is formed along the tip. The same standard approach steps

are then taken to incrementally move the tip closer to the substrate un-

til a tunnelling current is detected. Examples of the images that can be

acquired by an STM in liquid conditions are shown in Fig 2.36.

AFM can also be performed in liquid conditions. However, the oscilla-

tion of the cantilever will be heavily damped by the liquid, changing the

resonant frequency of the cantilever significantly. Also, changes in refrac-
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tive index due to the liquid will affect the optical path of the detection

laser meaning the set-up of the equipment must be adjusted to take this

into account.

2.22 Optical Spectroscopy

Measuring the relative intensities of adsorbed/scattered light at different

wavelengths gives information about the transitions and energy levels in

molecules. In the case of photons the energy of the photon is simply related

to the wavelength by the Planck formula;

E = hν =
hc

λ
(2.28)

where E is the photon energy, ν is the photon frequency, h the Planck

constant, c is the speed of light and λ is the photon wavelength.

For particles, such as neutrons, electrons and protons etc. The energy

is given by the DeBroglie equation;

λ =
h

p
(2.29)

E =
hc

λ
(2.30)

By recording the emitted intensities as a function of wavelength, the ener-

gies of the energy level transitions in a particular material may be investi-

gated. The transitions between energy levels are often illustrated using a

Jablonski diagram as shown in Fig 2.37.

The diagram shows a simple process in which an electron is excited to

a higher energy state by an incoming photon and falls back to the ground
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Figure 2.37: A Jablonski diagram.

state, emitting a photon of the same wavelength. In reality there may be

many different pathways for the electron to lose energy causing photons of

a range of energies to be emitted and the energy difference accounted for

by a non-radiative transition.

2.23 Fluorescence

Fluorescence spectroscopy measures the light that is emitted after an elec-

tron in a molecule in the ground state, S0 has been excited in to a higher

singlet energy state by an incoming photon of energy hνex. For example, a

transition from S0 to S1,

S0 + hνex → S1 (2.31)

which is shown in Fig 2.38 along with transitions from S0 to the S2 state.

Following excitation, the electron will then relax to the S1 state, typically

via non-radiative conversions through loss of heat. The fluorescence process

occurs after the electron undergoes a transition back into the ground state,
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(from the lowest energy excited state, S1) emitting a photon of energy hνem.

S1 → S0 + hνem + heat (2.32)

E
n

er
gy

 

Excited states

Ground state

 

E0

hνex

S1

S0

hνem

S2

Adsorption FluorescenceNon-radiative
transitions

Figure 2.38: Jablonski diagram for a fluorescence

These processes are shown in Fig 2.38, the green and red arrows show

the adsorbed and emitted photons respectively and the wavy arrows indi-

cate non-radiative transitions.

In general, the emitted photon will be red-shifted relative to the exci-

tation photon, this is known as a Stokes shift and is due to non-radiative

decay such as heat or the photon transitioning to a higher vibrational level

of the ground state. As a result, the spectrum of emitted photons will show

peaks of various intensities corresponding to the energies of the transitions

occurring. In practice there are often so many transitions that a broad

continuum of intensities is observed.

The molecule to be studied is placed in the path of a monochromatic
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light source (typically a laser) to give a single excitation energy. The

molecule can also be suspended in a solution inside a clear cuvette or de-

posited on a surface as a mono/multi-layer. In the case of a liquid, the

detection is usually performed at 90◦ to the incident excitation beam to

minimise the amount of the light of the excitation reaching the detector,

leaving only the fluorescent light. This light is finally fed in to a spectrom-

eter and CCD and the data analysed using a computer.

Other experimental techniques involve varying the excitation wave-

length in order to probe how the fluorescent emission varies due with dif-

ferent excitation energies. This can be achieved by using a broad emission

light source and variable monochromator using a diffraction grating. Fluo-

rescence spectrometers are often be mounted on microscopes allowing the

fluorescent properties of surfaces to be mapped spatially in combination

with x, y scanning stages.

In addition, ultra-fast optical measurement techniques allow time re-

solved fluorescence meaurements in order to measure the lifetime of ex-

cited states. One version of this, time correlated single photon counting

(TCSPC) is performed by using a synchronisation pulse and measuring the

time relative to the excitation pulse. A decay profile for the re-radiation

of light can then be collected. Time-resolved fluorescence measurements of

porphyrin nanorings are discussed in chapter 4.

2.24 Raman Spectroscopy

The Raman scattering effect, first reported by C. V. Raman in 1928 [50]

is an extremely weak scattering effect due to scattering from vibrational
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states occupied by electrons in molecules. In comparison with fluorescence,

the process is non-resonant meaning that the specific wavelength used to

excite the sample is not as critical as in fluorescent spectroscopy. Also the

process is almost instantaneous as there is no excited state and associated

lifetime.

incoming photon

E
n

er
gy

 

excited state

virtual states

Ground state
vibrational level

Rayleigh 
Scattering

Raman
 Stokes

Raman
 anti-Stokes

Fluorescence

 
ES EaS

Ev

Eγ

Eγ + Ev

E0

Eγ

Eexcited

Figure 2.39: The Raman scattering effect shown with Rayleigh and Fluo-
rescence transition processes. The diagram shows the Stokes/anti-Stokes
scattering processes responsible for the Raman effect.

Figure 2.39 shows different scattering processes on a Jablonski diagram.

Two different processes are present in a Raman spectrum (in addition to

Rayleigh scattering) that produce the Raman spectra of a material. These

are known as;

• Stokes scattering: The electron initially in a ground state, E0, is

excited into a virtual state by a photon of energy Eγ. The electron

then falls back in to a vibrational level of energy Ev emitting a photon

of energy ES, where;

ES = Eγ − Ev (2.33)
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Therefore, analogous to Stokes shifts in fluorescence, the emitted pho-

ton will be red-shifted relative to the excitation photon.

• Anti-Stokes scattering: The electron initially in a vibrational

state, Ev, is excited into a virtual state by a photon of energy Eγ.

The electron then falls back in to the ground state E0 emitting a

photon of energy EaS, where;

EaS = Eγ + Ev (2.34)

As shown in Fig 2.40, the shifted beams are symmetric about the wave-

length of the excitation wavelength since the Stokes and anti-Stokes shifts

are equal in wavelength shift. However, the relative intensities between the

two are typically not equal due to the relative number of electrons being

in the ground state versus a higher energy vibrational level. Typically the

Stokes shift is significantly more intense since a high fraction of molecules

are in the ground state. Analysis of the Raman scattered light it therefore

typically done using the Stokes side of the spectrum.

A schematic of a reflection Raman spectrometer is shown in Fig 2.41

(transmission versions also exist). The apparatus is typically attached to a

conventional optical microscope system and the laser spot/sample can be

moved in the x and y directions allowing mapping of the Raman spectrum

over a sample. This may be combined with other equipment such as AFM in

order to extract both topographic and spectral information from a sample.

An excitation laser is fed in to the system and is focused onto the sam-

ple at a specified point. The reflected beam containing both the excitation

wavelengths and the Raman shifted photons from the sample is then fed
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Figure 2.40: Diagram illustrating the positions of Stokes and Anti-Stokes
Raman scattering on a model spectra. Note that the strong Rayleigh scat-
tering peak at the centre would typically be removed using notch filters
before being acquired and would not be present on the acquired Raman
spectrum.
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Figure 2.41: Schematic of a typical Raman spectrometer system.

through a beam splitter to divert the path into the optical processing equip-

ment. The critical part in extracting the Raman shifted photons is the use

of a notch filter on the reflected beam in order to remove the high inten-

sity excitation wavelengths from the Rayleigh scattered light. The filtered
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beam is then fed into a spectrometer, consisting of a grating followed by

focusing on to a CCD (typically cooled using a Peltier element or liquid

cooling to reduce instrument noise) where data is collected and processed

using a computer.

Raman shifts are typically specified in a wavenumber shift from the

excitation wavelength, λ0;

∆w =

(
1

λ0

− 1

λ1

)
(2.35)

∆w is the raman shift expressed in wavenumber given in inverse cen-

timeters (cm−1). λ0 is the excitation wavelength and λ1 is the Raman

wavelength. Typically wavelengths are expressed in nm therefore the for-

mula for conversion to inverse centimeters is given by;

∆w(cm−1) =

(
1

λ0(nm)
− 1

λ1(nm)

)
× 107 (2.36)

Raman scattering has been used in this thesis to analyse graphene sam-

ples and the specifics of the graphene Raman spectrum are discussed in

chapter 5.
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MOFs on Surfaces

“If you are entering a new field, pick an experiment that has already been

done but you wished that you’d been the one that did it and try it....”

Professor Alf Adams FRS recounting advice from Walter Spear

The Life Scientific, 25th March 2014

This is a study of a class of materials known as metal-organic frame-

works (MOFs) grown on functionalised Au surfaces. MOFs are composed

of metal clusters and organic ligands to form highly porous crystals with

highly tailorable structures and chemical functionality. The growth of a

well known MOF, HKUST-1, is investigated with AFM when grown on a

thiol-functionalised Au surface using a layer-by-layer technique.

HKUST-1 is found to grow as a film composed of nanocrystallites when

deposited in ambient conditions. A strong dependence of crystallographic

orientation on the surface functionality is observed in agreement with the

literature [12, 51, 45, 52, 53]. The size and structure of individual nanocrys-
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tallites are repeatedly measured by returning to the same region between

growth steps with sub-µm accuracy.

The growth rates of individual crystallites are found to exceed those

reported elsewhere in the literature. This is in contrast to other studies

which use the layer-by-layer technique and typically assume a homogeneous

single-crystal growth interface and the addition of a single molecular mono-

layer during each growth step. These results have strong implications for

the creation of devices from MOFs where the performance may by limited

by the defects and domain boundaries present in a nanocrystalline film.

In addition, preliminary AFM studies of the NOTT-801 MOF that

forms large, sheet-like crystals are presented. The size, stability and quality

of the crystal surface makes it an interesting candidate material to study

the pore structure of MOF crystals using AFM and potential integration

with novel device structures.

3.1 MOFs

Metal organic frameworks (MOFs), also known as porous coordination

polymers (PCPs) are a class of crystalline compounds formed from metal

ions or cation clusters coordinated to organic ligands sometimes referred

to as ‘linkers’. The organic ligands studied here are carboxylic acids whose

negatively charged carboxylate functionalised ends coordinate to the posi-

tively charged metal cations in repeating units to form the MOF framework

structure. In these frameworks, the metal cations and organic ligands form

multi-nuclear nodes with a well defined geometry [54] and may exist in 1,2

or 3D geometries. An example structure of MOF-5 [55] and the component
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terephthalic acid linker and zinc coordination cluster is shown in Fig 3.1.

Examples of the metal nodes used include the copper and zinc paddle-

wheel units (See Fig 3.6a). The organic ligands that form the ‘backbone’

of the MOF structure are highly variable in structure allowing a high level

of ‘designability’ to the structure and chemical functionality of the MOF.

This means that there are an almost limitless choice of potential MOF

structures. In addition this also allows particular characteristics to be de-

signed into the molecular framework with much greater flexibility than

other crystalline compounds such as porous zeolites, which often rely on

another structure-directing compound during synthesis.

= Zn
= O
= C
= H

da

b

c
= =

Figure 3.1: Molecular structures of a) Zn cluster and b) terephthalic acid
c) these building blocks arrange into the MOF-5 [55] cubic structure as
shown in d).

The most common method of MOF synthesis is via a solvothermal pro-

cess in which solvents are heated to high temperatures and vapour pressures

to crystallise the MOF material. Typical metal sources are soluble metal

salts such as nitrates, sulfates or acetates [56]. The organic ligands are usu-

ally added in the presence of a polar solvent such as triethylamine (TEA) or

dimethylformamide (DMF) as these encourage the reaction process with-

out affecting the product and reaction times range from hours to days. The

reaction yield is sensitive to factors such as solvent ratios and concentra-
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tions that must be optimized to avoid forming the base metal salt instead

of the desired MOF product [56]. Quite often the MOF product will still

contain solvent molecules that need to be removed through an activation

process such as high temperatures in UHV environments or through solvent

exchange with a more volatile solvent such as acetone. Other methods have

been investigated such as the use of super critical CO2 to remove excess

solvent [57].

For the formation of MOF compounds on surfaces, the reactions are car-

ried out in the presence of a desired substrate, these may also be chemically

functionalised through the addition of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs)

in order to encourage MOF grown in a particular crystallographic orienta-

tion. There are also quasi-epitaxial methods that claim to be able to grow

the material layer-by-layer, relying on monolayer by monolayer growth pro-

cesses to direct the MOF structure formation [58, 52, 59]. These synthesic

methods are discussed in more detail in section 3.2. These processes pro-

duce a product that may then be characterised by techniques such as XRD,

SEM, AFM and also gas adsorption measurements in order to measure the

pore size of the MOF structure.

The high porosity and potential for chemical functionalisation of MOFs

has led to this class of materials having a wide range of possible uses, such

as gas separation [60], gas storage [61], catalysis [56] along with sensors

and other electronic devices [62, 63, 64].

Gas separation and storage has been one of the dominant avenues of

research into these compounds, with particular emphasis on hydrogen and

carbon dioxide storage. Hydrogen has many attractive properties as an

alternative energy source. However, storing H2 in a safe and compact form
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represents a significant challenge, especially the ability to do this with fast

kinetics and high reversibility over multiple loading cycles [54]. MOFs offer

a potential route to solving this problem and it may be possible to develop a

material capable of storing H2 at near ambient conditions with high density

[65].

a b

c

2.14 nm

Figure 3.2: a) Structure of H6L molecule; b) Ambient STM image of H6L
molecules self-assembled into a 2D hydrogen bonded network on the HOPG
surface. Tip bias, 1V, tunnel current 50 pA; c) porous NOTT-119 MOF
structures formed by H6L. From [66]

The tailorable chemistry of the organic linkers has allowed the cre-

ation of MOFs with particular chemical functionality implanted in the

framework. This is of particular interest for catalytic chemistry since a

porous membrane with a well-ordered and defined chemical functionality

integrated within the framework may act as a tailorable catalyst, i.e. the

catalytic function may be varied by varying the functional group present
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inside the pores.

Research within the Nottingham MOF group has so far focused on

the formation of MOF compounds through the synthesis of new linker

molecules. In addition the uptake of gases such as H2, CO2 and CH4

is also measured. This has involved the synthesis of several new organic

linkers such as the HNL series of triangular carboxylate-terminated ligands

as shown in Fig 3.2 where the subscript N indicates number of carboxylic

acid groups present on each ligand [66]. The formation of MOFs using

these ligands has led to the discovery of several compounds with high H2

gas uptake [54, 67]. The formation of MOFs from tetracarboxylic acid

molecules that self-assemble into ordered structures on HOPG substrates

[9, 68, 69], have also been used to synthesise high H2 uptake materials [54].

3.2 MOFs on Surfaces

Growing MOFs on substrates to form surface-mounted MOFs (so-called

SURMOFs) is particularly interesting since they provide a route to the in-

tegration of functional porous materials with thin-film devices [70, 71, 72].

For example, SURMOF materials are promising candidates for fabricating

highly responsive gas sensors since they strongly, and in some cases selec-

tively, adsorb various gases [63]. There have also been recent advances in

the fabrication of SURMOF prototype semiconductor devices and optical

sensors based on interferometry [73, 74, 75, 76, 62].

There have been several reported approaches to the growth of SURMOF

thin films [63]. The simplest method involves the immersion of a substrate

in the solvothermal reaction solution. Under the right conditions, this leads
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Figure 3.3: Oriented MOF growth due to SAM functionalisation of a sub-
strate prior to growth

to the growth of a thin film of MOF crystallites [77]. It has been further

demonstrated that modification of both noble metal and oxide surfaces via

termination or functionalisation with, respectively, thiol and silane self-

assembled monolayers (SAMs) can promote the growth of SURMOF films

[78, 79]. In addition, the crystallographic orientation of the film may be

controlled through the use of SAMs with specific terminating end-groups

such as -COOH or -OH [80, 51] as shown in Fig 3.3. Combining surface

functionalisation with lithographic techniques such as microcontact print-

ing (µCP) enables the selective local inhibition or promotion of oriented

SURMOF films [78, 80, 45, 34, 81] shown in Fig 3.8.

3.3 Layer by Layer Growth

Whilst these approaches represent significant progress, the direct synthe-

sis of SURMOFs through solvothermal growth on a substrate often results

in rough, polycrystalline films or, alternatively, an inhomogeneous cover-

age of isolated crystallites [78, 80, 82, 83]. An alternative approach has

been proposed to solve this problem; the so-called ‘Layer-by-Layer’ (LBL)
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technique [58] has been investigated as a possible route to providing finer

control of the growth of SURMOF films including the fabrication of MOF

heterostructures.

SAM Metal Ion Organic Linker Coordination Bond

a b

c d

Substrate

Figure 3.4: Layer-by-layer growth showing a) a SAM coated surface b-c)
one LBL growth step showing; b) exposure to a metal ion and c) exposure to
a ligand. d) This process is repeated N times to produce a final SURMOF
structure, in this case N=2 layers.

In the LBL method a substrate undergoes cyclic sequences of immer-

sion in a solution of the metal ion followed by immersion into a solution of

the organic linker (or vice versa) with potential rinsing steps in between

immersion [12] as shown in Fig 3.4 and 3.5. Variations on this implemen-

tation include exposure to metal/ligand solutions in flow reactors [53] and

spray deposition [34, 52].

Importantly, the substrate is only exposed to a single component (metal

or ligand) of the framework at each step in contrast to the solvothermal
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approach which exposes the surface to both simultaneously. It has been

proposed that this limits the rate of SURMOF growth to one monolayer

per cycle of immersion and thus the SURMOF is grown in a controllable

‘layer-by-layer’ manner [84] with the relationship between the thickness, T ,

of the final film and the number of growth cycles, N being given by,

T = Nαd (3.1)

where, d, is the amount added per cycle and is dependent on the crystal-

lographic direction normal to the substrate and α is a constant indicating

the number of layers added per immersion cycle and for ideal LBL growth

α = 1. For the addition of a multiple layers in a single growth step, α > 1.

Importantly, α does not have to be a whole number, such as the case where

there is the addition of less than a whole monolayer in a single growth step

and α < 1. The LBL method can be combined with lithographic techniques

and surface chemical functionalisation using SAMs to enhance further the

degree of control of the lateral, vertical and crystallographic geometry of

MOF material [45]. Extensions to this idea include the growth of MOF on

MOF structures by changing the metal or ligands used during the growth

process to create a layered material [85, 59, 86, 87, 88] and post-synthetic

modification of linkers to change the chemical functionality of the linker

molecules whilst preserving the MOF crystalline structure [89, 90].

The LBL method has been widely described as an epitaxial mode of

growth and many of the more exotic approaches to SURMOF growth such

as three-component pillared structure MOFs [88, 59] or heteroepitaxial

structures [85, 87, 86] implicitly assume that the growth interface is, at

least approximately, parallel to the substrate, analogous to the Frank-Van
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Ligand SolutionMetal Salt Solution

Repeat N times

washing washing

SAM functionalised 
substrate

= SAM

= Substrate

LBL grown SURMOF 
on SAM substrate 

thickness = T

T

Figure 3.5: Overview of the layer by layer growth of SURMOF films. In
this case, the SAM layer has been patterned to give control over the lateral
growth of the SURMOF film (see section 3.6).

der Merwe mode of thin-film growth, and advances by a monolayer in

each growth cycle. Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) measurements of

the mass uptake during each step of growth offer some support for this

idealised model of growth [53, 87, 91], while images acquired using AFM

have confirmed that the SURMOF thickness increases with the number of

cycles, as expected [34, 52, 45, 59]. However, the growth rate in some cases

vastly exceeds that predicted by the ideal LBL model [79, 52, 91, 92], and

there is no direct evidence for the addition of precisely one monolayer in

each growth cycle. Indeed a recent STM study has shown no clear evidence

for epitaxial features during the growth of the first few monolayers of MOF

growth [93].

The overall picture from the literature is that the growth of SURMOFs

using the LBL method appears to be more complicated than that suggested

by the idealised model. This has motivated this study of the very early

stages of the growth of SURMOFs by sequential dipping described in sec-

tion 3.9. In particular this study focuses on the nucleation and subsequent

growth which occurs in the first ten growth cycles. AC mode AFM is used

to acquire images of the surface after each of the first five cycles of growth,

and then again after the tenth cycle. In order to compare with previous
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work, both oriented and polycrystalline Au surfaces are used. These are

also terminated by differing thiol layers to provide direct comparison with

previous studies. The use of oriented substrates allows repeated imaging

of individual nanocrystals and subsequent characterisation of their dimen-

sions and orientation relative to the substrate at each stage of the growth

process.

3.4 HKUST-1

HKUST-1 [94] was chosen for this study since it has been studied exten-

sively as both a bulk material and as a SURMOF thin film [51] grown on

thiol or silane functionalised surfaces [51, 12, 52]. The structure of HKUST-

1 consists of a Cu(II) coordination clusters coordinated to benzene-1,3,5-

tricarboxylic acid1 (TMA or BTC) molecules, these are both shown in Fig

3.6a and b. Fig 3.6c shows how four TMA molecules coordinate to the

Cu(II) cluster to form the repeating unit of the HKUST-1 structure, giving

the full formula [Cu3(TMA)2(H2O)3]N .

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.6: a) Cu(II) acetate cluster b) trimesic acid structure c) HKUST-1
repeating unit showing four TMA molecules coordinated around a Cu(II)
cluster.

1Also known as trimesic acid
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As shown in Fig 3.7 HKUST-1 forms an face centered cubic (FCC) crys-

tal of unit cell side length a = 2.63 nm and 1.43 nm spacing between succes-

sive [111] planes. Due to the relative lability of Cu(II) centres, HKUST-1

can be deposited under ambient conditions at room temperature (RT) from

dilute ethanolic solutions of both metal and salt ligand using a sequential

exposure technique [53, 52, 45]. This makes systematic analysis of the

growing SURMOF material possible as a result of the simple and easily

repeatable deposition of each SURMOF layer.

[100]

[111]

[001]

[111]

[010]
a b

d

c

e

2.
63

 n
m

2.63 nm

1.
43

 n
m

Figure 3.7: Crystal structure of HKUST-1 showing a unit cell of HKUST-1
along different crystallographic axes a) [100], b) [010], c) [001], d) [111] and
e) perpendicular to the [111] direction. Structures generated from CCDC
data in [94], CCDC number: 112954 [95].
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3.5 AFM Studies of SURMOF Growth

In order to establish appropriate conditions for the growth of HKUST-1,

several approaches were performed in an attempt to control and monitor

the growth of HKUST-1. A number of experiments were performed, pri-

marily to establish the procedures necessary to replicate films of a quality

comparable with those in the literature. The Au(111) surface was chosen as

a substrate since the highly ordered crystalline surface provides a uniform

surface with a known crystallographic direction and has been used in other

studies of the earliest stages of HKUST-1 growth [93].

3.6 Patterned Growth

Passivating the Au(111)/mica surface and inhibiting MOF growth on se-

lective regions allows the thickness of the SURMOF film to be accurately

measured relative to the substrate. In order to selectively deposit a SAM,

micro contact printing was used (µCP) [96]. µCP is a form of soft lithog-

raphy that uses patterns formed in polydimethoxysilane (PDMS) polymer

stamps to pattern SAMs as an ‘ink’ on to a substrate. A master with the

desired relief pattern is typically prepared (or any suitably patterned sur-

face [97]) by photolithographic techniques and acts a mould for the PDMS

stamp. PDMS elastomer and a curing agent are mixed and poured around

the master and placed in an oven to harden. After curing the stamp can

be removed by peeling the stamp from the master and the master re-used

to form more stamps. The stamp can then be immersed in a solution of

a SAM, dried and then transfered by contact with the target substrate to

selectively deposit the SAM in the desired pattern. This process is shown
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in Fig 3.8a.

l d

h

Buckling

Sagging

a b

ink

ii)

Master

PDMSi)

iii)

iv)

substrate

Figure 3.8: a) Overview of µCP process to deposit a SAM on a target
substrate. i) First a PDMS stamp is formed around a master, ii) the stamp
is then immersed in an ‘ink’ of the SAM to be deposited, iii) the stamp is
brought in to contact with the target substrate and iv) finally the stamp
is removed, leaving the patterned SAM. b) Dimensions of µCP structure
shown with sagging/buckling at the extremes of dimension.

The dimensions of the features in the PDMS stamp are subject to geo-

metric limitations to prevent undesired contact with the substrate surface.

This is typically through two processes; sagging or buckling of the struc-

ture due to extremes in the aspect ratios of the structure as shown in Fig

3.8b. This limits the aspect ratio, l/h, of the features to be ≥ 0.2 and the

feature separation, d, to be ≤ 20h to prevent buckling or sagging of the

stamp respectively [98].

SURMOFs of HKUST-1 were grown on Au(111) (300 nm epitax-

ial Au(111) layer on mica, Georg Albert PVD, Heidelberg, Germany).

Substrates were stored in a pressurised N2 container before use. 1-

octadecanethiol (ODT) was used to passivate the surface as it has been

widely used in the literature to selectively pattern SURMOF growth on
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Au(111) [99, 100, 101, 34, 81]. This technique may also be used to gener-

ate areas of selective MOF orientation by appropriate choice of the thiol

‘ink’ [102]. 1 mM ODT in ethanol (Fisher 99.95%) was transferred onto a

PDMS stamp with a 25 x 25 µm pattern of squares prepared from a GaAs

master as detailed above by immersion in the thiol solution for 30 min-

utes followed by drying in an N2 stream. The stamp was then placed on a

freshly annealed Au(111)/mica surface for 1 minute to transfer the ODT

SAM. The HKUST-1 SURMOF was grown by immersion in separate 1mM

solutions of Cu(O2CCH3)2 and benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylic acid (TMA) in

ethanol as per Fig 3.5. Substrates were immersed for one minute in the

metal solution after which the substrates were rinsed in ethanol, dried us-

ing N2 and subsequently immersed in the ligand solution for a further one

minute. The sample was again rinsed in ethanol to remove unreacted lig-

ands and dried with N2. This process was then repeated for the desired

number of cycles.

AFM measurements were performed in amplitude-modulated tapping

(AC) mode with an Asylum Research MFP-3D AFM using AC240TS AFM

probes (Olympus) at set points betweem 400-700 mv (free-air amplitude

normalised to 1V) in ambient conditions (k = 2 (0.5-4.4) Nm−1, ω0 = 70

(50-90) kHz).

Figure 3.9 shows the results of ten cycles of HKUST-1 growth on an

ODT patterned Au(111)/mica surface. After ten cycles, the transferred

pattern is easily observed optically as shown in Fig 3.9a, this enables easy

alignment of the AFM cantilever with the region of interest.

Interestingly, it is possible to reproducibly observe HKUST-1 growth on

the bare Au(111) metal surface. There have been several reports that MOF
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Figure 3.9: a) Optical image of HKUST-1 SURMOF on an µCP patterned
ODT-Au(111)/mica after ten cycles of LBL growth, the lighter regions cor-
responding to the ODT passivated surface where MOF growth is inhibited.
b) Ambient AC mode AFM image of the edge of the SURMOF highlighted
in a) showing the nanocrystallite structure of the HKUST-1 MOF surface.
c) (top) Histogram of the region marked in b where, ρ is the density of a
given height value in the image per square nm (units nm−1) and (bottom)
line profile of the edge of the HKUST-1 SURMOF in b.

growth on bare (i.e. in the absence of functionalisation by thiol SAMs)

gold does not occur, for example in attempts to grow MOF-5 [55] under

solvothermal conditions [78], or HKUST-1 using the LBL technique on a

polycrystalline Au surface [51], but these results confirm that the growth

of HKUST-1 is possible on the Au(111) surface without the addition of

thiols.

High resolution ambient AFM was performed on these samples to in-

spect the domain structure of the SURMOF layers as shown in Fig 3.102.

Figures 3.10a-b clearly show the nanocrystalline structure of the HKUST-1

surface although it is not possible to tell whether the nanocrystallites have

coalesced. By viewing the phase channel information of Fig 3.10b in Fig

3.10c, the boundaries in between individual nanocrystallites are clearly vis-

ible. Varying the immersion time from 1-30 minutes was explored to try

2These AFM measurements were taken using a Bruker MultiMode AFM by Vladimir
Korolkov.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.10: High resolution ambient AC mode AFM images of HKUST-
1 SURMOF on Au(111)/mica showing; a-b) nanocrystalline structure of
the surface. c) Phase channel image of the region in b highlighting the
boundaries (dark regions) between individual HKUST-1 crystallites (light
regions).

to increase the quality of the grown films, however, in all cases the same

nanocrystalline structure was observed when inspected with AFM.

3.7 Oriented Growth of HKUST-1

(a) (b)

Figure 3.11: a) Robot used to grow thick films of HKUST-1, the metal/li-
gand solutions are contained in the jars and the dishes contain the ethanol
for washing the substrates. b) Optical image of µCP patterned HKUST-1
film grown with a robot after 10 cycles of LBL growth.
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In order to generate thicker HKUST-1 films for XRD analysis to confirm

that the films are crystalline MOFs, a technique inspired by that used to

grow artificial bone composites in a similar manner to the LBL process was

used [103]. A LEGO Mindstorms robot was constructed to automatically

place the substrate in the required solution and grow the SURMOF film

for longer periods of exposure/a higher number of growth cycles, this is

shown in Fig 3.11a. The robot alternately places the substrate (held by

tweezers) in each growth solution followed by rinsing in ethanol for the

desired number of cycles.

Figure 3.12: Comparisson of hand grown vs robotic grown HKUST-1 SUR-
MOF on Au(111)/mica films showing ambient AC mode AFM images of
a) hand grown, b) robotic grown samples and c) normalised histograms of
images a and b showing the large differences in roughness between the two
surfaces. Scale bars in a and b are both 2 µm.

Figure 3.11b illustrates the effect that growing with the robot has on

the surface, the considerably darker surface corresponding to significantly

thicker SURMOF material. This increased roughness was confirmed by the

AFM measurements of hand and robot grown HKUST-1 samples as shown

in Fig 3.12a and b respectively.
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3.8 XRD

In order to confirm the crystallinity of the SURMOF layers grown using the

robot system, θ-2θ XRD measurements were taken of HKUST-1 SURMOF

samples. This technique has been used extensively in the literature as

a way of confirming the selective orientation effect induced by the use

of functionalised SAMs [63, 104]. Following growth, SURMOF samples

were placed in a PANalytical XPert XRD system using Cu-Kα1 X-rays of

wavelength 1.54056 Å.
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Figure 3.13: XRD data for 30 cycle HKUST-1 SURMOFs grown using
a robotic dipping system on a) bare Au(111)/mica, b) MUDA SAM on
Au(111), c) MHDA SAM on Au(111), d) Au(111)/mica substrate and e)
HKUST-1 predicted powder pattern generated from data in [94] via [95].

The XRD data shown in Fig 3.13 confirms the influence of the SAM on

the orientation of HKUST-1 crystallites normal to the substrate. This is

in agreement with results in the literature for HKUST-1 grown on MHDA
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and MUDA functionalised polycrystalline Au, i.e. the MHDA and MUDA

terminated surfaces produce a [100] and [111] orientation of the HKUST-1

SURMOF respectively on polycrystalline Au [51, 12, 92, 102, 46].

Figure 3.13 also illustrates one of the problems with collecting the data

using the Au(111)/mica as a substrate since the HKUST-1 peaks are much

lower in intensity than the strong background produced by the mica sup-

port. This necessitates plotting the intensity logarithmically to identify the

diffraction peaks associated with HKUST-1. The presence of the [200],[222]

and [400] peaks also provide confirmation of the presence of crystalline

HKUST-1 on the bare Au(111)/mica surface in agreement with the AFM

results in section 3.6.

3.9 Studies of Nanocrystallite Growth

From the results discussed in sections 3.6 and 3.7 it was clear that consid-

eration of the nanocrystallite nucelation at the earliest stags of SURMOF

growth would be necessary to understand the subsequent evolution of LBL

grown SURMOFs. The acquisition of a high resolution AFM system with

fine control of coarse tip positioning on a substrate enabled the investiga-

tion of these early growth steps. By returning to the same region on the

substrate, repeated measurement of individual nanocrystallites at various

stages during the LBL process are possible.

3.9.1 Methods

Thiol SAMs were deposited by immersion of Au(111)/mica substrates for

30 min in 0.2 mM ethanolic solutions of either 16-mercaptanhexadecanoic
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acid (MHDA) or 11-mercaptanundecanol (MUDA) to terminate the surface

with, -COOH and -OH functional groups respectively. This was followed by

rinsing in ethanol (99.9%, Fischer) and drying in an N2 stream. Originally

an electron beam lithography (EBL) method of marking the substrate was

investigated in which the substrate was coated in a poly(methyl methacry-

late) (PMMA) resist (PMMA A5, molecular weight 495K, 5% in anisole,

Microchem) spin coated at 3000 RPM for 30s at RT and them patterned

with an EBL system at 30 KeV at an exposure level of 74 µCcm−2. The

substrate was developed in a 3:7 H2O:IPA mixture for 30 seconds and

etched in a potassium iodide gold enchant (8g KOH: 2g I2: 80 ml H2O)

diluted 1:5 by volume with H2O for 1 min and stopped by immersion in

ultra-pure water and drying in an N2 stream.

Following etching, residual undeveloped resist was removed by immers-

ing the substrates in acetone at 60◦C for 30 min followed by cleaning at

400◦C for 4 h in a H2:Ar (95:5%) gas mixture in a barrel furnace. This

technique was not used for the data presented in this work since residual

resist inhibited the growth of the MOF layers. Instead, once the substrates

had been prepared, a registration mark was formed on the Au layer using a

pair of tweezers (cleaned by flame-annealing until red-hot in a butane flame

for 30 s and allowed to cool). This has the effect of removing a small area

of gold without introducing any organic contaminants to the clean Au(111)

surface in addition to providing a unique mark that is easily identified using

the optics in an AFM system. After loading the substrate into the AFM

the cantilever was optically aligned with the registration mark using the

coarse x, y movement of the AFM sample stage. This is shown in Fig 3.14

for a cantilever in close proximity to the surface.
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Figure 3.14: Registration mark on Au(111) formed by a pair of tweezers
provides a registration mark to align the cantilever.

All AFM measurements were performed in amplitude-modulated tap-

ping (AC) mode with an Asylum Research Cypher-S AFM using AC240TS

AFM probes (Olympus) at set points betweem 400-700 mv (free-air ampli-

tude normalised to 1V) in ambient conditions (k = 2 (0.5-4.4) Nm−1, ω0 =

70 (50-90) kHz).

Figure 3.15: Schematic showing the process used to grow and analyse
HKUST-1 SURMOF on Au(111) in between the growth steps, AFM images
of the substrate are taken.

After each cycle of immersion in metal and ligand solutions the sub-

strates were returned to the AFM for further imaging. The optics of the

AFM were used to align the cantilever with the registration mark to an ac-
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curacy of ∼10-20 µm. A large scale image (∼30×30 µm) was taken and the

region of interest found through further alignment using the grain structure

and terrace morphology on the Au(111) surface acquired in previous scans

to provide registration. This process was then repeated for the desired

number of cycles as shown in Fig 3.16.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.16: Ambient AC mode AFM images showing the identification of
the region of interest on the Au(111) substrate at different stages during
the growth process a) 0, b) 5, c) 10 cycles. The two arrows indicate features
used for alignment and are the same in images a-c.

Films of HKUST-1 on polycrystalline Au were prepared using the same

preparative and sequential dipping process on wafers of 300 nm polycrys-

talline Au on Si(100) with a 50 nm Ti bonding later (Georg Albert PVD).

In the case of the polycrystalline Au, the lack of an easily identifiable

grain structure and the isotropy of the Au surface structure prevented the

repeated imaging of the same sub-micron area. An AFM image of this

surface is shown in Fig 3.17.

3.9.2 Results and Discussion

Fig 3.18 shows AFM images at different stages of the growth process on

various thiol-terminated Au(111)/mica substrates. Each column shows a
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a b

Figure 3.17: a-b) Ambient AC mode AFM images showing the surface
structure of a clean polycrystalline Au surface on a Si wafer. Note the lack
of an identifiable terrace structure compared to the Au(111) surface shown
in Fig 3.16.

sequence of images acquired for Au(111) substrates prepared in a different

way: the first column (Fig 3.18a) is a clean Au(111) surface; in the second

column (Fig 3.18b) the Au(111) surface is pre-treated with MHDA to give

a -COOH termination; in the third column (Fig 3.18c) the Au(111) surface

has an -OH termination through pre-treatment with MUDA. Within each

column AFM images are presented of the surface prior to deposition of

the MOF in the top row, followed by images acquired after, running from

top to bottom, 1,2,3,4,5 and 10 cycles of sequential dipping. Thus images

within a column provide a comparison of surfaces at different stages of

growth, while the rows provide a comparison of images acquired after the

same cycle of growth but with different surface functionalisation.
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Figure 3.18: 1 µm square ambient AC mode AFM images of HKUST-1
growth on a) Au(111) b) MHDA on Au(111) and c) MUDA on Au(111)
at different stages during LBL growth; the number of cycles of growth is
shown along the vertical axis and varies from 0 in i to 10 in vii. The arrows
in a-c) i-vii indicate specific surface features to provide registry between
successive images. Scale bars in all images are 1 µm. Adapted from [105].
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The use of registration marks to obtain images of the same region of

the surface is highlighted in, for example Fig 3.18a i-ii and Fig 3.18c i-iv.

In these images the terrace structure of the gold surface may be readily re-

solved and, further, the detail of this structure is immediately recognisable

in successive images (down the columns). As the MOF layers grow in the

subsequent dipping cycles, the contrast in the images becomes dominated

by the MOF crystallites when their height is greater than the variation in

height of the underlying gold surface (typically less than 2 nm over a 1 µm2

area from AFM data of clean Au(111) surfaces). The terrace structure is

not immediately visible in such images (see for example Fig 3.18a iii-vii,

although it may be readily discerned in processed images in which the con-

trast of the terrace structure may be enhanced. To aid the identification

of the registry in Fig 3.18, particularly for surfaces where there has been

significant growth, an arrow is included on each image identifying a specific

feature as a reference.

Note that the loss of contrast of the gold terraces provides an approx-

imate indication of the point where there has been significant SURMOF

growth. The images therefore highlight the differing growth rates due to

surface functionality with the MUDA surface having little growth until at

least five cycles, whereas in the case of the MHDA terminated surface the

loss of contrast occurs after a single cycle indicating significant growth has

already occurred.

Fig 3.19 shows some simple statistics characterising the growth on these

surfaces. Fig 3.19a shows the fraction of the surface covered by the grow-

ing MOF film with increasing cycles of growth. For the -COOH terminated

surface, there is already > 5% coverage after one cycle and this value in-
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Figure 3.19: a) Surface coverage, b) island density, c) average lateral is-
land size and d) volume of material per unit area (or equivalently average
thickness) deposited during the growth process plotted as a function of the
number of growth cycles for Au(111), MHDA and MUDA surfaces.

creases monotonically over subsequent cycles, although the rate of increase

drops between five and ten cycles when the overall surface coverage is >

50%. On the unfunctionalised Au(111) surface there is very little growth

after one cycle and the subsequent rate of increase of surface coverage is

also lower than for the -COOH surface. For the -OH terminated Au(111)

surface there is still a very low fraction of the surface covered even after

four growth cycles; after which the coverage increases very rapidly. These

data confirm that growth occurs immediately for the -COOH terminated

surface, much more slowly for the -OH terminated surface, while the clean

Au(111) is an intermediate case.
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There are further differences in the morphology of the growing surface,

for example related to the number of nucleated islands of MOF crystallites.

In Fig 3.19b, the number of MOF islands per unit area is shown. For the

-COOH terminated surface there are ∼80 islands per square micron after

one cycle corresponding to an average centre-centre island separation of ∼

110 nm. This increases to ∼130 islands µm−2 after four cycles, which then

decreases after further cycles indicating that islands have started to merge

at this point. The island density on the clean Au(111) follows a similar

dependence with a value which falls after five cycles. The growth on the

-OH terminated surface differs markedly with very few islands after three

cycles followed by a sharp increase in areal density.

From the data in Fig 3.19a and b it is possible to derive the average

lateral island size (Fig 3.19c). From the AFM data it is also possible to

estimate the total volume of material deposited and this is shown in Fig

3.19d as a volume measured in nm3 adsorbed per area (in nm2) of sub-

strate (equivalent to the average height of the film in nanometres). For the

-COOH terminated surface a near-linear increase in both the island size

and the total volume of material deposited is observed. This implies that

for this surface a near constant amount of material is added in each growth

cycle, consistent with previous studies of polycrystalline gold terminated

by -COOH [58, 45, 91]. From the gradient of the data in Fig 3.19d)an es-

timated growth rate (averaged across the sample) of ∼ 1.7 nm per cycle is

calculated, which is much greater than the thickness of a single Cu/TMA

layer, ∼0.6 nm (the lattice constant of the unit cell of cubic HKUST-1,

which contains four layers of Cu/TMA is 2.6nm [45]; note that in Ref [45]

a ‘cycle’ is defined as two immersions in the metal and ligand, rather than
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a single immersion in each solution as adopted here, so that in Ref [45] the

expected growth rate within the layer-by-layer model is 1.3 nm/cycle for a

‘halflayer’ comprising two layers of metal ions and two layers of molecules).

In previous work a constant growth rate has been interpreted as support-

ing evidence for layer-by-layer growth in the direction perpendicular to the

substrate [58, 91, 106], but it is clear that in this case a constant growth

rate occurs in combination with the locally accelerated growth of nanocrys-

tallites, rather than an extended even growth of homogeneous layers.

The growth rate on the -OH terminated surface is much lower compared

with the case of the -COOH terminated substrate and, in agreement with

previous studies [63, 91, 92], more non-linear. This results in a more inho-

mogeneous distribution of island sizes leading to, after 10 growth cycles, a

combination of a small number of large crystallites and a large number of

very small crystallites. Growth on the clean Au(111) surface is also rather

non-linear. Overall these results indicate that nucleation of MOF on these

surfaces does not occur immediately but is likely preceded by an accumu-

lation of physisorbed material, possibly mediated by inhomogeneities on

the surface. It was therefore decided to focus discussion on the -COOH

surface on which, as show below, it is possible to monitor the progressive

growth of individual crystallites. This is also the most common choice of

termination for growth of HKUST-1 on surfaces reported in the literature

[78, 80, 58, 12, 53, 45, 82, 46].

Figure 3.20a-d shows images of a single 1 µm2 region on MHDA ter-

minated Au(111) acquired over four stages of the growth process, together

with selected height profiles (Fig 3.20e-h) which are extracted from the

same positions in successive AFM images (shown as the coloured lines in
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Figure 3.20: Ambient AC mode AFM images showing the evolution of the
same 1 µm2 region on an MHDA terminated Au(111)/mica substrate at
1,3,5 and 10 LBL cycles (a-d respectively) showing the growth of HKUST-1
crystallites. e-h) height profiles across the features in a-d. The z-colour
scale is limited between 0 and 150 nm in images a-d.

Fig 3.20a-d). These images confirm unequivocally that it is possible to im-

age the same area on the substrate due to the presence of identical, growing

features, for example the two bright (topographically high) features close

to the top of each image.

In Fig 3.20 it is possible identify four distinct types of surface feature;
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the first of these are high features with a near circular shape and no obvious

faceting. Examples include the islands mentioned above and also the fea-

ture through which a blue line passes; the blue height profiles are acquired

along this trajectory and show the height of these islands. Surprisingly

even after one growth cycle the profile indicates a height, and apparent

width, of ∼65 nm. This feature grows so that after three cycles (Fig 3.20b,

f) the height is ∼110 nm; the vertical size of this island is approximately

constant after this cycle. It is possible that this feature corresponds to a

non-crystalline material, or a three dimensional aggregate, since there are

no obvious facets as expected for a crystallite. Control samples which were

exposed to only the metal, or only the ligand showed no growth after re-

peated immersion in one of these growth components. From these controls

it is clear that all the feature observed are formed only after immersion in

both the metal and the ligand, ruling out the possibility that any features

are due to one of these single components.

Linear islands are also observed; see for example Fig 3.20b where many

linear features are present. A comparison with the surface earlier (Fig

3.20a) and later (Fig 3.20c) in the growth process shows that these features

grow rapidly in one lateral direction in the first few growth cycles (they are

clearly present, but shorter in Fig 3.20a). However, after an initial stage

of growth the sizes of these features saturate at a typical length of ∼150

nm and, from the profiles, a width of ∼50 nm and a height of ∼30 nm (see

green and red profiles).

The other two types of surface features are highly facetted with either

a triangular or square base. These features are seen most clearly in Fig

3.20d where they are identified with white (triangular) or blue (square)
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outlines. Unlike the linear and globular features, these crystallites become

progressively larger through the cycles of growth; their size increases and

does not saturate. For example, the red profiles in Fig 3.20 extends over

two triangular islands on either side of the linear island on which the profile

is centred; these triangular islands become higher and wider as the growth

progresses.

The pyramidal features correspond to [100] oriented islands terminated

by {111} planes, while the triangles correspond to [111] oriented crystal-

lites, also terminated by {111} surfaces. It is possible to identify all of these

features at earlier stages of growth (for example the triangular features in

Fig 3.20c, and, more difficult to resolve on the scale of these images, Fig

3.20b).
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Figure 3.21: a) Ambient AC mode AFM images of two crystallites high-
lighted in Fig 3.20d after successive growth steps. AFM images are 120
nm square; b) plot of the height for each crystallite in a vs the number
of growth cycles with a linear fit to the data measured from line profiles
across the crystallites relative to the surrounding substrate.

To highlight the ‘history’ of a particular crystallite Fig 3.21a shows

the progressive growth of a pyramidal (upper row) and triangular (lower

row) crystallite. The square and triangular bases of these structures are

very clearly resolved after ten growth cycles and it is possible to track these

features back to earlier stages in their growth; the faceted shape is apparent

after three cycles, but is poorly resolved after two cycles. After one cycle
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it is possible to resolve the presence of a nucleated island but the shape

cannot be identified with confidence at this stage.

These images allow the determination of the growth rate of individual

crystallites which complements the average growth rates discussed above.

Figure 3.22 shows the variation of height with growth cycle for the square

and triangular islands highlighted in Fig 3.20d. Although there is some

variation between individual crystallites the rate of increase in height is 4.9

nm per cycle and 3.2 nm per cycle for the square and triangular islands,

respectively. Again, it is emphasised that this is not consistent with a

model in which the growing interface advances uniformly by one layer per

cycle.

The exposed facets for both island shapes are attributed to {111} planes

given their triangular symmetry; in addition this is consistent with the

formation of free surfaces of bulk HKUST-1 crystals by {111} planes [82,

102, 107, 108]. The geometry of the square features is consistent with a

crystallite growing with the [100] direction oriented normal to the surface,

leading to a pyramidal structure (a square base formed by a {100} plane

and four faces formed by {111} planes; see for example ref [108]). The ratio

of height to the half-diagonal width of the base is expected to be 1:1 for

a face centred cubic crystallite with this geometry. This is consistent with

observations shown in Fig 3.22c, where this ratio is plotted for the square

islands highlighted in Fig 3.20d at different stages of their growth. The

presence of a [100] orientation is consistent with previous data for HKUST-

1 grown on polycrystalline Au substrates functionalised with -COOH end

groups [51, 92].

The triangular features are assigned to [111] oriented crystallites ter-
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Figure 3.22: Height as a function of growth cycles for individual; a) [100]
oriented HKUST-1 crystallites measured by AFM for, b) [111] type crys-
tallites, c) height vs width (see inset for location of measurement) for [100]
type crystallites and, d) height vs width for [111] type crystallites.

minated by a {111} surface. For these crystallites the growing surface is

near parallel to the substrate, but a preferred in-plane orientation is not

observed implying that there is no epitaxial relationship with Au(111) sur-

face. The presence of these [111] crystallites is not expected from previous

studies of HKUST-1 on MHDA terminated Au. However, in these previous

studies [12, 52, 91, 46] polycrystalline gold films were used as substrates,

rather than the oriented gold films used here.

To check whether this difference is significant, HKUST-1 SURMOF was

grown using the protocols described in section 3.9.1 on MHDA-terminated

polycrystalline gold. The results, shown in Fig 3.23, indicate the presence of
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a b

c d

Figure 3.23: AFM images of HKUST-1 LBL growth on MHDA-terminated
polycrystalline Au at; a-b) 5 cycles and c-d) 10 cycles of LBL growth. Scale
bars in a/c are 1 µm and b/d are 150 nm.

many islands with typical dimensions 5-40 nm which have a faceted shape

similar to that of the pyramidal [100] oriented islands discussed above,

but the triangular islands are not observed; this observation is consistent

with previous work [51] showing the selective growth of [100] crystallites on

similar surfaces and other recent AFM studies [109]. The pyramidal shape

implies that these crystallites are terminated by {111} planes.

3.9.3 Evaluation of LBL methodology

The growth of HKUST-1 on Au(111)/mica islands shows significant differ-

ences to previous work on polycrystalline gold substrates. Firstly, contrary

to previous work, growth on clean Au(111)/mica is observed, however,

more interesting effects relate to growth on MHDA-terminated surface,

which introduces a -COOH functionality. Here, four distinct types of is-
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land are observed, two of which may be readily identified as [100] and [111]

oriented crystallites. Using AFM it is possible to measure not only the

average growth rate across the surface, but also the local growth rate both

horizontally and vertically to the surface for individual crystallites. Both

these rates are greater than one layer/per cycle as expected in simple mod-

els of layer-by-layer growth, while the local increase in height per cycle,

measured to be 4.9 nm and 3.2 nm for, respectively, [100] and [111] type

crystallites, is significantly greater than the thickness of a single Cu/TMA

layer, ∼0.6 nm. This observation demonstrates that in local regions of the

surface, multiple (5-10) layers of MOF are grown in each cycle, which is

not consistent with the fundamental mechanism assumed in LBL growth

models.

Interestingly the largest crystallite features which are identified in Fig

3.20d may be traced all the way back to the first deposition step in Fig

3.20a. This implies that the nucleation of all these islands has already oc-

curred after the first cycle of growth. Furthermore, it is possible to address

the question of whether the growing crystallites are re-dissolved or signif-

icantly re-distributed when the substrates are re-immersed in the relevant

solutions. The reproducible appearance of growing islands and traceability

of the location of structures on this highly inhomogeneous surface implies

that very little re-organisation or solvent assisted re-crystallisation of ma-

terial occurs under the conditions used in this work.

For HKUST-1 grown on polycrystalline gold significant differences are

observed; the lateral size of individual crystallites is considerably smaller,

and triangular islands are not observed. The larger crystallite size on

Au(111)/mica may be due to the presence of larger, flatter terraces, as
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compared to the rougher evaporated polycrystalline gold surfaces on which

a higher density of nucleated islands is observed. This enhancement in nu-

cleation density may be due to inhomogeneities in the gold film, or in the

MHDA termination. However, the observation of oriented [100] growth is

consistent with previous studies of thicker film grown on this surface.

The termination of the faceted crystallites by {111} planes of HKUST-

1 is observed for both [100] and [111] crystallites, and in addition, for the

pyramidal shapes resolved on polycrystalline gold. As stated above, the free

and therefore lowest energy, surfaces of bulk HKUST-1 crystals are formed

by {111} planes, and the termination of the SURMOFs by these planes is

therefore expected. This implies that for growth under near-equilibrium

conditions, for which the lowest energy surface will dominate, the growing

interface is only parallel to the substrate if the crystallographic orientation

is normal to the lowest energy surface plane. This is observed for triangular

[111] oriented islands, but not for the pyramidal [100] crystallites. These

results do not therefore appear to be consistent with one of the central

assumptions of simple models of layer-by-layer growth, since the growing

interface, for example of [100] crystallites on both Au(111) and polycrys-

talline gold, cannot be parallel to the substrate. A further discrepancy with

the model of layer-by-layer growth is that the rate of propagation of the

growing interface is not homogeneous across a surface, and that the local

rates vary significantly. Accordingly the incorporation of single layers of

MOF cannot be inferred from the rates averages across a surface measured,

for example, using a QCM to measure mass uptake [91, 53]. These results

imply that such films are actually nanocrystalline and should not be consid-

ered as epitaxial, although, in agreement with previous work with a strong
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dependence of orientation on the surface termination and morphology.

It is interesting to consider the implications of these observations for

device architectures grown using the layer-by-layer growth approach. For

some applications, for example optical thin-films, the noncrystalline mor-

phology of a SURMOF may not be critical since, when averaged over a

length comparable with the wavelength of visible light, the films may be

considered homogeneous with a uniform refractive index. However, if the

response of the film to, for example, gas exposure is of interest, it is likely

that the presence of defects and boundaries inherent in a noncrystalline film

will play a major role in controlling diffusion. In addition, in some cases

the motivation for the growth of SURMOFs by the layer-by-layer approach

has been to provide access to epitaxial single crystals allowing investigation

of intrinsic properties of a MOF, for example mechanical properties [110].

It is difficult to reconcile this approach with the observations presented in

this thesis.

In light of these observations it is suggested that the layer-by-layer

method for SURMOF growth would be best suited to materials for which

it is possible to select, for example using self-assembled monolayers, a crys-

tallographic orientation that is normal to the lowest energy surface of the

MOF. Under these circumstances the growing interface might be selected

to be parallel to the substrate, consistent with one of the major underlying

assumptions for layer-by-layer growth of SURMOFs, although even under

these conditions it is possible that nanocrystalline growth could dominate.
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3.10 Single Crystal MOFs

From the results in section 3.9.2 it is clear that there are significant ar-

eas for improvement in the understanding of the LBL process for growing

SURMOFs. Whilst the properties observed for SURMOF films both in this

work and in the literature (nanocrystalline, highly defected, non-uniform

thickness) may be sufficient for some applications. The significantly in-

creased size of solvothermally synthesised crystals may allow investigation

of intrinsic properties of MOFs without the high defect densities observed in

LBL grown SURMOF films. Additionally, recent advances in the position-

ing and manipulation of two-dimensional materials may allow integration

of single MOF crystals into novel device architectures by positioning crys-

tals over pre-fabricated contacts. This approach to device fabrication has

been reported for photocurrent generating crystalline materials such as In-

Se/graphene heterostructures [111] and may be applicable to MOFs with

desirable optoelectronic or gas adsorption properties.

One of the most widely researched applications for MOFs is gas stor-

age and delivery and typically there is a correlation between the uptake

of various gases and the pore size of a MOF [112]. A simplistic approach

is to assume that by elongating the linker, the pore size of the MOF will

increase along with gas uptake. However, there are a number of undesir-

able effects that this may cause. For example, elongation of the linkers

may lead to interpenetration of the frameworks or a reduction in the gas-

framework interaction as a result of the higher pore volume to surface area

ratio [113, 114]. This has motivated the study of so-called isoreticular

MOFs (IRMOFs). This term defines a group of MOFs that have the same

network topology whilst having different pore sizes through the use of dif-
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ferently sized linkers in an attempt to optimise the balance between the

porosity, gas-uptake and stability [115, 70, 112].

3.11 NOTT-18X Series of MOFs

A newly synthesised family of IRMOF structures with pore volumes which

can be systematically varied have recently became available through col-

laboration with chemists in Nottingham, the so-called NOTT-18X (X =

0,1,3,5) family of MOFs [112]. The NOTT-18X series of MOFs are com-

posed of Cu(II) paddlewheel cores and 8-connected carboxylic acid ligands.

Figure 3.24 shows the structures of NOTT-180-185. The general formula

of the NOTT-18X MOFs is Cu4L1−4(H2O)4 where L1−4 is one of the oc-

tacarboxylate linkers shown in Fig 3.25. It is important to note that the

superscript number between 1 and 4 indicates the size of the linker3.

These MOFs form large (50-100 µm) flat crystals when synthesised

solvothermally and make ideal systems to investigate the surface structure

of MOFs without the nanocrystalline domain boundaries present in LBL

grown SURMOF films. Pore-level resolution using AFM in both UHV and

ambient conditions has been reported in recent studies [82]. However, be-

yond this there are no other reports in the literature of pore-level resolution

of MOFs using AFM. Recent SEM [70] and TEM studies [116] have enabled

imaging of the MOF pores, however these techniques must be used with

care as the MOF structure is easily damaged by an intense electron beam

[117, 118]. This provides strong motivation to study the surface struc-

ture of MOFs using high resolution AFM as these techniques are typically

3Higher numbers refer to a longer ligand backbone, however, this does not strictly
correspond to the number of benzene rings and is therefore used as an internal numbering
system in the research group to refer to each ligand.
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NOTT-180 NOTT-181 NOTT-183 NOTT-185

Figure 3.24: NOTT-18X MOF structures from [112] showing the two avail-
able pores, highlighted in green/yellow. The pores can be seen to elongate
through extension of the linker backbone from NOTT-180 to NOTT-185.
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Figure 3.25: Octacarboxylate H8LN Linkers used in the synthesis of MOFs
NOTT-180-185. From [112].

non-destructive to the bulk structure and can be used to image molecular

monolayers without damage to network structures formed by, for example,

weak intermolecular hydrogen bonding [6].
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3.12 Synthesis and Sample Preparation

The synthesis of NOTT-180 has been previously reported, however, this

was via an indirect synthesis route in which the Zn version of the MOF

was synthesised followed by exchange of the ZnII ions with CuII [119].

NOTT-180/181/183/185 crystals were directly synthesised solvothermally,

the H8LN linkers were reacted with CuCl2 in a diethylformamide (DEF),

ethanol and aqueous 0.1 M HCl (2:2:1 by volume) solution in a sealed vial

at 60-80◦C in an oven for 16 hours to yield the MOF. The crystals were

then washed in dimethylformamide (DMF) and methanol [112].

a c

(001)

b

Figure 3.26: a) Optical image of NOTT-181 crystals on SiO2 surface. b)
SEM image of NOTT-181 crystals highlighting the [001] crystal direction,
note the crystal does not lie flat in this image as it was deposited on to a
conductive adhesive pad and was immobilised unlike on the SiO2 surface
where it typically lies flat after deposition on the surface. c) Optical image
of NOTT-183 crystals on SiO2 wafer showing rapid decomposition after
several minutes following removal from acetone solvent.

Both NOTT-180 and NOTT-181 are stable in ambient conditions when

removed from the synthesis solution and dried. However, the NOTT-183

and NOTT-185 MOFs are not air stable and quickly decompose when ex-

posed to ambient conditions. This is shown in Fig 3.26c for a NOTT-183

crystal on the SiO2 surface. The MOF crystals were stored in acetone until

required for AFM imaging. Current experiments have been limited to the
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NOTT-181 MOF since this was more readily available than NOTT-180 in

a sufficient quantity. Optical and SEM images of NOTT-181 crystals are

shown in Fig 3.26a-b. The NOTT-181 MOFs form flat square crystallites

of approximately 100 x 100 µm lateral size and typically ∼10 µm thick as

shown for NOTT-181 in Fig 3.26a-b. Prolonged SEM imaging of NOTT-

181 at 15 keV caused fracturing of the crystallites due to the electron beam.
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Figure 3.27: a-b) Typical dimensions of NOTT-181 crystals and indexed
faces from [112]. c) [001] face of NOTT-181 crystal structure showing pore-
pore spacing.

XRD data indicates that the large flat surface of the crystallites is

parallel with the [001] plane of the crystal structure allowing investigation

of a known crystal face [112]. The high aspect ratio typically means that

crystals deposited on to a substrate will lie flat with this [001] plane normal

to the substrate surface. For AFM imaging the crystals were drop deposited

from the acetone solution on to a wafer of 300 nm SiO2 on Si wafer using

a glass pipette and allowed to dry in ambient conditions since use of an N2

gun would blow the crystals off of the substrate. The crystals were then

imaged in ambient conditions at RT using AC mode AFM in an Asylum

Cypher-S AFM with Multi75Al-G cantilevers (Budget Sensors).
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3.13 AFM Imaging

NOTT-181 crystals on SiO2 surfaces were imaged using AC mode AFM

in ambient conditions. Figures 3.28 and 3.29 show the terrace structure of

the crystal surface. Measurements of the terrace step height for NOTT-181

give a value of 2.3 ± 0.2 nm in agreement with the XRD results for 1
2

the

unit cell length in the c direction (4.1 nm) [112].
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Figure 3.28: a-b) First-order flattened AFM images of NOTT-181 crystals
showing the terrace structure and (inset) colour-height mapping for each
image. c) (top) Height distribution of image b and (bottom) profile across
the terrace steps indicated by the black line in b). Images a and b were
taken using AC mode AFM in ambient conditions at RT.
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Figure 3.29: a-b) AFM images of the NOTT-181 surface. c-d) Height dis-
tributions of the AFM images in a and b respectively showing the consistent
step height of 2.3 nm between planes. Images a and b were taken using AC
mode AFM in ambient conditions at RT.

AFM images of the [001] surface and 2DFFT’s of the images are shown
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in Fig 3.30. Periodic structures with a square symmetry were found through

Fourier filtering of images with weakly visible periodic features (see Fig

3.30d-i) with a periodicity of ∼1.8-2.0 nm. The repeated observation of

periodic features with this spacing at different scan sizes, locations and at

different rotations suggests that these are real features and not imaging

artifacts. However, this distance does not agree well with the expected

pore-pore spacing of 1.32 nm across the [001] face from the NOTT-181

crystal structure shown in Fig 3.27c. In addition, the observation of lattice

defects in the Fourier filtered AFM images in Fig 3.30g-i may indicate that

the surface has undergone some reconstruction. High-speed contact mode

AFM imaging was also performed on the NOTT-181 terraces. Use of this

technique has so far been unable to resolve any periodic structures on the

(001) face of NOTT-181 and typically results in damage to the surface.

The difficulty in resolving the pore structure of the NOTT-181 [001]

surface may be attributed to a combination of surface structure decom-

position, surface reconstruction or adsorption of contaminants from the

synthesis solution although the cause in this case is unclear and further

imaging of the NOTT-181 surface will be required.

Some NOTT-181 crystals were observed to have a mottled surface with

a deposit with a thickness of 2.0 ± 0.2 nm on top of multiple crystal planes.

This is shown in Fig 3.31a-c (Another image of this surface feature is also

shown in Fig 2.23 in section 2.12). The origin of this surface feature is

unknown and may be a deposit from the growth solution. However, given

that crystals with isotropic flat crystal planes such as those in Fig 3.28

were also part of the same batch of MOF crystals this is unlikely since any

contaminant would likely affect all the MOF crystals in the same solution.
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b
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d
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Figure 3.30: a-b) AFM topographies of NOTT-181 surface showing weakly
periodic features. c-d) 2DFFT of images a and b showing Fourier peaks.
e-f) Images a-b following Fourier filtering of the peaks indicated by the
arrows in c and d. Images a-b were taken using AC mode AFM in ambient
conditions at RT.

An alternative explanation might be the incomplete formation of a surface

layer given the height of this surface feature is similar in thickness to the

[001] plane spacing.

In an attempt to remove this material, the sample of NOTT-180 on

SiO2 shown in Fig 3.31a was annealed in a vacuum chamber at 100◦C for six

hours and imaged using AFM. Taking large area scans of the crystal surface

allowed identification of the previously imaged region as shown in Fig 3.31b,

this indicates that the surface has not been affected by the annealing since

the same terrace structure is clearly visible. Further annealing to 200◦C

resulted in destruction of the MOF crystals. The origin of this surface

feature has yet to be determined although in general, the NOTT-181 surface
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Figure 3.31: AFM image of the mottled surface of a NOTT-181 crystal a)
before and b) after annealing at 100◦C for six hours. c) (top) Detail of
the mottled surface and (bottom) height distribution of the image above
showing the 2 nm height variation of the surface. Images a-c were taken
using AC mode in ambient conditions at RT.

was found to be clean with well defined terraces as shown by the images in

Figs 3.29 and 3.28 and the mottled surface was rarely observed.

3.14 Surface Functionalisation

Successful growth of crystals directly on a substrate as a SURMOF al-

lows for liquid-AFM measurements to be performed as the crystals remain

in place upon addition of a suitable imaging solvent. This removes the

need to use an adhesive which may contaminate the imaging solution and

the MOF surface. This may allow pore-level resolution of the MOF as

liquid AC-mode AFM techniques have been able to achieve resolution of

atomic point defects on the calcite surface [120]. Transferring the substrate

straight in to the AFM after synthesis of the MOF whilst still submerged

in the solvothermal growth solution (or transfer to a suitable solvent that

is compatible with the AFM liquid imaging cell and protects the MOF)

may protect the surface from the effects of solvent removal and exposure

to the ambient environment. This prevents decomposition of the MOF as
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observed in the case of NOTT-183/185.

b

c

a

θ = 95°

θ = 42°

Figure 3.32: a) Steps in silanating the SiO2 wafer and converting the vinyl
terminated surface to -COOH. b-c) Contact angle measurements of water
droplets on silanated SiO2 surfaces, b before and, c after oxidation showing
the reduced contact angle indicating the vinyl terminated surface has been
converted to -COOH.

In an attempt to synthesise a continuous layer of NOTT-181 as a SUR-

MOF, surface functionalisation with silanes was used to grow NOTT-181

crystals directly on the substrate. Silanation has been used extensively as

a SAM in studies of solvothermal SURMOF growth as silanes are known

to be more thermally robust than thiols and can survive the synthesis

temperatures [83]. 300 nm SiO2 on Si wafers were silanated with -COOH

functional groups according to procedures previously reported for growth

of HKUST-1 SURMOFs [80]. Contact angle measurements were taken to

confirm the successful conversion of the vinyl (-CHCH2) group to -COOH.

The vinyl surface was found to have a contact angle of 95◦ and 42◦ after

conversion to -COOH in good agreement with those reported in the litera-

ture [80]. The silanation steps and contact angle measurements are shown

in Fig 3.32.

Current attempts to grow a continuous layer of NOTT-181 on silane
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passivated SiO2 under the same solvothermal conditions used in section 3.12

have so far been unsuccessful. Following solvothermal growth of NOTT-181

in the presence of the -COOH passivated SiO2 substrate, the wafer surface

was found to be covered in a dense film of crystals which initially suggested

that the MOF crystals were chemically attached to the -COOH surface as

desired. However, this material fell off when gently rinsed with acetone

after removal from the growth solution meaning that that they were not

well-attached to the surface in a continuous layer.

3.15 Summary and Future Work

Early investigations of the NOTT-181 MOF show promise that investigat-

ing single crystal samples can give a high quality surface with a known

crystal orientation. This is something that has so far not been possible

with LBL grown SURMOFs in the literature due to their nanocrystalline

surface structure. The AFM results in Fig 3.30 show that high resolution

imaging of the crystal surface may be able to facilitate pore-level resolution

of the MOF surface. Currently the effect that removal from the growth so-

lution has on the crystals surface structure is unclear, making in-situ liquid

AFM measurements desirable to minimise the effects of desolvation and

exposure to the ambient environment.

Further work is needed to produce a continuous SURMOF layer of

NOTT-181 and it is hoped that the optimum conditions for growing NOTT-

181 on the silane-passivated SiO2 surface will be identified in future experi-

ments. In addition, the use of micrometer-scale positioning techniques will

provide a route towards the fabrication of novel optoelectronic devices from
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single-crystal MOFs, potentially in the form of heterostructures consisting

of materials such as hexagonal boron nitride and graphene as dielectric/-

conductive layers respectively. These devices may be able to overcome the

theoretical performance limitations caused by defects and grain boundaries

in nanocrystalline SURMOF devices.
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Surface Studies of Porphyrin

Nanorings

This chapter is a study of a family of synthetic nanorings formed from a

class of light-harvesting compounds known as porphyrins. The assemblies

formed by these porphyrin nanorings on surfaces is studied using ambient

SPM on both conducting and insulating substrates. Small differences in

the number of porphyrin macrocycles in each ring are found to have a

strong effect on the stability and size of ordered networks formed when the

nanorings are deposited in ambient conditions.

In addition, simulations of the distortion observed for nanorings on sur-

faces using a simple bending and stretching model are presented. The

results of these are used to discuss the effects that nanoring size and

thermally-induced distortion have on the lifetime of delocalised states that

occur in these rings in solution.
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4.1 Porphyrins

Observing and mimicking nature may greatly enhance the development of

novel materials for optoelectronic devices. For example, photosynthetic or-

ganisms have evolved to use chlorophylls to serve the purpose of harvesting

sunlight through the use of delocalised electronic states to adsorb and trans-

fer energy [16]. It has been suggested that delocalised excited states may

aid charge separation following the adsorption of light in organic semicon-

ductors. These materials are incorporated in artificial photovoltaic devices

providing strong motivation to synthesise materials that can mimic this

behaviour [15].

Large networks of light-harvesting molecular films have obvious poten-

tial for optoelectronic devices. However, the fabrication of these devices will

likely require the use of bottom-up self-assembly techniques on surfaces in

order to produce ordered thin-films of these light-harvesting compounds

[121]. One important consideration is that many organic compounds can-

not be sublimed and as a result need to be deposited onto surfaces using

‘gentle’ techniques such as solution deposition or electrospray techniques.

As a result, studying the structures formed by these compounds when de-

posited using these techniques is critical if the light-harvesting potential of

these materials is to be fully exploited.

Porphyrins are a class of organic dyes consisting of four pyrrole rings

linked by methine groups. The simplest porphyrin complex, porphine, is

shown in Fig 4.1a. The central site in the free base porphyrin may be

occupied by a metal atom such as Fe or Zn to form a metal complex.

They are extremely common in nature, being found in the light-harvesting

compound chlorophyll in plants and part of the haem group in human red
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blood cells.
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Figure 4.1: Structures of a) porphine (The meso and β-pyrrole positions
are labeled by the red and blue arrows respectively), b) haem-b and c)
chlorophyll c1.

Artificially produced porphyrin compounds typically have the meso-

positions (indicated by the red arrows in Fig 4.1a) substituted by various

groups and are not found in nature. The blue arrows in Fig 4.1 show

the β-pyrrole positions and are widely substituted in natural porphyrin

compounds such as in the structures of haem-b and chlorophyll c1 shown

respectively in Fig 4.1b and c.
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Figure 4.2: Synthesis of a) TPP and b) addition of Zn ion to the centre of
the porphyrin macrocycle produces TPP-Zn.

Production of artificial porphyrin compounds was developed by Rothe-

mund in the 1930s [122, 123]. Starting from pyrrole and benzylaldehyde

the two compounds were reacted in a sealed vessel at 150◦ for 24hrs pro-

duce tetra-phenyl-porphyrin (TPP) as shown in Fig 4.2 a. The process was
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refined by Adler and Longo [124] and further to a two-step room temper-

ature reaction by Lindsey et al [125], enabling the benzylaldehyde to be

substituted with a range of different aldehydes with the general structure

R-CHO to change the meso substituted benzene group. The centre of the

porphyrin macrocycle may also be occupied by a metal (II) ion by reaction

with an acetate or acid. The TPP-Zn complex is shown in Fig 4.2b.

4.2 Optical Properties

Porphyrins are delocalised systems and obey Hückel’s 4n + 2 rule for aro-

maticity with 22 delocalised π-electrons [126]. As a result they are typically

dark in colour due to their intense adsorption bands involving π−π∗ transi-

tions in the porphyrin ring orbitals unlike most transition metal complexes.

The optical bands of porphyins are named the Soret (or B) band [127] and

the Q band shown in Fig 4.3 which shows the adsorption (solid line) and

fluorescence spectra (dotted line) of TPP in benzene. The porphyrin ad-

sorption spectrum consists of an intense peak due to a transition from the

S0 → S2 state at around 400 nm constituting the Soret band. Several

weaker peaks around 450-700 nm are observed which form the Q band and

are due to S0 → S1 transitions

Gouterman proposed a ‘four-orbit’ model to explain the adsorption

spectrum of porphyrins in the 1960s [129]. In this theory, the adsorption

bands in porphyrin systems arise from transitions between two π HOMO

orbitals with roughly the same energy and a degenerate pair of π∗ LUMOs.

Porphyrins also strongly fluoresce and the emission spectrum shows

two strong emission peaks from the S1 → S0 transition and are typically
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Figure 4.3: Adsorption and fluorescence spectra of free-base TPP showing
Soret and Q bands. Spectra taken of 4 µM TPP in benzene using a 397
nm wavelength laser. From [128]. b) Excited state diagram showing B and
Q band transitions.

located at wavelengths between 650 and 750 nm respectively. There is also

an extremely weak B band attributed to the S2 → S0 transition located

at approximately 450 nm. However, as shown in Fig 4.3 the intensity is

∼1000 times lower than the Q band peaks.

The UV visible spectra of porphyrins have been studied extensively

and the splitting and relative intensities of the B and Q bands are strongly

affected by the type and position of substituents onto the porphyrin ring

or the metal core in metalloporphyrin compounds. For further explanation

of these effects, the reader is directed to [130] as detailed consideration of

the origin of these peaks is outside of the scope of this thesis.
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4.3 Porphyrin Nanorings

Studying delocalised electronic states in synthetic porphyin molecules is

interesting due to their structural similarity with biological light-harvesting

complexes [131]. In particular ring structures of porphyrins share many

similarities with the naturally occurring light-harvesting complexes LH1

and LH2 [132]. AFM images showing the ring structure of both LH1 and

LH2 are shown in Fig 4.4. As a result, structures formed by LH1 and LH2 in

biological systems have been studied extensively with SPM [133, 134, 135,

136, 137]. As a result of their similarity with these natural compounds,

synthetic conjugated porphyrin polymers have stimulated interest in non

linear optics, light-harvesting and electron transport [121, 138, 131, 15].

ba

Figure 4.4: a) AFM image of LH1, scale bar 20nm. b) AFM image of LH2
rings (small rings) around larger LH1 reaction centres. a and b are from
[134] and [135].

All porphyrin polymer molecules considered in this thesis have the gen-

eral repeating structure shown in Fig 4.5a. These consist of a Zn-porphyrin

macrocycle with two sets of two long octyloxy side chains coupled to aryl

rings on opposite meso positions which promote solubility in organic sol-

vents [139]. These side chains are typically labeled using the -Ar suffix

on structural diagrams of porphyrin nanorings. The macrocycles form lin-

ear polymer chains, oligomers, of length N porphyrin groups connected by
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butadiyne groups forming a conjugated oligomer. The structure of these

chains is referred to using the notation l-PN where N is the number of

porphyrin units in the chain.

Figure 4.5: a) General structure of Zn porphyrin polymer (shown with
Si(C6H13)3 protecting end groups). b) structure of l-P6 linear porphyrin
oligomer (end groups truncated). Both figures from [139].

Oligomers consisting of butadyine coupled Zn-substituted porphyrins

were first synthesised by Anderson et al [140, 141]. The synthesis of

oligomer chains from porphyrins makes use of a template-directed approach

to synthesis in which template molecules are used to encourage intermolec-

ular coupling [141]. The porphyrins with protecting end groups (see Fig

4.5a) are coupled to a pyridine template by coordination to the Zn atom in

each macrocycle following deprotection of the end groups by conversion of

the -Si(C6H13)3 groups to -H groups. The ends are then oxidatively coupled

using a palladium/copper catalyst and iodine as the oxidant (also known

as Glaser-Hay coupling [142, 143]). This produces the l-PN chain and the

template is then removed using pyridine or similar amines to liberate the

oligomer molecule [141]. The l-P6 oligomer is shown in Fig 4.5b and the

full synthesis methods for various length oligomers are detailed in [138] and

[14].

This template-directed approach was further used to produce butadyine

linked cyclic porphyrin dimers, trimers and tetramers (c-P2, c-P3 and
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c-P4 nanorings) from Zn-porphyrin macrocycles around bi, tri and tetra

pyridines [144, 141]. The production of larger nanorings was later reported

by Hoffmann et al using this template based method to couple the ends of

single l-P8 chains around a T-8 template [13]. This process was further re-

fined to produce a smaller c-P6 ring by coordinating three l-P2 chains into

a ring using a T-6 template which has the advantage of bypassing the syn-

thesis of larger oligomers [14]. By synthesising the appropriate template

it is possible to couple oligomers together to produce increasingly larger

nanorings.

a b c

Figure 4.6: Synthesis of c-P12 showing template directed assembly of three
l-P4 chains around a T-12 template. b) Structure of c-P12 showing por-
phyrin ring with coordinated template (blue) following coupling. c) Full
structure of c-P12 nanoring following synthesis. b and c from [145]

The single template approach has previously been used for rings up

to c-P12 as shown in Fig 4.6a from three l-P4 oligomers [145]. However,

this technique is limited by the complexity and stability of the template

molecule. The synthesis of rings with larger than 12 macrocycles using

a single template would obviously require the complicated synthesis of a

large and potentially unstable ligand complex.

An approach to making larger rings of an arbitrary and highly con-

trollable size was realised by using Vernier scales [145]. In this approach,
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Figure 4.7: Vernier templating of c-P12 using two T-6 ligands. From [145].

a template and linear oligomer is chosen such that the lowest common

multiple of the number of ligand sites on the template molecule, NL, and

porphyrin macrocycles in the linear oligomer, NP gives the desired number

of porphyrins in the final nanoring. This allows the use of multiple small

templates to form the larger nanorings negating the synthesis of large and

complicated template molecules. Use of Vernier templating has enabled

the synthesis of nanorings consisting of up to 50 macrocycles at the time

of writing [146].

Fig 4.8 shows a schematic overview for the synthesis of both c-P12 and

c-P24 using the Vernier templating method. All porphyrin nanorings used

in this work were synthesised externally by collaborators at Oxford using

the processes reported in [13, 146, 145] for the c-P8, c-P10, c-P12 and c-P24

nanorings.

4.4 Nanorings on Surfaces

Nanorings have previously been deposited onto substrates in UHV using

an electrospray deposition (ESD) technique also used to deposit linear por-

phyrin chains on Au(111) surfaces [139]. In ESD molecules are deposited

from a solvent solution in ambient conditions through an aperture using
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L-p4
T-6

L-p8
T-6

C-p24C-p12

a b

Coupling and template removal

Binding

3 x L-p4
2 x T-6

3 x L-p8
4 x T-6

Figure 4.8: Schematic for Vernier synthesis of both c-P12 and c-P24 por-
phyrin nanorings from linear l-P4/8 porphyrin oligomers. In both cases a
T-6 template ligand is used to form the immediate complex before the ends
of the l-PN chains are coupled at the positions indicated by the dotted red
lines. The template is finally removed leaving the final nanoring structure.

a high accelerating voltage into successively pumped chambers where the

solvent evaporates, leaving a stream of molecules [147]. The molecules fi-

nally enter the UHV environment where they are deposited onto a clean

Au(111) surface. A schematic of the ESD technique is shown in Fig 4.9.

ESD has been used to deposit various species onto surfaces and subse-

quently studied by SPM techniques such as nanotubes [148], dye complexes

[149] and porphyrins [139, 150, 151, 152, 146]. STM images of the electro-

sprayed nanorings reveal that the rings adopt various configurations on

the Au(111) surface and in some cases are highly distorted from a circular

shape [145, 150, 151]. It is clear from Fig 4.10b that the larger c-P24 rings

clearly show a higher ellipticity than the c-P12 rings.

The rings are also found to stack to form structures of two, three and

four nanorings high. The relative frequency of the stacking height is control-
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Capillary+tube

Taylor+cone
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Molecules
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Figure 4.9: Schematic of ESD, the molecules are accelerated by an electrical
field to produce a fine spray of droplets. These pass through small holes in
the pumping stages where the solvent rapidly evaporates leaving a beam
of molecules that deposit onto the target substrate.

a b

Figure 4.10: UHV STM images of ESD a) c-P12 and b) c-P24 porphyrin
nanorings showing increased ellipticity for c-P24 Nanorings in b). Tunnel
current, 30 pA, sample voltage, -1.8 – -2.0 V for both images. Also visible
in both images are linear porphyin chains due to ether the breaking of
nanorings or linear chains that have been unsuccessfully coupled during
the Vernier templating synthesis. Scale bar is 20 nm in both images from
[151].

lable by varying the solvent environment of the nanorings by limiting the

aggregation of nanorings before deposition onto the surface [151]. Highly

distorted nanorings have also been observed to occupy the centres of other

rings [146]. Examples of these are shown in Fig 4.11.

This level of distortion in nanorings has obvious implications for the
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Figure 4.11: a-b) UHV STM images and, c) height profile across stacked
ESD nanorings on Au(111) taken at RT. Tunnel current, 30 pA, sample
voltage -1.8 V. d) Histogram of stacking height when rings are deposited
from different solvent mixtures. e) Plot showing the linear relationship
between the stacking height and the number of nanoring layers. f) UHV
STM image of nested c-P30 nanorings deposited using ESD at RT. a-e are
from [151] and f is from [146].

packing density and arrangement on surfaces and the distortion may also af-

fect the performance of a light-harvesting device based on porphyrin nanor-

ings. In order to quantise the distortion of nanorings as a function of ring

size, the degree of distortion is measured as a distortion from circular, ḡ

[151];

ḡ =
a

b
− 1 (4.1)

where a and b are the lengths of the long and short axes across an ellipse

or in this case the nanoring. Since the ring is N membered rather than a

continuous loop, an approximation is used. The value of a
b

used to calculate

ḡ is the maximum value found around the ring i.e. the maximum measured

distortion. Therefore, for a perfect circle ḡ = 0 and ḡ will gradually increase

with increasing distortion as shown in Fig 4.12
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a
b

a

b

a = b

̅g = 0

a > b
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a b

Figure 4.12: Diagram showing a model of a nanoring in, a) a circular
configuration (i.e. ḡ = 0) and, b) an elliptical nanoring (i.e. ḡ > 0).

Stacked nanorings are observed to have a lower ḡ value than the equiv-

alent single nanorings and implies an increase in mechanical stiffness as the

stacking is increased from one to four nanorings [151]. Measurements of

the rigidity as a function of the stack height show a positive linear relation-

ship implying that the stacking ‘stiffens’ the structure leading to a lower

ellipticity as shown in Fig 4.13b. Monte Carlo modelling of the nanoring

distortion of c-P12/24 using a hard-disk and bending points model in [151]

shows good agreement with the observed values of ḡ for the same stiffness

value for both c-P12 and c-P24.

a b

Figure 4.13: Measured distortion of porphyrin nanorings overlaid with sim-
ulation results showing how; a) distortion varies as a function of nanoring
size and bending rigidity and, b) how the rigidity in measured nanoring
stacks varies as a function of the number of layers. Both from [151].
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Despite the volume of work on imaging isolated nanorings deposited

using ESD, there have been no reported instances of large scale structure

formation from porphyrin nanorings. This may be due to low mobility

on the Au surface following deposition. Unpublished STM results of ESD

c-P12 nanorings on HOPG in UHV conditions have shown evidence of

packing behaviour. However, for reasons unknown, the c-P12 nanoring on

HOPG system is extremely difficult to image repeatedly in UHV.

4.5 Self-Assembled Nanoring Networks

Studying the behaviour of nanorings deposited under ambient conditions is

interesting as bottom-up self-assembly techniques such as liquid deposition

will likely be required to fabricate devices from these compounds. As a

result, it was decided to investigate the behaviour of nanorings deposited

from solution using ambient SPM.

It was found that c-P10 and c-P12 nanorings could be easily deposited

in ambient conditions from solution and reliably imaged in liquid with STM

on HOPG. Discussion of results is limited to the c-P12 and c-P10 systems

because these are the only nanoring sizes which have been successfully

resolved repeatedly on both the sub-molecular scale with STM and AFM.

4.5.1 Experimental Techniques

Nanorings of various sizes were deposited on freshly cleaved HOPG sub-

strates by immersion in a toluene solution (Concentration 2 µgml−1 in all

cases) for various times at RT. After removal from the nanoring solution

and rapidly drying in an N2 stream to prevent aggregation on the surface,
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the sample was mounted in an STM stage and a 10 µl drop of nonanoic

acid deposited on the surface for imaging. The sample was then imaged in

an ambient STM in constant current mode using tunnelling currents in the

range 20-50 pA and a bias of +1-1.5 V applied to the tip. Attempts to im-

age dried HOPG samples with the STM were unsuccessful and resulted in

multiple false tip approaches and crashes. This may be due to the presence

of either multi-layers or disordered deposits (such as broken chains other

reaction byproducts) on top of the monolayer that are removed from the

substrate surface in the liquid environment.

For AFM experiments, the same deposition steps were used as the STM

experiments but with the omission of the nonanoic acid and the substrates

were transferred into the AFM following nanoring deposition. hBN sub-

strates were also used and prepared using the cleaning method outlined

in section 2.17. All AFM measurements were performed in amplitude-

modulated tapping (AC) mode with an Asylum Research Cypher-S AFM

using Multi75Al-G AFM probes (Budget Sensors) at set points betweem

400-600 mv (free-air amplitude normalised to 1V) in ambient conditions

(k = 3 (1-7) Nm−1, ω0 = 75 (60-90) kHz).

4.5.2 Results

Figure 4.14 shows STM images of the c-P12 network on HOPG. The nanor-

ings adopt a highly-ordered hexagonally packed arrangement with ring

centre-centre spacing of 6.2 ± 0.1 nm (shown in Fig 4.14b) from measure-

ments of drift corrected STM images. Large unbroken domains of nanor-

ings up to ∼1 µm are observed. Isolated nanorings are not observed in the

regions between domains in contrast to the observation of isolated nanor-
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ings of various sizes on Au(111) previously reported [150, 151, 152, 146].

This suggests that formation of the network stabilises the adsorption of the

nanorings and the interaction with the HOPG surface in liquid conditions

is significantly weaker than the gold surface.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.14: Ambient STM images of c-P12 porphyrin nanorings on HOPG
in liquid conditions showing; a) large-scale hexagonal packing of nanoring
networks and b) drift corrected arrangement of porphyrin macrocycles in
the network with a periodicity of 6.2 nm. Tunnel current, 50 pA, tip bias,
1 V.

Figure 4.15 shows the apparent height of both a monolayer, (a) and

stacked nanorings, (b). The monolayer thickness was measured to be 0.4

nm and the stacked rings are an additional 1nm on top of the monolayer.

The height of the stacked nanorings is indicative of a triple nanoring layer

on top of the monolayer from measurements of the heights observed in

UHV [151]. Stacking was rarely observed in these experiments unlike those

reported on Au(111) in which double, triple and quadruple stacks of nanor-

ings have also been observed [151].

Increasing the tunneling current and decreasing the tip bias reveals the

HOPG lattice orientation relative to the nanoring network and shows that
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Figure 4.15: a-b) Ambient STM images with, b) apparent height measure-
ments of c-P12 nanorings showing, a) single layer c-P12 and b) stacking
behaviour. Tunnel current, 50 pA, tip bias, 1 V. Scale bars in both images
are 50 nm.

the two are aligned as shown in Fig 4.16. This preferential alignment with

the substrate is also supported by larger scale images such as Fig 4.14a

that show several isolated c-P12 domains that are in the same orientation

despite being on separate HOPG terrace steps indicating a favorable lateral

orientation relative to the substrate.

At high magnification, the intramolecular structure of the nanorings

is resolved. The 12 bright features around the circular perimeter of the

nanorings correspond to the component porphyrin macrocycles. The rota-

tional arrangement of the porphyrin rings is shown clearly in Figs 4.14b,

4.16a and 4.17a. A hexagonally closed-packed array would be expected

to maximise the isotropic inter-ring van der Waals interactions and as the
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b ca

Figure 4.16: Sequential STM images of c-P12 nanorings on HOPG in am-
bient conditions in nonanoic acid showing; a) up scan at a tip bias of 1 V,
tunnel current, 50 pA; b) down scan showing reduction of tip bias to 0.1
V and tunnel current increased to 1 nA at the scan line indicated by the
arrow exposing the underlying HOPG lattice through the c-P12 monolayer.
c) Up scan showing the orientation of the carbon atoms at the HOPG sur-
face (inset) Fourier filtered image of the central region of c showing the
hexagonal atomic arrangement on the HOPG surface.

STM imaging shows that the aryl chains align between the c-P12 rings and

form a triangular (or equivalently, hexagonal) packing. This is shown in

Fig 4.17.

a b

Figure 4.17: a) Ambient STM image of c-P12 nanorings on HOPG with
the packing arrangement overlaid in white. Tunnel current, 50 pA, tip bias
1 V. b) Schematic showing the arrangement of the porphyrin groups in
neighbouring nanorings.

AC mode AFM imaging was performed on nanorings in ambient condi-

tions without the use of the nonanoic acid imaging solvent to remove the
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dynamic effects observed in the liquid environment. This reveals that sta-

ble c-P12 domains are present on the HOPG surface with typical domain

sizes of ∼1 µm as shown in Fig 4.18. During imaging it was found that high

set points (i.e. gentle tapping of the cantilever) were necessary to image

the networks as the network was easily damaged at low set points, causing

voids in the network. The periodicity of the hexagonally packed network

was found to be 6.2 ± 0.2 nm in good agreement with the STM data shown

in Fig 4.14b.

a cb

Figure 4.18: AFM image of c-P12 domains on HOPG after a) 10 minutes
and b) 30 minutes of immersion in the nanoring solution. The insets to
each image show the phase channel of images a and b, the dark areas corre-
spond to highly-ordered domains when imaged in high resolution. c) High
resolution image of the region indicated by the arrow in b with periodicity
of 6.2 nm. All images taken in ambient conditions at RT using AC mode
AFM.

In addition to HOPG, hBN is an interesting substrate to study the ad-

sorption of light-harvesting complexes such as porphyrin nanorings since

it has an identical crystal structure and low lattice mismatch (∼1.8%)

to HOPG. Adsorption onto hBN allows fluorescence measurements of

highly-ordered porphyrin structures to be performed since hBN does not

quench fluorescence like a conducting substrate such as HOPG. Recent

results show that adsorption of porphyrins onto crystalline hBN surface

induces a shift in the fluorescence spectrum of 5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4- car-
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boxylphenyl)porphyrin (TCPP) networks relative to solution measure-

ments or TCPP deposited on SiO2 [6]. This is attributed to adsorbate-

substrate van der Waals interactions distorting the porphyrin structure.

The observation that supramolecular organisation on surfaces can change

the optical properties of these molecules gives strong motivation to study

the arrangement of larger porphyrin complexes such as nanorings on hBN.

As a result, c-P12 rings were also deposited on a hBN surface. hBN surfaces

were prepared using the methods discussed in chapter 2.17.

a b c

d e f

Figure 4.19: AFM images of c-P12 nanorings on hBN after different im-
mersion times. a/d) 10 min, b/e) 30 min & c/f) 5h. All images taken in
ambient conditions at RT using AC mode AFM.

Adsorption of c-P12 onto hBN was found to be slower than on HOPG.

Fig 4.19 shows the c-P12 on hBN after various deposition times. The

substrate needed to be immersed for a minimum of 30 minutes for high

coverage of ordered domains on the hBN surface although the maximum
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size of the domains appears to be limited by the co-adsorption of material

in between the domains after long immersion times. This is shown in Fig

4.19c and f for c-P12 on hBN immersed in the nanoring solution for 5h.

4.5.3 Varying the Nanoring Size

The highly circular configuration of the c-P12 rings in a hexagonal network

is not surprising due to the six-fold symmetry of the individual rings. This

allows two macrocycles in each ring to align with each adjacent nanoring as

shown by the schematic in Fig 4.17. The additional stabilisation provided

by the alignment of the porphyrin pairs is only compatible with hexagonal

order if the number of porphyins in each ring is a multiple of six. Using

a ring with a non six-fold symmetric number of porphyrin groups would

potentially be expected to result in different network configurations and

even the inability to form long-range order.

50 nm
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Figure 4.20: Ambient STM images of c-P10 on HOPG showing a) domain
structure and b) the apparent height of a c-P10 monolayer from a line
profile accross the domain edge (inset). c) Detail of a c-P10 domain. Tunnel
current, 50 pA, tip bias, 1 V.

c-P10 nanorings were deposited onto HOPG followed by ambient STM

imaging in nonanoic acid. Figure 4.20 shows the domain structure formed

by the c-P10 nanorings. Despite the presence of what appears to be a
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hexagonally packed array, the long-range order seen in the case of c-P12

is not observed and domains with maximum sizes between 50-100 nm are

formed. Repeated observation of domains with these dimensions suggests

that this may be an approximate upper limit on the size of the domains

formed by c-P10 in this environment. Additionally, isolated nanorings are

not observed in the regions in between the molecular domains consistent

with the images of c-P12. This suggests that the formation of a network

may stabilise adsorption of the nanorings. The c-P10 islands are also rather

unstable during imaging, leading to the streaky appearance of the images

in Fig 4.20. This is consistent with mobile material on the surface meaning

that prolonged STM imaging is not possible as the c-P10 networks will

gradually disperse. Molecular resolution was often lost after several scans

making imaging of the c-P10 system difficult.

a b

Figure 4.21: a) Ambient STM images of rhombic structure formed by c-P10
nanorings on HOPG. Tunnel current, 50 pA, tip bias, 1 V. b) Schematic
of the rhombic structure showing the rotational position of the porphyrin
macrocycles relative to each other from STM observations.

High resolution imaging of the individual nanorings in the c-P10 net-

work rings reveal that in some regions, a rhombic structure is formed by the

arrangement of the side group chains as shown in Fig 4.21. The measured
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periodicity from multiple images is approximately 5.5 nm and the apparent

STM height of the monolayer is 0.4 nm in agreement with c-P12 on HOPG

indicating that the c-P10 network is also monolayer.

Within the individual c-P10 domains, elliptical nanorings were observed

in high resolution images in contrast with c-P12 in which all rings were

always observed to be highly circular. Figure 4.22 shows an example STM

image of two neighbouring c-P10 sub-domains with ellipticities in different

directions. The observation of two different orientations in the same image

rules out the possibility of a drift induced distortion as linear thermal drift

would be expected to induce a unidirectional distortion across all rings in

the image.

1
2

1

2

a b

g = 0.85

g = 0.83

Figure 4.22: a) Ambient STM image of two neighbouring c-P10 domains
with differing orientations. Tunnel current, 50 pA, tip bias, 1 V. b) Average
ḡ values for the two regions highlighted in image a with a vector indicating
the average direction of the ‘flat’ side of the nanorings in each domain.

However, due to the combination of drift and changes in the domain

structure between sequential images, this also means that the precise value

of ḡ for each sub-domain can only be measured with significant error.

The observation of a smaller nanoring with a greater ellipticity than the

c-P12 ring is surprising due to the increased distortion for larger nanoring

sizes predicted by the simulation results in section 4.6.3 and confirmed by
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STM observations of isolated nanorings [151, 146]. It is suggested that

the rotational alignment of the monomers in c-P12 domains may act to

stabilise the c-P12 rings into a circular configuration which facilitates the

formation of long-range order and as a result, large domain sizes are ob-

served. However, this is not the case for the c-P10 rings and, as a result,

smaller domains are formed by c-P10 nanorings.

AFM imaging of c-P10 on HOPG was also found to support the STM

observations of an upper limit of ∼50-100 nm domain size when compared

to c-P12 as shown in Fig 4.23. The periodicity of the molecules within the

domains was measured to be approximately 5.5 nm in agreement with the

STM results in liquid on HOPG.
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Figure 4.23: Ambient AC mode AFM images of c-P10 on HOPG after
30 mins of immersion in the nanoring solution showing; a-b) the domain
structure at different scales and c) height profile across the black line in
image b.

Attempts to deposit c-P10 onto the hBN surface and achieve molecular

resolution to investigate the domain structure have, at the time of writing,

been unsuccessful. Further investigation by varying the deposition time and

the concentration of the c-P10 solution may allow formation of a similar

structure to that observed on HOPG. However, the observation of similar

structures on both hBN and HOPG surfaces implies that the non six-

fold rotational symmetry of the c-P10 rings plays a significant part in the
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domain structure formed by the nanorings.

Figure 4.24: a) Ambient STM image of c-P24 co-deposited with c-P12
nanorings on HOPG showing several c-P24 nanorings (indicated by the
arrows) on top of an underlying c-P12 monolayer. Tunnel current, 50 pA,
tip bias, 1 V. b) Ambient AC mode AFM image of c-P8 nanorings on
HOPG.

Other sizes of nanoring have been investigated. Images of c-P8 and c-

P24 are shown in Fig 4.24. It was not possible to deposit and image c-P24

onto HOPG and image using STM. However, by depositing c-P12 and c-P24

using a 1:1 (by volume) mixture of of c-P12 and c-P24 in toluene solutions

gave some success. Several c-P24 nanorings on top of the underlying c-P12

monolayer were resolved using liquid STM. This is shown by the arrows in

Fig 4.24a.

Attempts to resolve the intramolecular structure of c-P8 using STM

have not been successful as the c-P8 system is not stable to imaging in

liquid conditions. Despite this, the large-scale network structure of the

rings has been imaged using AFM as shown in Fig 4.24b. Sub-molecular

resolution of c-P8 has not yet been achieved and will require further work.
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4.6 Modelling Nanoring Distortion

Recent spectroscopic investigations over a wider range of nanoring sizes

than previously studied in solution has shown that there are significant

differences in the electron delocalisation and polarisation anisotropy due to

temperature or size dependent distortions of the nanoring structure [15, 16].

These spectroscopic results provide strong motivation to investigate the

nanoring model over a wide range of ring sizes. In this section, a simple

model of the temperature and size-dependent distortion in the nanorings

has been implemented and the results compared with optical experiments

performed by collaborators in Oxford. This has been achieved by adopting

the model used in [151] and optimising the simulation to consider a wider

parameter space by using a low-level compiled programming language. The

full findings of this work are presented in [15].

4.6.1 Nanoring Model

In the model proposed by Svatek et al. [151] a nanoring is modeled as a

continuous ring of hard-discs (i.e. overlaps incur an infinite energy penalty)

connected by elastic bonds, the mid-points of which may bend. A schematic

of this model is shown in Fig 4.25.
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Figure 4.25: Model used in nanoring Monte Carlo simulations showing the
bending (rn) and vector (~sn) positions. Macrocycle positions are calculated
as being halfway between the rn points.

Since the expression for the bending energy of a complete nanoring is

a discretised analogue of the elastic bending energy of a continuous closed

loop;

UB =
KB

2

∮
C2(s)ds (4.2)

where, C(s) is the local curvature, s is the loop coordinate, and KB is

th bending rigidity. For the case of a discrete c-PN nanorings, the total

bending energy equation can be rewritten as a series of N bending points,

labelled by index i at positions ri. Vectors connecting these points, ~si =

ri−ri−1 are subject to periodic boundary conditions around the ring. These

are shown in Fig 4.25. Therefore the contribution to the total bending

energy around the ring in this discrete model can be re-written in the

following form;

UB =
KB

2

N∑
i=1

C2
i ∆~si (4.3)
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Where Ci is the local curvature due to the bending of an angle θi at the ith

bending position as shown in Fig 4.25. The contribution from stretching

of the bonds is;

US =
KS

2

N∑
i=1

(L− |~si|)2 (4.4)

Where L is the ground state length in between two adjacent bending posi-

tions.

Therefore the total energy due to both bending and stretching is;

Utotal =
KB

2

N∑
i=1

C2
i ∆~si +

KS

2

N∑
i=1

(L− |~si|)2 (4.5)

⇒ Utot =
KB

2L

N∑
i=1

LC2
i ∆~si +

KSL
2

2

N∑
i=1

(1−
|~si|
L

)2 (4.6)

The prefactors can be expressed as characteristic bending and stretching

energies, εB =
KB

L
and εS =

KSL
2

2
. By defining length relative to the

equilibrium bend separation (i.e. setting L = 1), the energy equation can

be re-written;

⇒ Utot = εB

N∑
i=1

C2
i

∆~si

2
+ εS

N∑
i=1

(1− |~si|)2 (4.7)

In order to convert this into a computable model, the energy equations for

the ring must be re-written in terms of the vectors and bend positions. The

total energy of the system can be written entirely in terms of the ~s vectors
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between each bending position (see appendix section 8.1) i.e.;

Utot = εB

N∑
i=1

(
1−

(
~si·~si+1

|~si||~si+1|

)2
)

(|~si|+ |~si+1|)

|~si + ~si+1|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Energy due to bond bending

+ εS

N∑
i=1

(1− |~si|)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Energy due to bond stretching

(4.8)

In order to ensure that the nanoring conformations that are probed

are dominated by bending rather than the stretching of bonds; a value of

KS � 2KB is used. To prevent the overlapping of neighbouring and distant

porphyrin groups, bending limitations are introduced by placing hard discs

of diameter

√
3

2
at the midpoints between bending positions. This has

the effect of limiting bending to 60◦ by placing an infinite energy penalty

for potential positions exceeding this limit in agreement with maximum

bending values observed experimentally for single nanorings [151].

As a result of the distortion being dominated by bending rather than

stretching. The bending, εB, and thermal, kbT , energies are the only energy

scales. This means that the ratio between the two defines a dimensionless

bending rigidity, R =
εB

kbT
, the sole parameter controlling the energetics of

the model.

4.6.2 Monte Carlo Algorithm

To find the equilibrium configurations of the nanorings, a Monte Carlo

algorithm is used as described below.

1. Firstly a random position, i, on the ring between 0 and N is chosen.

2. The bond position is then moved in a randomly chosen direction (up,
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down, left or right) by an amount P on a square grid.

3. The energy change of the potential move is then calculated and ac-

cepted according to a Metropolis algorithm [153]. If the move is not

accepted then the bond position is moved back and a new position

chosen.

4. The process is then repeated NMCS = 1× 106 times.

5. The average distortion is extracted from the mean of the last 100

Monte Carlo steps.

6. The simulation is run 100 times to calculate the mean value of g and

it’s standard deviation at each value of εB and N .

The algorithm above was programmed in the C programming language,

compiled using the GCC [154] compiler and run on a quad-core i7 processor

running 64-bit Ubuntu linux. The use of a CPU clock random number

generator requires that the code is re-compiled for each run of the code to

ensure that the pseudo-random number generator is seeded with a different

starting integer1. The results were processed and data plots produced using

Python 2.7 and Matlab software packages.

4.6.3 Results

Figure 4.26 shows the values of ḡ for N = 4 → 32 and R = 0 → 30. For

all simulations εs = 10εB.

Correlating the ḡ values measured in [151] with these simulation results

shows that using a value of R = 6 reproduces the nanoring configurations

1The source code for this simulation can be found at the following github repository:
www.github.com/Scummerfield/Nanoringsim.git
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Figure 4.26: Interpolated phase map of average ring distortions as a func-
tion of dimensionless bending stiffnesses, R, and number of porphyrin units,
N . Random snapshots of nanorings during the simulation are overlaid onto
the phase map at their appropriate R and N Values.

for c-P12 and c-P24 on Au(111) in UHV at RT (290 K). Applying this to

the data in Fig 4.26 gives the rigidity as a function of temperature from

the relation R = 6× (290/T ) and is shown in Fig 4.27.
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Figure 4.27: Nanoring simulation results as a function of inverse tempera-
ture.

From the data shown in Figs 4.26 and 4.27 it can be seen that for a

given ring size, increasing the temperature increases the average distortion

from circularity of a nanoring. Also for a given temperature, increasing the

ring size also drastically increases the ḡ value at a fixed temperature.

4.7 Distortion and Delocalisation

The size-dependent distortion shown in section 4.6.3 has significant impli-

cations for the light-harvesting properties of nanorings. Optical measure-

ments of nanorings in solution were performed by Yong et al as part of a

collaboration between Nottingham and Oxford on a range of nanoring sizes

consisting of 6-24 macrocycles [15]. Included were measurements of linear

oligomer chains and small nanorings with the template molecule still at the

centre of the ring (non-vernier templated c-P6 and c-P8) in order to limit
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distortion of the nanorings (i.e. a T-N template is used to form a c-PN

nanoring giving the c-PN.T-N complex such as the c-P12.T-12 structure in

Fig 4.7b). For a full explanation of the spectroscopic techniques the reader

is referred to the full text of [15] and more recent work on larger nanoring

sizes and modelling of the excitation of both linear porphyrin oligomers

and nanorings [16].

Excitation of a molecule such as a porphyrin nanoring may be under-

stood using the Kasha model [155, 156]. Changing the geometry of a por-

phyin chain from linear to cyclic imposes symmetry-related constraints on

the electronic transitions which may be understood qualitatively in terms

of a simple exciton model shown in Fig 4.28 [14].

a b

Figure 4.28: Diagram of polarisation in a) a linear porphyrin oligomer and
b) a porphyrin nanoring. From [14].

In this model, the porphyrin compound can be thought of as a sequence

of small dipoles attributed to each porphyrin sub-unit that may be excited,

the net polarisaiton of the whole molecule being the sum of all the indi-

vidual sub-unit polarisations. For the case of a linear chain, there is a net

polarisation along the chain as shown in Fig 4.28a. However, for a per-

fectly symmetric nanoring the net polarisation is zero since all the dipoles

aroung the ring cancel out. If the symmetry in the ring is broken due to
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distortions of the ring structure as a result of thermally induced distortion

or an increase in ring size then a net polarisation may be present in an

excited nanoring.

Ultra-fast time-resolved PL anisotropy measurements were used to

probe the dynamics of delocalisation following excitation of nanorings in

solution when compared with the linear counterparts. By exciting the por-

phyrin compounds with a polarised pulsed laser and then detecting at a

polarisation either a parallel or perpendicular to the excitation pulse the

degree of anisotropy, γ, can be determined. γ is given by the following

relation;

γ =
Ipara − Iperp
Ipara + 2Iperp

(4.9)

Where Ipara and Iperp are the intensity components of the parallel

and perpendicular polarisation relative to the excitation pulse respectively.

Typical values of γ for short linear chains are around γ = 0.4 which is

indicative of a dipole that does not re-orient following excitation. For

a molecule with a high 2D rotational symmetry such as a nanoring, the

value is around γ = 0.1 [16]. As a result of molecular re-orientation in so-

lution, the value of γ falls rapidly over time, meaning that time-dependant

measurements are typically restricted to times less than several hundred

ps after excitation [157, 15, 16]. Figure 4.29 shows how γ, the radiative

rate and modeled values of ḡ vary for different sized nanorings and linear

oligomers at 290 K.

Figure 4.29a shows the PL anisotropy for both linear and cyclic chains

as a function of size for the first few hundred fs after excitation. The obser-

vation of a constantly low PL value for the nanorings suggests that there
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Figure 4.29: a) Initial anisotropy as a function of the number of porphyrins
for free nanorings (red circles), template bound nanorings (black crossed
hexagons) and linear oligomers (blue squares). b) Radiative rate as a func-
tion of the number of porphyrin units. c) Average distortion, ḡ as a func-
tion of ring size at a simulated temperature of 290 K from Monte Carlo
modelling in section 4.6.3. Figure from [15].

is a polarisation memory loss which Yong attributes to either adsorption

into a fully delocalised state around the ring or a more localised state that

rapidly moves around the ring. However, it is not possible to distinguish

between the two explanations using this technique [16]. The linear chains

show significantly higher values of γ when compared with the nanorings,
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and show a decrease in γ for longer chain lengths.

Figure 4.29b shows that the radiative rate from the nanorings increases

substantially by almost two orders of magnitude from the c-P6 ring to the c-

P24. The observation of a low radiative rate for smaller rings is interpreted

to be similar to small, highly-symmetric, ring molecules such as benzene.

However, for larger rings the increase in distortion, (shown by the Monte

Carlo model results in Fig 4.29c) lifts the symmetry constraint and the

radiative rate is increased. Measurements of the template bound nanorings

c-P6.T-6 and c-P8.T-8 (see the black crossed circles in Fig 4.29b) show a

reduced radiative rate relative to their free nanoring counterparts as would

be expected for a system in which the distortion is limited by the rigidity

the presence of the template causes.

These results suggest that for all nanorings the exciton wave packet is

thought to be delocalised around the entire ring due to the rate at which the

nanoring is observed to depolarise following excitation. For small nanor-

ings, the high symmetry (increased by the presence of a template molecules

in the c-PN.T-N complexes which reduce distortion in the molecules) means

that the rate of re-radiation from the rings is suppressed. Increasing the

ring size allows increased distortion which in turn increases the radiative

rate. Whilst a direct quantitative link between the values of ḡ calculated in

section 4.6.3 and the spectroscopic measurements is beyond the scope of the

work presented in [15], the correlation between these results implies that

the distortions of large nanorings have significant effects on their optical

properties.
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4.8 Optical Measurements on hBN

The results in section 4.5.2 show that the nanorings can be readily adsorbed

onto the hBN surface. As a result it is possible to measure fluorescence of

nanoring monolayers since the hBN surface will not quench fluorescence

unlike Au or HOPG substrates [6]. This, in combination with the ring size

dependant optical effects reported by Yong and Parkinson [15, 16] provide

strong motivation to study the optical properties of nanorings on surfaces.

The following are early results of surface adsorbed nanorings.

Steady state PL measurements were performed on c-P12 rings deposited

onto hBN on SiO2 substrates. Nanorings were deposited onto hBN by

immersion in a c-P12 solution for one hour and a florescence spectrum taken

using an excitation wavelength of 500 nm. In addition, time-correlated

single photon counting (TCSPC) measurements were taken to measure

the lifetime of the excited state using a 500 nm laser excitation followed

by detection at 883 nm over a laser spot area of 640 µm2. Steady state

measurements were performed by V. Korolkov2 and TCSPC measurements

were performed by J. Gong3 using samples prepared by the author.

Figure 4.30a shows PL results of the porphyrins on the hBN flake sur-

face. The dashed black line shows PL for c-P12 in toluene as a reference

with a dominant peak position at around 850 nm. All surface PL mea-

surements (solid lines) were taken from the hBN flakes as measurements

on the SiO2 regions in between the flakes show no fluorescence. Shoulders

are present on most of the spectra and in one case a double peak is visible.

The origin of these is not currently clear and may be due to either different

2Beton Group, Nottingham
3Herz group, Oxford.
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Figure 4.30: a) Normalised fluorescence measurements of c-P12 deposited
on hBN shown with a reference spectra for c-P12 in a toluene solution. b)
PL of a spot on the hBN flake before and after TCSPC showing strongly
reduced intensity. All measurements in a are normalised to the integrated
area under spectra. Data courtesy of V.Korolkov and J. Gong.

species or configurations present on the surface such as the aggregates in

between or on top of the domains such as those shown in Fig 4.19e and f.

Further study will be necessary to establish the cause of these shoulders.

For all measurements of c-P12 on hBN there was a red shift of ∼20-

30 nm relative to the solution measurements of c-P12. This is interesting

as other studies by the group at Nottingham have shown consistent red-

shifting of fluorescence peaks when hydrogen bonded 2D porphyrin net-

works are adsorbed on hBN as discussed in section 4.5.2.

TCSPC measurements indicate that the PL lifetime on the hBN surface

is significantly shorter than solution measurements (∼200 ps vs ∼792 ps

in solution). A shorter PL lifetime has been previously correlated with

ring size and typically the lifetime is increased for larger rings which show

higher ḡ values. Stabilising nanorings by leaving the template molecule at

the centre of the molecule was also found to decrease the PL lifetime in

solution (see Fig 10 of the SI in [15]). SPM images in section 4.5.2 give

a value of ḡ ≈ 0 on HOPG (it is assumed that due to the same lattice
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periodicity and large network formation that the value of ḡ is the same on

hBN) compared to a value of ḡ = 0.27± 0.02 for isolated c-P12 molecules

on Au surfaces [151]. The intensity of the fluorescence peak was also found

to decrease substantially after the TCSPC measurements suggesting that

the laser radiation causes damage to the nanorings as shown in Fig 4.30b.

The stabilisation of nanorings due to network formation has may be

responsible for this reduction in PL lifetime in the same way the effect

that the template has on nanorings in solution [15]. Higher resolution

AFM measurements of the intramolecular structure of the nanorings on

hBN will be necessary to confirm that the ḡ value is comparable with

that observed for c-P12 on HOPG. Calculation of the radiative rate for

nanorings in solution also suggests that a shorter PL lifetime means the

radiative rate is reduced. Given that the lifetime in the case of c-P12

on hBN is significantly shorter than in solution this may imply that the

radiative rate is also significantly reduced through adsorption onto the hBN

surface although further work will be needed to confirm these early results.
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4.9 Summary

From the results presented in section 4.5.2, the self-assembly of c-P12 and

c-P10 nanorings on HOPG and hBN surfaces shows that stable µm-scale

monolayer supramolecular networks of these light-harvesting molecules are

easily formed in ambient conditions. The nanoring size is found to induce

significant differences in the subsequent domain size through changes in the

rotational symmetry due to the number of porphyrin groups in each nanor-

ing. Determining the structures that form when light-harvesting materials

such as these are deposited on surfaces is important because mesoscopic or-

der in large π-conjugated systems may be strongly linked to device perfor-

mance [158]. This is the first reported instance of large network formation

from these compounds.

The differences in long-range order observed in the domain structure

of the two sizes of nanoring used in this work has yet to be fully under-

stood beyond simple differences in rotational symmetry. The lack of strong

localised intermolecular bonding in these assemblies when compared to

carboxylic acid molecular networks such as those in [69] suggests that the

weak van der Waals interactions play a significant role in stabilising the

molecular networks. Further study of a wider range of nanoring sizes will

help to clarify the relationship between nanoring size and network stability.

Encouragingly, the repeatability of depositing and imaging in ambient con-

ditions will allow for rapid investigation of the parameter space in future

work when compared to the time consuming electrospray deposition and

imaging steps used when working in UHV conditions.

Monte Carlo simulation results of single nanorings show that an increase

in ellipticity is to be expected at higher ring sizes at room temperature.
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Increasing the stiffness limits the distortion and the expected ellipticity of

the nanorings. This is in agreement with STM results previously reported

in the literature [151]. Comparing these simulated results with optical

measurements shows that the distortion of nanorings has significant effects

on their optical properties. In particular, the long lifetime of the delocalised

state as a result of the high symmetry in smaller nanorings [15].

A Monte Carlo simulation of nanoring networks using the model out-

lined in section 4.6 and including the effects of van der Walls interations

between the nanorings was considered in an attempt to understand the

differences in network structure observed in this work. However, mod-

elling the distortion, intermolecular interactions and spatial arrangement

of a large number of nanorings would require considerable computational

resources. This would also require a more detailed understanding of the

nature of intermolecular interactions between the nanorings. The high cir-

cular symmetry observed in the c-P10/c-P12 ring networks using SPM may

validate the use of a simpler model that does not consider the deformation

of the individual nanorings. Results reported using the ‘patchy-disk’ model

used by Whitelam et al. have suggested that using a ring system with a

non six-fold rotational symmetry may give rise to the formation of rhombic

tilings such as those formed by c-P10 in section 4.5.3 [159].
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Graphene Growth by High

Temperature Molecular Beam

Epitaxy

“Mission is Possible!”

Professor Sergei Novikov, repeatedly

2015

The characterisation of graphene grown using high temperature molec-

ular beam epitaxy on hBN surfaces is the topic of this chapter. AFM

measurements indicate that the graphene forms continuous domains of the

order ∼10 µm making these results the first reported growth of graphene

at high temperatures using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). AFM imag-

ing also reveals that the graphene surface has moiré patterns which have

been attributed to commensurate-incommensurate transitions between the
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graphene and hBN [160]. Furthermore, high resolution AFM imaging shows

that the graphene and hBN lattices are aligned, providing evidence that

the graphene has been epitaxially grown on the hBN surface. Extensive

mapping of the moiré periodicity across the graphene domains shows sig-

nificantly higher moiré period sizes than previously reported. Raman map-

ping and correlation with the moiré period shows that the characteristic

graphene Raman peaks are split and shifted in the high periodicity regions

which is indicative of strain. In addition, highly anisotropic and defec-

tive moiré patterns are also observed at breaks in the graphene domains

suggestive of strain relaxation. These breaks can also be formed by modi-

fication of the surface using an AFM probe and represent a new approach

to modifying strain in graphene.

5.1 Graphene

Graphene was the first isolated two-dimensional material and resulted in

Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov being awarded the 2010 Nobel prize

in physics for “groundbreaking experiments regarding the two-dimensional

material graphene” [161]. Since the first reported isolation of graphene

by Geim and Novoselov et al. [17] there has been huge interest in the

study and production of graphene for a variety of uses and it has been

touted repeatedly as a ‘miracle’ material on account of its many remarkable

properties [162].

Structurally, graphene is a single layer of carbon atoms bonded in a

hexagonal lattice with two atoms per unit cell. Each carbon atom is bonded

to three other atoms covalently with a 1.42 Å separation. Graphene is an
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sp2 hybridised material and as a result has a delocalised plane of π electrons

above and below the plane of the graphene sheet. In effect graphene can

be thought of as an infinitely extending sheet of benzene molecules fused

together at the positions the hydrogen atoms would occupy. A schematic

representation of a graphene sheet is shown in Fig 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of an isolated graphene sheet [163].

Multiple layers of graphene can stack to form bulk graphite (see section

2.15) and it is the basic building block for several carbon nanomaterials as

shown in Fig 5.2.

A single graphene sheet rolled-up forms single-walled carbon nanotubes

(SWNT) (Fig 5.2a), multiple sheets of graphene rolled-up can form a multi-

walled carbon nanotube (MWNT) (Fig 5.2b) and fullerenes which consist

of carbon atoms arranged at the vertices of a truncated icosahedron (Fig

5.2c).

Weak van der Waals forces hold the layers in graphite together whereas

the covalent in-plane σ bonds between each carbon atom holding each sheet

of graphene together are extremely hard to break. This was exploited to

enable the first isolation of graphene since the individual graphene sheets

can be pulled apart easily using adhesive tape (see section 5.4) [17]. This
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Figure 5.2: Structures of a) SWNT, b) MWNT (each colour corresponds
to different SWNTs that make up the MWNT structure) and, c) a C60

fullerene. Images a and c are from [163] and b is from [164].

bonding structure is also responsible for many of graphene’s remarkable

physical properties.

5.2 Properties of Graphene

Graphene has a long list of interesting properties, both physical and elec-

tronic which have attracted intense interest from a diverse range of scien-

tific fields. Some of these are discussed below and provide motivation for

the growth of MBE graphene presented in this work, particularly with re-

gard to electronic devices where the production of high-quality, epitaxially

grown graphene is critical for the fabrication of high performance graphene

devices.

The crystal lattice is hexagonal and composed of two atoms per unit
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Figure 5.3: a) Real space and b) reciprocal space structures of the graphene
lattice. The Brillouin zone is shown by the central blue hexagon in b.

cell, A and B as shown in Fig 5.3a. In reciprocal space the unit cell (the

Brillouin zone) is also hexagonal and contains three important points as

shown in Fig 5.3b; the centre, Γ, is the origin in reciprocal space (i.e. k

= 0); The corners of the Brillouin zone (corners of blue hexagon in Fig

5.3b) correspond to two inequivalent points labeled K and K’ which are

associated with the A and B atoms of the unit cell.

k

Ek Conduction Band

Valence Band

a b

Dirac Point
(K or K')

Figure 5.4: a) Band structure of graphene showing the Dirac points. From
[165]. b) Position of the conduction and valence bands meeting at the Dirac
point.

The electronic band structure of graphene (i.e. the allowed energies of

electrons as a function of their wavevectors, k) was described by Wallace

in the 1940s using a tight binding model [166]. The band structure of

graphene is shown in Fig 5.4 and shows the valence and conduction bands.
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A gap at all regions in the Brillouin zone separates the two bands except

for the six K and K’ points where they meet as shown in Fig 5.4a.

These positions, known as the Dirac points, correspond exactly to the

Fermi energy for (undoped) graphene as shown in Fig 5.4b in one dimension

and makes graphene a zero-gap semiconductor. For low values of k near

the Dirac points, graphene has a linear dependance of Ek on k i.e.

Ek = ±vF
√

k2
x + k2

y (5.1)

Where vF ' 106 ms−1 is the Fermi velocity, kx and ky are the wavevector

components in the x and y directions respectively.

Graphene is a potential successor to silicon-based electronics and as re-

sult a large amount of work has been dedicated to fabricating electronic

devices from graphene. The first publication reporting an isolated mono-

layer graphene by Novoselov et al. demonstrated the observation of a field

effect in graphene by showing that it can be gated by a doped silicon sub-

strate [17]. A schematic of this device arrangement is shown in Fig 5.7a.

Graphene exhibits an ambipolar field effect which means that the charge

carriers can be changed from electrons to holes by the application of an

external electric field using a gate voltage [17]. The effect on the band

structure can be seen in Fig 5.5. The conductivity would be expected to

vanish at the Dirac point where the density of states (DOS) vanishes, but

is not observed in practice possibly due to the presence of inhomogeneities

in the graphene lattice which are either induced by the corrugation of the

substrate or chemical dopants [167]. Depositing graphene onto hBN has

been found to drastically improve the quality relative to early studies on

SiO2 due to the atomically smooth hBN surface [19].
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Fermi Level

Figure 5.5: When subjected to an external electric field, the Fermi level is
shifted and changes the charge carriers in graphene from holes to electrons.

These measurements have demonstrated that graphene has an excep-

tionally high electron mobility at room temperature with early reported

values in excess of 15,000 cm2V−1s−1 at RT on SiO2 surfaces, and more

recently up to 100,000 cm2V−1s−1 at RT when encapsulated in hBN flakes

[168]. These values are found to be weakly dependent on temperature

which suggests that the values are limited by impurity scattering [167].

Another consequence of the linear band structure near the Dirac point is

that electrons in graphene behave as massless Dirac fermions and propagate

according to the Dirac equation instead of the Schrödinger equation [169].

In addition, graphene was found to exhibit the anomalous quantum Hall

effect (the quantum mechanical version of the Hall effect in which a voltage

is produced across an electrical conductor transverse to the current and a

perpendicular magnetic field) at room temperature [170].

In terms of its mechanical properties, graphene is the strongest material

ever measured with a Young’s modulus of 1 TPa [171]. Graphene also

exhibits an extremely high thermal conductivity of 3,000 WmK−1 [172].

Graphene absorbs πα ≈ 2.3% of visible light where α is the fine structure
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constant meaning it is highly transparent [173]. Despite this, it is still

possible to identify single layer graphene when deposited on a suitably

prepared substrate (such as SiO2 of a specific thickness) due to interference

effects [17].

5.3 Raman Signature of Graphene

Raman microscopy is particularly useful in detecting graphene since it has

characteristic spectral peaks that may be used to distinguish it from bulk

graphite in a non destructive manner [174, 175]. There are three main

Raman peaks typically used in the analysis of graphene and these are often

used determine the presence of graphene and infer its quality and thickness.

These peaks are labeled the G, D and 2D and are shown in Fig 5.6a, which

shows Raman spectra from both pristine and defected graphene [176].
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Figure 5.6: a) Raman spectrum for pristine (top) and defected (bottom)
graphene b) 2D region as a function of the number of graphene layers. Both
from [176].

The G peak at around 1600 cm−1 is present in all sp2 carbon materials

such as nanotubes and fullerenes. The D peak at 1350 cm−1, however,
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signifies that non-sp2 binding is present. This can be interpreted by either

the effects of the edges of graphene domains or defects in the graphene

lattice and is commonly referred to as the ‘defect peak’. The intensity ratio

between these peaks, ID
IG

, is commonly used as a measure of the quality of

the graphene and is often reported [177]. Finally the 2D peak at 2700

cm−1 has been extensively used as an accurate measure of the graphene

thickness on freely suspended samples [174] and various substrates such as

SiO2, Sapphire and SiC. The 2D peak broadens and and blueshifts with an

increasing number of graphene layers and tends towards the shape expected

for bulk graphite as shown in Fig 5.6b [176].

For the defected graphene spectra shown in Fig 5.6a several additional

peaks are shown. The D’ peak is attributed to double resonance of the

D peak and its overtone, the 2D’ peak. In addition the D + D” and the

D + D’ (sometimes labeled the D + G peak) are also defect associated

peaks due to phonon assisted processes [176]. There also exists a low shift

C peak at < 50 cm−1 as a result of interlayer coupling which is strongly

related to the number of graphene layers. However, for single layer graphene

(SLG) this peak would obviously be absent. Also the extremely low shift

position requires the use of high-fidelity filters since notch filters which are

commonly used would cut this peak out and are not widely available [178].

Shifts in the position of the 2D peak has also been attributed to uni-

axial strain induced in graphene. By depositing graphene onto a polymer

substrate and bending it uniaxially, the 2D band was found to red-shift by

an amount directly proportional to the mechanical strain [179]. The strain

dependant shifting of the 2D peak is particularly relevant for the results

presented in section 5.6.
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The Raman spectrum of graphene and few-layer graphene (FLG) have

been the focus of much study since it is a rapid and non destructive way to

investigate the quality and thickness of graphene layers. The nomenclature

used in describing the peaks of graphene, in particular characterisation of

the defect peaks often varies and has been subjected to differing identifi-

cation (in some cases misidentification [176]) in the literature. Pollard et

al. rightly suggest that there is a need for standardisation amongst groups,

in particular for industrial applications of graphene [180]. The reader is

directed to reviews by Ferrari [176], Malard [181] and Wang [175] for more

comprehensive theoretical discussions of the Raman spectrum of graphene.

5.4 Graphene Production and Devices

Production of graphene in the literature has been predominantly reported

using two methods. Exfoliation from bulk graphite using adhesive tape

(also known as micromechanical cleaving) was used in the initial reported

isolation of SLG and FLG [17]. It was discovered that growth of graphene

was possible using chemical vapour deposition (CVD) of methane (and sub-

sequently other hydrocarbon gases) on Cu/Ni films [18]. This is typically

followed by a process to transfer the grown graphene film to a suitable

insulating substrate such as SiO2 for further processing into useful devices

such as those shown in Fig 5.7 [182].

Fabrication of graphene devices typically requires the use of electron

beam lithography (EBL) to process device structures and contacts to make

electronic measurements [17, 41]. The EBL patterns used to contact the

graphene structures often have highly specific geometries to account for
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variation in the dimensions and irregularities in the size of the flakes used

in each device rather than lithographic techniques using photomasks. The

reader is directed to Figures S1 of [41] and S9 in [183] to illustrate the

complexity of these EBL fabricated structures.
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Figure 5.7: a) Graphene FET device structure used in [17]. b) Tunneling
graphene FET device using a thin hBN layer as the tunnel barrier and
substrate as used in [41].

Growing/transferring onto a hBN substrate is a potentially promising

route to fabricating structures using graphene as the identical 2D crystal

structure and the lattice mismatch between graphene and hBN is < 2%

[19, 184]. Time consuming top-down methods have been used to fabricate

heterostructures from hBN/graphene layers and other 2D materials [19,

168, 41, 185, 186, 187, 160, 111]. Using these techniques, devices such

as tunneling field-effect transistors (FETs) using ultra-thin layers of hBN

as the tunnel barrier have been reported, a schematic of this structure is

shown in Fig 5.7b [41].

These techniques have also been used to fabricate highly aligned

graphene/hBN heterostructures in which the rotational mis-match in the

hBN/graphene crystal structure is less than 1◦. SPM imaging of the surface

of these samples shows that a range of moiré patterns are present due to

the graphene/hBN lattice mismatch[160]. This requires careful alignment
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of the crystal directions of the graphene and hBN through identification

of appropriate flakes, followed by delicate micromanipulation to bring the

samples in to contact to form the final structure. The origin of these moiré

patterns are discussed in further detail in section 5.6. In addition, re-

cently reported CVD methods have also been used to grow highly aligned

graphene directly onto hBN [188, 189]. AFM images of these hexagonal

moiré patterns are shown in Fig 5.8.

Figure 5.8: a) STM image of moiré patterns on aligned graphene/hBN
heterostructure fabricated by micromanipulation of graphene flakes. Scale
bar 30 nm. b) AFM image of moiré pattern formed by direct growth of
graphene onto a hBN surface using plasma assisted CVD. Scale bar 100
nm. Images from [160] and [183] respectively.

The introduction of strain also provides a route to modify both the

electronic properties and the phonon spectrum of graphene monolayers

[179, 190, 191, 192]. Introducing strain into graphene can lead to the

formation of an energy gap which is a crucial requirement for applications

such as transistor action and has been observed when graphene is placed

in an aligned configuration on hBN [193, 194, 195, 196, 197, 183]. As a

result attempts to engineer strain in graphene have been investigated by
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depositing onto deformable substrates [179, 198] or surfaces patterned using

lithographic techniques [199, 200, 201].

The applications of graphene will very much depend on the quality

(i.e. number of defects, grain size, substrate etc) which is strongly affected

by the particular production method [162]. The combination of flexibil-

ity, conductivity and transparency will likely see use in flexible electronics

along with a transparent protective coating on account of its impermeabil-

ity. For example, graphene makes a desirable replacement for indium tin

oxide (ITO) in transparent touch screens since ITO is brittle and In is

rare [202]. For these relatively low performance applications the presence

of areas of multi layered graphene rather than a monolayer may not be

an issue. However, for high performance applications (e.g. high-frequency

transistors), there is a clear need to grow high-quality epitaxial graphene

over a large area.

5.5 Graphene Grown by MBE

Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) is a process in which atomic or molecular

layers are deposited onto a heated crystalline substrate to produce epitax-

ially grown layered crystal structures [203]. The beam of deposited species

is typically generated by evaporation or sublimation of suitable materials

from ultra-pure crucibles in UHV conditions to produce highly pure, epi-

taxial structures [204]. The high temperatures that substrates are heated

to allow the migration of adsorbed species in order to form a highly-ordered

lattice (for example 500-600◦C for GaAs). Effusion, or Knudsen cells pro-

vide the atomic beam.
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MBE is a potential route to the production of high quality, defect-free,

graphene. MBE is typically used to grow semiconductor devices, particu-

larly those which incorporate heterojunctions. However, use of MBE has

had little impact on the growth of graphene and few works have been pub-

lished on graphene growth using MBE. Previous studies of graphene growth

by MBE have typically made use of two strategies, growth of carbon on

surfaces using a carbon flux or thermal decomposition of SiC substrates.

Growing graphene using MBE is, in principle, simpler than for many

materials since graphene is a monatomic compound and the stoichiometry

of the beam flux species need not be considered as is the case for binary

compounds such as III-V semiconductors. This means that the parameter

space for optimising the growth may in theory be reduced down to the

substrate temperature, carbon beam flux and exposure time. Despite this,

literature exploring MBE as a technique for graphene growth is currently

scarce. This is, in part, due to the relative complexity and expense of the

technique when compared to CVD based approaches.

The evaporation of a carbon source directly onto a substrate using MBE

has previously been investigated [205, 206, 207]. However, these studies

have had mixed success, the presence of graphene on hBN and sapphire

substrates have been detected with Raman spectroscopy although subse-

quent AFM imaging of growth on hBN flakes reveals that these deposits

are typically confined to the edges of bulky deposits [207] or are pitted

bi-layers when grown directly on a sapphire surface [208]. The substrate

temperatures used in these studies (typically < 1000◦C) may not be high

enough to facilitate migration of carbon across the substrate, and therefore

the growth is confined to bulk deposits rather than forming an epitaxially-
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grown graphene monolayer. Unreported work using this approach at Not-

tingham has supported this hypothesis and has provided the motivation to

study the high temperature regime used in this work.

The other reported method, whilst not technically MBE since no in-

coming molecular flux beam is used, is the thermal conversion of SiC

to graphene [209]. Heating a SiC wafer to ∼1300◦C in controlled condi-

tions will cause evaporation of Si atoms at the surface, the exposed carbon

atoms then bond to form a layer of graphene on the surface of a SiC sub-

strate [210]. Despite the reproducibility and relative ease of growing wafer-

scale graphene using this technique, the cost of SiC wafer is at present

prohibitively high for large-scale production although techniques to grow

monolayers of SiC on Si are being explored as a solution to this problem

[177].

5.6 Moiré Patterns

Moiré patterns are formed by the superimposition of two (or more) patterns

to create a secondary pattern by overlaying repeating patterns that have

either a different spatial frequency or two identical patterns that have been

rotated relative to each other. In the case of hexagonal lattices, the moiré

pattern between two mismatch hexagonal lattices would also be hexagonal

with a period determined by a combination of the rotational mismatch and

any relative difference in the lattice constant between the two lattices.
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a b c

Figure 5.9: Moiré patterns formed by mismatched hexagonal lattices show-
ing two lattices with a) 6◦ and b) 9◦ rotational mismatch. c) two aligned
hexagonal lattices with a 10% lattice constant mismatch.

Examples of 2D moiré patterns formed by two hexagonal lattices are

shown in Fig 5.9. In the context of SPM this can lead to moiré patterns

appearing in STM imaging where the LDOS of a monolayer is modified by

an underlying substrate. The creation of heterostructures from different

thin crystalline materials such as graphene and hBN provides conditions

in which the presence of moiré patterns formed by different atomic lattices

are observable with SPM. The moiré wavelength, λ, is given by;

λ =
(1 + δ)a√

2(1 + δ)(1− cosφ) + δ2
(5.2)

where; δ is the fractional lattice mismatch (δ = b
a
− 1. a and b are the

lattice constants for the larger and smaller lattices respectively), a is the

graphene lattice constant and φ is the relative rotation angle between the

two lattices [211]. For graphene and hBN the value of δ = 1.8% and for

an aligned graphene sheet on hBN (i.e. φ = 0◦), gives a maximum moiré

period of λ = 13.6 nm. Yankowitz et al. reported that the weak potential

variation in graphene/hBN structures causes the appearance of a range of

moiré patterns for randomly aligned graphene flakes on hBN as shown in
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Fig 5.10a-c [211].
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Figure 5.10: Literature examples of hexagonal moiré patterns formed by
graphene/hBN heterostructures. a-c) STM images of moiré patterns of
different sizes formed by graphene on hBN. Moiré periods for a, b and c
are 2.4 nm, 6.0 nm and 11.5 nm respectively. Scale bars are all 5 nm. e)
Young’s modulus distribution (measured from tip/samples adhesion using
an AFM in ambient conditions) for moiré patterns with a periodicity of
8 and 14 nm respectively. Scale bars are 10 nm. f) STM image of an
aligned graphene sample showing both the moiré pattern and the atomic
structure of the aligned graphene/hBN structure. The coloured boxes show
the positions that were used to determine the lattice periodicity. Scale bar
10 nm. g) Relative graphene lattice periodicity at the positions indicated
by the coloured boxes in f. Images a-c adapted from [211] and d-g are
adapted from [160].

In Woods et al. the relative angular alignment between monolayer

graphene flakes on hBN flakes was adjusted using micrometer positioning

stages before the two are brought into contact (The lateral crystallographic

orientation of the two flakes having been determined prior to the transfer)

[160]. SPM imaging of the surface reveals the presence of various moiré pe-
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riodicities dependent on the relative rotation angle between the graphene

and hBN lattice as shown in Fig 5.10d and e.

At small (< 8◦) angular rotation between the two lattices, a moiré pat-

tern that is strongly dependent on the relative rotation of the two lattices

is observed. Atomic resolution STM imaging of aligned structures (i.e.

φ = 0◦), as shown in Fig 5.10f, reveals that at there is a spatial variation of

the graphene lattice periodicity across the unit cell of the hexagonal moiré

pattern as shown in Fig 5.10g. The atomic spacing is found to be at a

maximum at the centre of the moiré pattern where it is suggested that the

graphene lattice is stretched to match the hBN lattice and decreases at

the edges of the hexagonal pattern. Initially these hexagonal patterns were

only observed using AFM tip-sample adhesion measurements. However,

more recent AFM studies have been able to resolve these patterns using

height channel measurements and have shown that there is a topographic

height variation at the edges of the hexagonal patterns of [183].

Woods proposes that this change in atomic periodicity occurs since

mismatch between the two lattices causes a local competition between the

van der Waals interaction between the C and BN atoms and the strain in

the graphene lattice. It is argued that, for small angles of misalignment

between the principal axes of exfoliated graphene and hBN substrate, a

commensurate-incommensurate phase transition occurs which leads to a

spatial variation of the lattice constant of the graphene. The central areas

of the hexagonal repeating unit correspond to the low contrast regions

in the STM image shown in Fig 5.10f, the graphene is stretched to lattice

match the hBN in these regions. At the edge regions, which appear bright in

the STM image, the graphene is compressed so that N periods of graphene
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are overlaid onto N-1 periods of hBN. N is reported to be ∼10 in [160].

These patterns have also been observed in CVD grown graphene on hBN

samples at 500◦C as shown in Fig 5.8b [183].

For both exfoliated graphene and CVD grown samples, the period of the

moiré pattern is reported to be in the range 14-15 nm which is consistent

with the value expected for unstrained graphene, 13.6 nm. The similarity

of the structures observed in the CVD grown graphene on hBN also shows

that bottom-up growth of graphene is capable of producing these aligned

structures, as opposed to time consuming top-down transfer and alignment

techniques typically used to prepare aligned heterostructures.

5.7 Experimental Techniques

The growth system used in this work is based on a Veeco GenXplor MBE

system that has been modified to reach a substrate temperature 1850◦C,

far in excess of the typical maximum temperatures used in MBE (around

1000◦C), and is compatible with substrates up to three inches in diameter1.

The substrates are mounted in a vertical configuration as shown by the

schematic in Fig 5.11 with the sample heater mounted above the substrate.

Carbon is deposited using a SUKO-63 sublimation source, a graphite fila-

ment which undergoes joule heating using a constant current of 100-110A

(Dr. Eberl, MBE-Komponenten GmbH)2. The MBE system and a carbon

filament is shown in Figs 5.12a and b.

1The system is a dual-chamber design, there is an identical MBE chamber connected
to the graphene chamber by a UHV transfer tunnel with atomic boron and plasma N2

sources with the aim of epitaxially growing hBN by MBE. Results on the growth of hBN
by MBE are not reported here and it is hoped that in future the use of both chambers
will allow the growth of epitaxial graphene/hBN heterostructures.

2Deposition of carbon using the MBE system was performed by Tin Cheng on sub-
strates prepared by the author.
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Figure 5.11: A schematic of the MBE system used in this work showing
the arrangement of the substrate and heater relative to the carbon source.

Figure 5.12: a) Growth chamber of the MBE system used in this work. b)
Carbon sublimation source prior to loading in the MBE system. c) Sample
holder, the square window at the centre is where the sapphire substrate is
positioned during growth.

Exfoliated hBN flakes were used as a flat growth substrate for further

studying the growth of graphene since hBN has been reported to be a desir-

able substrate for high quality graphene electronics [19, 168]. In addition,

wafer-scale hBN substrates are not currently available. Exfoliated hBN

flakes have been reported to seed the growth of highly aligned graphene
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with CVD approaches [189] and early MBE studies have suggested that

growth on these exfoliated flakes can produce deposits with graphene-like

Raman signatures on the hBN surface [207, 212]. However, to date, there

are no reports of graphene grown using MBE that have demonstrated the

quality reported for exfoliated samples or over the large areas that are

grown using CVD techniques.

Substrates used were hBN flakes exfoliated from high-temperature high-

pressure grown bulk hBN crystals synthesised according to the procedures

reported in [40]. These were exfoliated using low tack PVC with acrylic

adhesive tape (Loadpoint Ltd) and deposited on 1 cm square double sided

polished sapphire (0001) substrates (SurfaceNet GmbH) cleaned using the

toluene immersion and hydrogen cleaning techniques discussed in section

2.16. The cleaned substrates were then transfered to a Ta sample holder

(see Fig 5.12c) and transferred in to the MBE system. Following loading,

the samples were annealed at 800◦C for one hour prior to growth. Due

to the use of transparent sapphire substrates, pyrometer measurements of

the sample temperature only give the reading of the heater temperature.

Instead the sample temperature is estimated using a thermocouple mounted

behind the substrate heater.

All AFM measurements (with the exception of those in Fig 5.25) were

performed in amplitude-modulated tapping (AC) mode with an Asylum

Research Cypher-S AFM using Multi75Al-G AFM probes (Budget Sensors)

at set points betweem 400-600 mv (free-air amplitude normalised to 1V)

in ambient conditions (k = 3 (1-7) Nm−1, ω0 = 75 (60-90) kHz). The

lattice images shown in Fig 5.25 were also acquired with a Cypher-S AFM

in a low set-point (0.1 V) contact mode in ambient conditions using Arrow
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UHF (Asylum Research) cantilevers (k = 6 (1.5-21.0) Nm−1, ω0 = 850

(500-1500) kHz).

Raman spectra were recorded on a Horiba-Jobin-Yvon LabRAM Raman

microscope, with a laser wavelength of 532 nm operating at low power ( 4

mW) and a 600 lines/mm grating. Spectra were recorded using a Synapse

CCD detector3.

5.8 Growth Rate Calibration

Preliminary experiments using the MBE system concerned growth on the

bare sapphire surface. For all substrate temperatures (Tsample) in the range

700-1630◦C, bulky carbon deposits were found to grow readily on the sap-

phire surface. AFM images of material grown at different substrate temper-

atures for a fixed growth time (tgrowth) of one hour are shown in Fig 5.13a

and b respectively. For low temperatures (Tsample < 1000◦C) the deposits

were granular and for higher temperatures (Tsample > 1300◦C), worm-like

carbon growths were observed.

Raman spectra of this material were acquired following growth. For

lower growth temperatures no 2D peak was observed, only the D and G

were present which is indicative of amorphous carbon formation [213]. For

Tsample = 1380−1630◦C, the formation of graphene was observed as demon-

strated by the presence of the G,D and 2D bands. The AFM images clearly

demonstrate that the material is not an epitaxially grown graphene mono-

layer, however, the 2D bandshape is consistent with the formation of tur-

bostratic graphene. At even higher temperatures of Tsample > 1700◦C, no

bands were observed which is likely due to re-evaporation of carbon from

3All Raman data presented in this chapter was acquired by Andrew Davies.
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Figure 5.13: 1 µm square ambient AC mode AFM images of sapphire
substrates for tgrowth = 1h at different substrate temperatures. a) Tsample =
780◦C and b) Tsample = 1500◦C. In both cases the carbon filament current
used during growth was 110 A. c) and d) show line profiles taken across
the central black lines in images a and b respectively.

the hot substrate. Raman spectra of these samples are shown in Fig 5.14.
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Figure 5.14: Raman spectra showing the effect of the substrate temperature
on the growth of carbon films on sapphire. D and G bands were observed
for all of the growth temperatures apart from the highest (1740◦C). The
2D band is observed for values of Tsample in the range 1380-1630◦C.

The structure and properties of this material is not discussed further

since this work is concerned with the growth of graphene on hBN surfaces.
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Nonetheless, in order to calibrate the arrival rate of carbon to the substrate,

the amount of material deposited onto the supporting sapphire surface was

measured. The material was found to be easily removable using a pair of

plastic tweezers and were used to mechanically remove a small region of

the carbon deposit from the sapphire surface. The thickness of the edge

between the carbon and the exposed sapphire was then measured using

AFM as shown in Fig 5.15a.

Figure 5.15: Calibration of the carbon flux rate using bulky deposits on
sapphire showing; a) AFM image of the turbostratic graphene (bright) and
sapphire surface (dark) following mechanical removal of deposits on the
surface, Tsample = (inset) height profile across the region indicated by the
white line in the main image. b) Carbon thickness as a function of carbon
filament current for samples ii-v. c) Sapphire samples following growth of
carbon; i) sample following filament failure after 2 hours of growth showing
excessive carbon deposition (Tsample = 1500◦C); ii-v) samples at increasing
carbon filament currents of 95, 100, 105 and 110 A respectively (Tsample =
1500◦C); vi) low substrate temperature sample (Tsample = 780◦C). Full
growth conditions for these samples are given in table 5.1.
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Table 5.1 shows the conditions for the samples shown in Fig 5.15c. Hold-

ing the substrate at a fixed temperature and varying the carbon filament

current (samples ii-v) allows the deposition rate to be well controlled as

shown by the growth rate plot in Fig 5.15b. Samples darken progressively

with increasing carbon thickness as expected. The significantly darker sam-

ples in Fig 5.15c, i and vi, are the result of a much thicker layer of carbon

being deposited on to the sapphire surface. The increased thickness of

sample i is the result of a carbon filament failure after ∼2 h of deposition

(see section 5.10) which causes a significantly increased flux of carbon to

be deposited. Sample vi is the result of lowering the sample temperature,

this increases the sticking coefficient of carbon on the sapphire surface and

as a result the carbon thickness is increased.

Sample Filament Current
(A)

tgrowth
(h)

Tsample
(◦C)

Thickness
(nm)

i 110 2 1500 109.8
ii 95 4 1500 7
iii 100 4 1500 17.3
iv 105 4 1500 31.3
v 110 4 1500 74.2
vi 105 4 780 133

Table 5.1: Table showing the growth conditions for the samples shown in
Fig 5.15c. tgrowth for sample i corresponds to the time at which the carbon
filament failed.

Using a carbon filament current of 110 A at Tsample = 1500◦C, the

carbon deposition rate onto the sapphire surface is estimated to be in the

range 18-22 nm/h from the growth rate data in Fig 5.15b. These figures are

significant since they correspond to the sample temperature and flux rate

used for samples that exhibit total coverage of graphene discussed later in

this chapter.
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5.9 Island Growth

Initial experiments growing on the hBN surface were primarily aimed at

identifying the temperature window for MBE growth of graphene. After

annealing with no carbon deposition, the hBN surface is found to wrinkle

and produce ‘walls’ in the surface with a height of ∼50-100 nm (see Fig

5.16), this is likely due to the mismatch between the thermal expansion

coefficient of hBN and sapphire at these high temperatures, causing the

hBN to wrinkle on cooling. The surface also reveals evidence of the under-

lying sapphire terraces showing through the hBN as is the case for Au(111)

and SiO2 shown in Fig 2.32, these features were present before annealing

as shown in Fig 5.16b and are typically more pronounced for thinner hBN

flakes.

For tgrowth = 1h and Tsample = 1350− 1630◦C, samples showed evidence

of carbon deposits on the hBN surface consistent with those reported in the

literature, in particular the reader is referred to Fig 3d in [207] to note the

similarity with Fig 5.17a and b. For longer tgrowth, deposits of carbon were

found to grow along the hBN step edges with a height of approximately

10-30 nm relative to the hBN surface measured by AFM (see Fig 5.17). For

lower sample temperatures, the hBN flakes were often completely covered

in carbon.

Further inspection of these deposits with AFM (Fig 5.18) shows that

the edges of this bulky material have faceted edges and a measured height

of 0.4 nm, suggesting that these features are graphene monolayers growing

at the edges of the carbon deposits. This is shown in Fig 5.18b and c. Fig

5.18c shows that some of these regions exhibit hexagonal patterns adjacent

to regions without. This suggests that graphene that is both aligned and
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Figure 5.16: a) AFM image of hBN flake on sapphire substrate after clean-
ing in H2:Ar gas and (inset) the presence of terrace-like structures is ob-
served on the hBN surface. b) AFM image of the bare sapphire surface
near to the flake in image a showing the periodic terrace steps in the same
orientation as the lines on the hBN surface. c) AFM image of the flake
in a) after heating to Tsample = 1630◦C and tgrowth = 1h showing the clear
presence of wrinkles induced by the heating process, the arrows indicate
the positions of the wrinkles labeled in a. d) Centre of region indicated in
c. e) height profiles across the wrinkles indicated by the coloured lines in
d. All AFM images were taken in AC mode in ambient conditions.

misaligned with the hBN surface is present.

Further imaging of graphene islands at the edges of the bulk carbon

deposits reveals that these hexagonal patterns are present at the edges of

most of the graphene islands. Figure 5.19a shows multiple examples of these

islands after 1 h of growth. Figure 5.19b shows a higher resolution image

of the box marked in Fig 5.19a showing that the highly regular hexagonal

pattern is present across the entirety of the island’s surface. In Fig 5.19c

two domains are observed to coalesce. Interestingly the moiré patterns
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Figure 5.17: a) AFM image of hBN surface for tgrowth = 1 h and Tsample =
1500◦C showing carbon deposits. b) AFM images of the area highlighted
by the box in a. c) Height profiles across the features highlighted in b.
AFM images were taken in AC mode in ambient conditions.
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Figure 5.18: a) AFM image of carbon deposits on the surface of hBN
following growth. b) Reducing the z-range of the colour map in image a
reveals the graphene islands growing from the edges of the bulk carbon
deposits (white blobs). c) Higher resolution AFM image of the edge of
a carbon deposit from a different sample showing the hexagonal faceted
material growing from the edge of the carbon deposit and also showing the
presence of moiré patterns on the graphene surface. (inset) Height profile
across the white line in c showing the 0.4 nm height expected for a graphene
monolayer on hBN. All AFM images taken in ambient conditions using AC
mode AFM.

are not aligned and the pattern is discontinuous through the region that

connects them. The periodicity of the moiré patterns are typically ∼14

nm as shown in Fig 5.19d and all regions show the same 0.4 nm thickness

relative to the underlying substrate as shown by the height profiles in Fig

5.19e.

From these images it is assumed that the aggregates act as nucleation
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Figure 5.19: a) AFM images of graphene islands forming around carbon
deposits on the hBN surface after 1 h of growth. Scale bar 400 nm; b) island
indicated by the box in a. Scale bar 100 nm; c) two graphene domains
coalescing, each island has hexagonal patterns that are not orientationally
aligned. Scale bar 40 nm; d) the periodicity of the hexagonal patterns is
approximately 14 nm; e) AFM height profile across the regions indicated in
b and c. AFM images taken using AC mode AFM in ambient conditions.

sites for graphene growth and these islands will ultimately coalesce to form

a continuous layer.

5.10 Complete Coverage

Further increasing tgrowth to 4 h at Tsample = 1500◦C led to total cover-

age of the surface in graphene. Lowering the substrate temperature was

found to cause complete coverage of the hBN in bulk carbon deposits. For

Tsample > 1600◦C, no growth on the regions between the bulky carbon de-

posits on the hBN surface were observed suggesting the carbon evaporates
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from the hBN surface and the growth temperature is too high. As a result

Tsample was fixed at 1500◦C. However, exploration of the parameter space

for graphene growth is ongoing and it is likely that the optimum parameters

for monolayer growth have yet to be found.

Prolonged growth for tgrowth ≈ 4 h has, on several occasions, caused

failure of the carbon filament as shown in Fig 5.20a leading to a large

amount of carbon being deposited onto the surface from measurements of

the turbostratic carbon thickness on the sapphire surface. The sapphire

substrates were also noticeably darker indicating that more carbon has

been deposited on the surface as shown by sample vi in Fig 5.15c.

a b c

Figure 5.20: a) Blown carbon filament. b) Distorted moiré patterns on a
sample after filament failure. Scale bar 100 nm. c) 1.6 µm square region
in between carbon deposits showing total coverage of graphene. (inset)
300 nm square region showing the uniformity of the moiré pattern. AFM
images taken in ambient conditions using AC mode AFM.

Upon inspection with AFM the areas in between the bulk carbon de-

posits were found to be exhibit highly distorted moiré patterns as shown Fig

5.20b. These coexist with small, topographically bright dot-like features

(typical width and height 10 nm and 0.2 nm respectively). The presence of

a continuous moiré patterns suggest that the regions in between the bulk

carbon deposits are completely covered with graphene.

In subsequent experiments it was possible to grow the graphene on hBN
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without filament failure indicating that the high instantaneous carbon flux

caused by the failure of the filament is not necessary to grow a continuous

monolayer of graphene. In these samples, high quality and uniform moiré

patterns over continuous regions of up to 2 µm square (the typical separa-

tion of bulk carbon deposits on the hBN surface) are observed. An image

of a region showing a highly uniform moiré pattern is shown in Fig 5.20c.

Imaging at random positions across hBN flakes show that the graphene

completely covers the regions in between the carbon aggregates as shown

in Fig 5.21a and b i-xv. However, upon inspection of the moiré patterns,

the periodicity is found to grossly exceed the previously reported value of

∼14 nm [160]. The average moiré period for the images in Fig 5.21i-xiv is

measured to be ∼22.5 nm. In addition, distorted moiré patterns are also

observed as shown by Fig 5.21b xv.
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xii
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i ii iii iv v

vi vii viii ix x

xi xii xivxiii

xiv
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Figure 5.21: AFM images of graphene on hBN showing a large area image
of the hBN flake indicating the position that the smaller images, i-xv were
taken. (inset) Optical image of the flake. The scale bar in the larger image
is 30 µm and images i-xv are all 150 nm square. AFM images taken using
AC mode AFM in ambient conditions.

These observations were confirmed by the observation of high moiré

periods on different samples and large variation in the moiré period over

areas on the same hBN flake are commonly observed. Figures 5.22b-d and

their measured periodicties in Fig 5.22e show the large variation in moiré
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Figure 5.22: a) 30 µm square image of a hBN flake showing the distribution
of carbon deposits across the surface, the arrows indicate the positions
where images b and d were taken respectively. Scale bar 10 µm. b-d)
150 nm square images of different size moiré patterns observed across the
substrate. Scale bars all 50 nm. e) line profiles across the images indicated
in images b-d showing the periodicity of the moiré pattern in each image.
AFM images taken using AC mode AFM in ambient conditions.

period. The period of the hexagonal array in Fig 5.22b, 13.2 nm, is close

to that reported previously [160], however, the larger periods such as those

shown in Fig 5.22c and d which are 22.0 nm and 26.4 nm respectively have

not been reported. The observation of a larger period, λs, implies that

the mismatch between the graphene and the hBN has been reduced and,

consequently, that the graphene is under tensile stress.

For the high moiré periods observed in MBE graphene, the increase in

lattice constant, a, averaged over a moiré unit cell is denoted ∆a, and the

strain, ∆a
a

, may be deduced from the increase in moiré period, ∆λ = λs−λ0

through the approximation;

∆a

a
≈

δa
a


∆λ

λs

 (5.3)

where the graphen/hBN lattice mismatch, δa
a

= 1.8%. Using the moiré
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period in Fig 5.22d, equation 5.3 gives the strain, ∆a
a

, as 0.9%.

As previously mentioned, in other areas of the flake shown in Fig 5.23

the hexagonal network undergoes significant distortion. The zoomed region

in Fig 5.23a shows strong asymmetry in the moiré pattern. In addition,

topological defects in the moiré pattern are observed combined with a local

distortion of the orientation and period of the network. Figure 5.23b shows

the presence of a dislocation where a row of the hexagonal pattern termi-

nates and the local coordination of the cells in the moiré pattern is 5 and

7 rather than 6. The presence of these defects causes long-range curvature

of the network as shown by the larger scale image in Fig 5.23d.
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Figure 5.23: a) anisotropic moiré pattern on the graphene surface. Scale
bar 100 nm. b) point defect in the moiré pattern. Scale bar 50 nm. c)
Similar point defect observed in the phase channel. Scale bar 50 nm. d)
Several point defects inducing long-range curvature in the moiré pattern.
Scale bar 170 nm. e) Cracked region in between two graphene domains and
(inset) the line profile across this crack as shown by the red line. Scale bar
150 nm. AFM images taken using AC mode AFM in ambient conditions.

Breaks in the graphene layer are also observed as shown in Fig 5.23e,

across which there is an abrupt change in the moiré periodicity from ∼13

nm to a highly distorted hexagonal pattern. The presence of these features
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demonstrates that the distortion is not due to an imaging artefact such as

thermal drift or tip asymmetry. The height change across this boundary,

0.4 nm, also confirms that the material is a single layer of graphene. All

other breaks in the graphene sheet were measured to have this 0.4 nm

height change. The presence of multi-layer graphene would be implied by

multiples of this value, however, this has not been observed on any of the

breaks in the graphene domains observed in this work.

Some small multi-layered graphene islands have been observed and some

regions of bi-layer and tri-layer graphene are observed in regions close to

the carbon deposits. AFM images of these multi-layered regions are shown

in Fig 5.24. However, the isolated multi-layered islands shown in Fig 5.24b

and c are rarely observed (typically there are less than five of these islands

over a 30 µm area) and the surface in between the bulk carbon deposits is

covered by monolayer graphene4.

There are two possible sources of these breaks in the graphene sheet

as shown in Figs 5.23e and 5.25a. The gap between the separate domains

may be caused by two domains which have not coalesced, or the breaks

may have been formed post-growth by tearing of the sheet. Inspection of

the edges as shown in these two examples and many other examples shows

that the edges are highly parallel along the entire length of the crack. This

suggests that these breaks form after the growth and result in a relaxation

of strain towards the moiré period for unstrained graphene.

For a simple moiré pattern caused by overlaying of the graphene and

hBN lattices, the defects and distortion in Fig 5.23 would not be expected.

4The area surrounding the hexagonal multi-layered island exhibits moiré patterns,
however, the contrast is extremely weak due to the small height change relative to the
thickness of the island.
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Figure 5.24: a-c) AFM images of regions with multi-layered graphene and
d-f) height profiles across the regions indicated in the images. AFM images
taken using AC mode AFM in ambient conditions.

However, the origin of the bright boundary features in the hexagonal pat-

terns here are attributed to the regions where there is a mismatch in the

lattice constants of the hBN and graphene (using the model proposed by

Woods [160]). It is intuitive to assume that these regions run along the

principal axes of the hBN and graphene, and indeed, may correspond to

the lowest energy configuration. Despite this, there is no reason why the

boundaries could not run in other directions, and variation in the orienta-

tion of moiré patterns has been reported for CVD grown graphene on hBN

by others [188].

Contact mode AFM was performed on the graphene surface in order to

resolve the atomic lattice of graphene and hBN and check the alignment

of the graphene relative to the underlying hBN5. Operating in contact

mode has been used in the literature to resolve the atomic lattices of both

5These measurements were performed by Vladimir Korolkov.
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graphite, graphene and hBN in ambient conditions [214, 188, 6]6.

Figure 5.25: Contact mode AFM images of; a) graphene domains either side
of a tear (dark central region); b-d) contact mode images of, b) graphene, c)
hBN and, d) graphene lattices at the positions indicated by the boxes in a.
Scale bar in a is 200 nm and images b-d are all 5 nm square. Images taken
in ambient conditions with Arrow UHF cantilevers (Asylum Research).

Figure 5.25a shows two neighbouring graphene domains (bright regions

with hexagonal moiré patterns) and an exposed region of the hBN surface

(dark central stripe). The matching wavy edges of the graphene domains

indicate that the graphene edges were once joined as a single continuous

graphene domain which has torn following growth. Figures 5.25b-d show

lattice images acquired at the positions indicated in Fig 5.25a across two

distinct graphene domains (Fig 5.25b and d) and the hBN between the

graphene domains (Fig 5.25c). These lattice images show that the graphene

is aligned in both domains with the underlying hBN (within experimental

error) lattice. The 120◦ angles of the wavy edges also suggest that the

6The detection mode in [214] and [188] used friction force microscopy whereas the
results presented here and in [6] use the AFM cantilever deflection as the detection
channel.
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graphene has torn along the principal axes of the graphene lattice which is

further supported by the fact that the edges are aligned with the graphene

lattice in Fig ??b and d. This is despite the clear difference in symmetry

and period of the moiré pattern both sides of the crack in Fig 5.25a. These

images also show that the moiré pattern does not necessarily need to be

aligned with the graphene lattice and also confirms that the graphene is

epitaxially grown on the surface.

5.11 Strain in Graphene

The highly anisotropic moiré pattern on the right side of Figs 5.23a and

5.25e imply that the graphene is anisotropically strained. The most dis-

torted region in 5.23e has dimensions of approximately 60 nm which cor-

respond to a strain of ∼1.4%. Following the observation of breaks in the

graphene lattice and the highly anisotropic moiré patterns it was decided

to investigate the spatial variation of strain and the size of the graphene

domains.

A 30 µm square region was mapped in order to determine the size of the

graphene domains (see Fig 5.26). These are phase channel images since it is

easier to resolve the domain boundaries over larger areas in this mode. The

maximum size of the domains in this region is found to be approximately

20 µm (the largest domain being marked by the number 2 in Fig 5.26).

To map the variation in moiré period across the boundary between

domains 1 and 2, the area indicated by the white box in Fig 5.26a was

mapped by the acquisition of 425 successive 0.5 µm square AFM images

(resolution ∼0.5 nm pixel−1) over this area taking approximately 100 hours
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Figure 5.26: a) Optical image showing the hBN flake used for mapping
the moiré periodicity. The intersecting straight lines correspond to folds in
the hBN flake and the dark spots and curved lines are the bulky carbon
deposits. b) 30 µm square ambient AC mode AFM phase image of the
region indicated by the box in a, the thick white lines indicate the edges
of domains due to cracks in the lattice, the numbers indicate two separate
domains referred to as 1 and 2. c) High resolution phase image of the area
in b marked by the red box clearly showing the boundary between domains
1 and 2 which is further indicated by the arrows.

a b

Figure 5.27: a) Phase channel of AC mode AFM image of the graphene
surface showing a moiré pattern. Scale bar in a is 200 nm. b) Central
region of a 2DFFT of image a, the first-order peaks that correspond to the
moiré periodicity are shown by the red circles and are used to extract both
the moiré period and the distortion value, ḡ.

of continuous scanning time.

The moiré period of the graphene was extracted by sub-dividing each

AFM images in to 250 nm square regions and performing a 2DFFT on

each. The phase image was used for image processing as this typically

more reliable at achieving good contrast as shown by Fig 5.27a. The moiré
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period corresponds to the first order Fourier peaks of the transformed im-

age and these are extracted at each position. In addition the degree of

anisotropy, ḡ, is calculated using the same method as discussed section 4.4

by extracting the maximum and minimum moiré periodicities (λmax and

λmin respectively), i.e. ḡ = (λmax

λmin
− 1).

Figure 5.28: a) Map of the moiré periodicity and b) distortion across the
region indicated in Fig 5.26. The profile indicated in a shows where a
succession of high resolution Raman spectra were taken. The arrow in a
and b show the psition of the discontinuity where the break in the graphene
domains is observed in Fig 5.26.

Figure 5.28 shows the moiré periodicity and distortion across the region

indicated by the red box in Fig 5.26b. Both maps in Fig 5.28 show a sharp

discontinuity in moiré period (and therefore strain) across domains 1 and

2 along with a sharp increase in the distortion across the boundary from
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left to right in agreement with the high resolution images of this region

shown in Fig 5.25a. The period across domains 1 and 2 is approximately

constant over each domain (apart from the region close to the crack) and

have values of ∼13 nm and ∼25 nm respectively.

5.12 Raman Mapping

Since the strain is expected to affect the Raman spectrum of graphene

[179], 2D Raman mapping was performed by taking grid spectra7 on the

hBN flake shown in Fig 5.26 and subsequently mapped by AFM in Fig

5.28. In addition, higher acquisition time spectra were taken along the

trajectory indicated by the dotted line in Fig 5.28a which intersects the

boundary between region 1 and 2 that have been previously mapped by

AFM in section 5.11.

Upon inspection of the raw spectra, the graphene 2D region was found

to vary strongly with position on the hBN flake and can be broadly classified

into three types as shown in Fig 5.29a. The first type, represented by the

blue spectra in Fig 5.29a is a strong unshifted high-energy 2D peak and is

found to be strongest in regions with high concentrations of bulky carbon

deposits. The green spectrum corresponds to a red-shifted single peak and

the red spectra are highly red-shifted peaks that exhibit splitting, these

are found to correlate strongly with the moiré periodicity (and therefore

strain) as discussed below.

To generate the Raman map, the 2D peaks of the Raman spectra at

each point were fitted to the model red, green and blue spectra in Fig

5.29a. The colour at each point in Fig 5.29b is determined by the relative

7Raman mapping and CLS fitting was performed by Andrew Davies.
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weights of the model spectra in Fig 5.29a from a classical least squares

(CLS) analysis.

Figure 5.29: a) Multiple spectra from 2D regions of Raman mapping data
used for CLS fitting of the data, the red, green and blue spectra are model
spectra used to generate the map in b. b) Raman CLS map of graphene
on hBN showing the variation in 2D spectral type by weighting using the
model spectra in a.

Figure 5.29b shows the Raman map produced by the CLS fitting.

The map shows that the different peak types (i.e. areas that are strongly

coloured red, green or blue) are typically localised to specific regions on the

hBN flake. Interestingly there is a strong and abrupt change from green

to red type spectra in the region indicated by the white box in Fig 5.29b.

This box corresponds to the region where the moiré period map (section

5.11) shows that there is also an abrupt change in moiré period across the

boundary between two different graphene domains.

In order to deconvolve the overlapping peaks in the red-shifted 2D re-

gions, the Raman spectra were fitted to multiple Gaussian functions. For

high moiré periods, (such as the top spectra in Fig 5.30b showing a re-

gion with a 22.6 nm moiré period) the 2D region may be decomposed into

three peaks. These consist of a high energy peak at 2682 cm−1 and two

red-shifted peaks. The high energy peak is close to the value expected for
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monolayer (and turbostratic graphene) [176] and is attributed to the pres-

ence of the large carbon aggregates as mentioned above. This is reflected

in the CLS mapping which shows a strong signal from this peak as shown

by the blue-type regions in Fig 5.29b which correspond to regions where

the carbon aggregates are observed in the AFM images in Fig 5.22a (the

surrounding regions on the bare sapphire substrate also are of this ‘blue’

type). Despite this, the peak is present in nearly all spectra with a constant

energy, but large variations in amplitude due to the irregular distribution

of aggregates. The presence of this peak in the spectra is unavoidable since

the size of the laser spot size used for these measurements is of the same

order as the separation between aggregates (∼1 µm).
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Figure 5.30: a) (top) Raman shift of the two most red-shifted 2D peaks as
a function along the profile marked in Fig 5.29b, (bottom) periodicity and
distortion along the same profile, interpolated from the moiré periodicity
map in Fig 5.28a and b. b) Selected Raman spectra from the same profile
with their associated moiré periodicities determined by correlation with the
profiles in a.

Figure 5.30a shows the fitted 2D peak positions along the profile in
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Fig 5.28a and Fig 5.29b shown along with the periodicity and distortion8.

Figure 5.30a shows the sharp rise in periodicity and distortion across the

boundary between graphene domains 1 and 2. The increase in periodicity

is accompanied by an abrupt red-shift in the positions of the two most

red-shifted 2D peaks consistent with the CLS and confirms the spatial

correlation of the Raman features with the moiré period. The profile of

ḡ also shows that the distorted region is localised to a region in domain

2 which is within ∼2 µm of the crack at the boundary with domain 1.

The abrupt red-shift in the 2D peaks coincides with the point where the

periodicity and distortion experience a sudden change as indicated by the

dotted line. This indicates that there is a clear correlation between the

Raman peak positions and moiré period.

Figure 5.30b also shows the dependence of the G peak on the moiré

period. The G and the D’ peaks are observed at respectively 1581 cm−1 and

1615 cm−1 close to the expected values for graphene. However, a shoulder

is also observed on the low energy side of the G peak which evolves into

a more distinct feature which can be decomposed into two broad peaks

centered at 1553 and 1527 cm−1 for λs = 26.3 nm shown by the top spectra

in Fig 5.30b. Other peaks present in the spectrum but not shown in Fig

5.30b are the D peak at half of the unshifted 2D peak, and the peak due

to the hBN substrate.

Determining the strain from the moiré period allows the 2D peak po-

sitions as a function of strain to be calculated. This is shown for the

red-shifted 2D and G peaks in Fig 5.31 along with 1st order polynomial fits

8The periodicity and distortion along these were determined by interpolation of the
moiré period map in Fig 5.28
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to the data9. Errors in the Raman peak positions are given as the standard

error of the fitting. The errors in the strain are due to the resolution limit

of the 2DFFT which accounts for the higher error at larger moiré periods

and therefore lower spatial frequency. For the 2D positions as shown in Fig

5.31a, a shift of -119 ± 9 cm−1%−1 and -86 ± 6 cm−1%−1 is observed. It

has previously been shown experimentally that the 2D peak shifts under

uniaxial stress at a rate of -64 cm−1%−1 and it is predicted that under

biaxial stress the rate is -190 cm−1%−1 [179].
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Figure 5.31: Red-shifted a) 2D and b) G peaks as a function of strain for
the Raman spectra along the profile in Fig 5.30a. Both are shown with a 1st

order polynomial fit to the data with an uncertainty using 95% confidence
bounds. The blue boxes in a indicate outliers values close to the boundary
region and were not used to calculate the gradient.

The dependence of the red-shifted G peaks is more difficult to determine

from this data since the peaks are rather broad as shown in Fig 5.30b. The

peak positions give a red-shift dependence of -28 ± 5cm−1%−1 and -37 ±

5cm−1%−1 assuming a linear relationship (which is not completely clear

from the data as shown by the uncertainties in the 1st order polynomial

9Fitted using the ‘cftool’ function in Matlab
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fit).

From symmetry considerations, the splitting of the G and the 2D peaks

of graphene would not be expected for isotropic strain as seen in these

measurements. However, the splitting may be due to interactions with the

hBN substrate, for example a difference in the local environment of carbon

atoms [176].

Figure 5.32: Dispersion of graphene on hBN at 660 nm and 532 nm laser
excitation for different strain values. The quoted strain values were deter-
mined using the gradients in Fig 5.31a.

Figure 5.32 shows the Raman spectra of graphene on hBN for two pos-

titions corresponding to two different strain values at wavelengths of 660

nm (red laser) and 532 nm (green laser). The strain values were inferred

from the red-shift of the split 2D peaks using the gradients determined in

Fig 5.31a for the linear red-shift/strain relationship. This confirms that,

as expected, the 2D peaks are dispersive with excitation wavelength, while

the G peaks are not [176]. This also shows that unlike the turbostratic

regions, a partner D peak at half the wavenumber of the red-shifted 2D
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peak position is not observed which indicates that the strained graphene

monolayer has a low defect density and is therefore of high quality.

It is proposed that the strain in the graphene layer is introduced during

the high temperature growth process and is maintained by a quasi-random

distribution of nucleation sites which act to pin the material. The simplest

explanation for the origin of the strain is a difference between the thermal

coefficients of expansion of graphene, ∝g, and hBN, ∝hBN . A tensile strain

of ∼1%, as observed here (for the high 26.3 nm moiré period), implies

that (∝g - ∝hBN), averaged over the relevant temperature range (300-1770

K) is positive with a value 8 x 10−6 K−1. The coefficient for hBN (the

bulk value is relevant for the flakes used here) is -2.9 x 10−6 K−1 at 300K

and remains negative, but with reduced magnitude, up to 800 K. There

is considerable divergence in the published values for ∝g; Bao et.al. [215]

argue that ∝g is negative at 300 K, but then increases to a positive value

for a temperature, T > 350 K, while Yoon et.al. find a negative value up

to 400 K [216]. Most recently, Linas et.al. argued that ∝g is positive over

all measured temperatures in agreement with theoretical predictions [217].

For the maximum temperature (800 K) for which data are available [217],

(∝g - ∝hBN) ∼ 3 x 10−6 K−1. This is lower than the average quoted above,

but it is emphasised that data are not available between 800K and the

growth temperature, 1770 K, and, given the uncertainty related to these

quantities, thermally-induced strain is a plausible origin for the observed

effects.

Graphene grown by CVD on hBN does not exhibit the large moiré

pattern reported here and one possible reason for this difference is the

pinning role of the nucleation sites in MBE growth; these are not observed
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in CVD growth [188, 183, 189]. There are other differences, for example

the growing edge of graphene is likely terminated by hydrogen in CVD

growth, while hydrogen should be absent during MBE growth (due to the

use of a pure carbon source) leading to a more reactive edge and potentially

stronger local interaction with the hBN substrate [212].

The overall significance of the Raman data is that the graphene on

hBN is highly strained and the spatial strain dependence is well-correlated

with the observation of significantly higher moiré periods than reported

elsewhere in the literature for epitaxially grown graphene on hBN [183, 188,

189] and graphene/hBN heterostructures formed from exfoliated graphene

[160].

5.13 Strain Modification

During contact mode imaging of the graphene lattice, damage to the

graphene surface was induced by the cantilever being inadvertently en-

gaged at a high set point for a single line scan. Imaging of this region

shows that the graphene has been removed along the trajectory of the can-

tilever, this is shown in Fig 5.33a. Raman mapping of this hBN flake after

the damage shows a distinct difference in CLS fitted Raman maps indicated

by the boxed region in Fig 5.33b and c. The green region in Fig 5.33c is

indicative of a change in the spectral response (and strain) of the graphene

in this region.

Inspection of the moiré patterns in the graphene that remained intact

either side of the damaged region suggested that the moiré period had

been reduced following the damage which would be indicative of strain
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a b c

Figure 5.33: a) 15 µm square AC mode AFM phase image of damage to a
graphene domain following high set point contact by the AFM cantilever
indicated by the box. (inset) Height channel image of the same region. b)
Raman mapping of the flake in a before and, c) after damage was induced
by an AFM tip showing the change in the Raman signature. The white
box in b and c shows the region imaged in a.

relaxation (no moiré patterns were observed in the region at the centre of

the damage suggesting that the graphene had been removed and the bare

hBN substrate is exposed). Direct registry between the areas before and

after the damage had been induced was not possible since the area had not

been extensively mapped before the damage had occurred.

To test this hypothesis, damage was intentionally induced on a region

of the graphene surface using an AFM tip at a high set point. Several

attempts were made to damage the graphene using lines ‘drawn’ on the

graphene with the AFM in lithography mode at high set points but were

unsuccessful. Eventually a small damaged area with dimensions∼500 x 150

nm was eventually formed by scanning in contact mode at a high deflection

set point of 10 V at a rate of 10 Hz for several seconds10.

Figures 5.34a and b show amplitude (error signal) channel images (this

channel was used as the contrast is clearer than the height channel) of this

area before and after the damage had been induced by the AFM tip. This

10For comparison, typical set points are < 0.5 V for contact mode imaging such as
those shown in Fig 5.25
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a b

d e
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Figure 5.34: a) Amplitude channel AC mode AFM image of a region on
the graphene surface before, and b) after the introduction of damage by
the AFM tip. The rectangular box in b shows the position of the dam-
aged region and the arrows show the propagation of cracks away from the
damaged area. In addition the red circle shows the position of a carbon
deposit before and after the damage. Scale bars in a and b are both 880
nm. c) Height images of the damaged region. Scale bar 440 nm. d) Height
image of the region indicated by the box shown in a and (inset) phase im-
age showing the moiré period in different directions. e) Height image of
the region indicated in the top left of b after the formation of a crack and,
(insets) phase images of each side of the crack showing the reduction in
moiré period in all directions indicating the strain has been relaxed. Scale
bars for d and e are 175 nm in the main images and 45 nm for the inset
figures. All images taken in AC mode in ambient conditions.

damaged region is shown in 5.34b and c. Interestingly, two parallel cracks

in the graphene are seen to propagate from the centre of the damaged

region, these are indicated by the arrows in Figs 5.34b and c and have a
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depth of 0.4 nm which is again consistent with what would be expected for

a graphene monolayer.

The bulky carbon deposits shown in Fig 5.34 a and b provide registry

with the surface and allow inspection of the moiré pattern in a specific

region before and after the damage. Figure 5.34d and e show the same area,

indicated by the white boxes in the top left corners of Fig 5.34a and b before

and after the damage. Viewing the height channel information clearly

shows that a crack has propagated through the region and the continuous

graphene has been split into two separate domains. The lattice constants

of these domains were measured using Fourier filtered images of the phase

channel as in section 5.11 and are shown in the insets of Fig 5.34d and

e. The lattice constant (averaged over the three principal directions since

the graphene is anisotropically strained) of the moiré pattern was reduced

from 22 nm to 17 nm and 14 nm for the regions in Fig 5.34e on the left

and right side of the tear respectively.

Interestingly, as a result of the modification process, one of the carbon

aggregates has been displaced as shown by the red circles in Fig 5.34 a

and b. The narrow cracks that propagate from the centre of the damage

also run continuously underneath a neighbouring aggregate which implies

that the graphene is continuous inderneath these large 3D islands. Raman

mapping of this area did not show a noticeable change although this could

be due to the small area of damage when compared to the first example

shown in Fig 5.33 (500 nm vs 10 µm) and the size of the Raman laser spot

(∼1 µm diameter).
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5.14 Molecular Adsorption on Graphene/hBN

The incorporation of molecular monolayers with graphene structures make

interesting candidates for novel optoelectronic devices, particularly in the

case of MBE grown graphene since the high quality of the graphene is com-

parable with clean exfoliated HOPG surfaces used for the study of adsorbed

molecular networks discussed in chapter 4. c-P12 porphyrin nanorings were

deposited using the procedures previously detailed onto a graphene/hBN

sample with partial graphene coverage. This sample was chosen since c-

P12 adsorption onto both HOPG and hBN surfaces has been previously

demonstrated in this thesis.

a b

Figure 5.35: a) AC mode AFM image of c-P12 nanorings on the
graphene/hBN surface. b) higher resolution images of the region marked
in a. The island indicated by the arrow is the same as the one shown in
Fig 5.19a and b.

Figure 5.35 shows the structure of small nanoring domains formed on

the graphene/hBN surface. The domains are observed to form on both the

hBN and graphene areas of the sample. Detailed inspection of the arrange-

ment of c-P12 on the graphene islands is, however, limited by the small size
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of the graphene domains and further investigation of c-P12 deposited onto

these surfaces is required. The results, however, demonstrate that molecu-

lar adsorption on MBE graphene is possible and there are many potential

studies that can be performed on the behaviour of these supramolecular

assemblies at the graphene/hBN interface. This is of particular interest

for the creation of devices that require an electrical contact between the

molecular domain and a graphene electrode for example.

5.15 Summary

The results presented in this chapter represent the first reported exam-

ples of ∼10 µm scale single-crystal graphene grown epitaxially using MBE.

They also demonstrate that the graphene is highly strained when graphene

is grown on hBN at high temperatures, and that, following growth, the

strain in the graphene may be modified by an AFM tip. This indicates

the possibility of better controlled routes towards the engineering of more

complex strain fields in graphene. This may take the form of lithographic

formations of etched holes in the graphene following growth or through

fabrication of structures on the hBN surface prior to growth. The work

presented here provides strong motivation to study MBE as a route to pro-

duce high-quality graphene and to introduce strain in a controlled manner.

The electronic properties of this material also need to be measured to

determine the quality of the graphene for comparison with samples reported

in the literature. This will likely involve developing a process for the trans-

fer of graphene/hBN onto an insulating substrate such as SiO2, or removal

of the turbostratic graphene from the surrounding sapphire substrate to
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electrically isolate the graphene on hBN, critical to the fabrication of elec-

tronic devices. Preliminary experiments have shown that hBN flakes can

be removed from the sapphire surface and transferred to an SiO2 surface

using adhesive tape, but the associated contamination and the quality of

the transfered material has yet to be investigated. There is also the possi-

bility that the strain will be released during transfer, altering the properties

following growth in a potentially uncontrolled manner.

The ultimate objective of growing graphene by MBE to make useful

devices will make use of a wafer-scale hBN substrate rather than the ex-

foliated flakes used in this work. This will enable the growth of multiple

layer graphene/hBN heterostructures to fabricate many interesting device

architectures. As mentioned previously in section 5.7 work is underway to

grow hBN on sapphire by MBE and the growth of hBN onto the graphene

surface will also need to be investigated.
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Conclusions

The growth of HKUST-1 as a SURMOF presented in chapter 3 raises im-

portant questions regarding existing interpretations of the LBL method for

SURMOF growth. The results clearly demonstrate that the films deposited

using the LBL are not a uniform crystalline film. These results are sup-

ported by other reports of a similar nanocrystalline surface structure over

a range of growth temperatures on functionalised surfaces [109]. This is in

contrast to the uniform growth interface consistently reported in most LBL

studies of SURMOF growth. The effects that this nanocrystalline struc-

ture has (in particular applications that rely on diffusive processes such as

gas absorption into the MOF framework) will need to be studied as it may

limit the performance of thin-film MOF devices.

Due to the fact that almost all MOFs, including HKUST-1, are in-

sulating there are few publications on the electronic properties of MOFs.

However, Dragässer et al. reported that molecules such as ferrocene can

be included in the MOF pores following LBL synthesis to act as a redox

mediator and allow the study of charge transport between the MOF pores
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[218]. In addition, recent work by Talin et al. has reported that HKUST-1

can be made electrically conductive by the inclusion of a guest molecule

absorbed in to the MOF pores following growth [74]. This may allow explo-

ration of the effects of domain boundaries and defects on the conductivity.

This would ideally be in a vertical device configuration since control of

the crystallographic orientation normal to the substrate, which has been

demonstrated in this thesis and repeatedly in the literature, is possible.

This would allow measurements of electron transport along known crystal-

lographic directions.

Supramolecular networks of porphyrin nanorings show promising results

for the study of large assemblies of light-harvesting molecules on surfaces.

The data presented in chapter 4 represents the first example of large-scale

structure formation from these nanorings in ambient conditions. Previous

studies having been confined to UHV environments and the study of im-

mobilised and isolated rings. These results show how the weak interactions

that affect the network formation are sensitive to changes in the rotational

symmetry of the nanorings. Further SPM imaging of a wider range of

nanoring sizes, in particular rings with six-fold symmetry such as the c-P6

and c-P18 complexes will potentially provide insight into domain size due

to the number of porphyrin macrocyles in each ring.

The observation of nanorings forming ordered networks on the hBN sur-

face and the spectroscopic results in section 4.7 also demonstrate that there

is potential for integrating these molecules in optoelectronic devices. This

may be achieved using techniques for assembly of heterostructures from

two dimensional materials. In particular the deposition of nanorings on

hBN may allow a layer of nanorings to be integrated as an optically active
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layer in a tunelling device or as part of a resonant optical structure such as

an etalon. It is planned to fabricate sandwich structures using techniques

for the assembly of thin-film devices employed in making graphene/hBN

heterostructures that have been reported in the literature.

The growth of graphene on hBN surfaces discussed in chapter 5 demon-

strates that high temperature MBE is a viable approach to the growth

of high-quality epitaxially-grown graphene. The AFM and Raman results

presented in this work clearly demonstrate that graphene can be grown on

hBN. The observation of moiré patterns on the surface also supports the

theory that the graphene is strained due to the lattice mismatch with the

hBN substrate. The observation of highly anisotropic and large moiré pat-

terns on the graphene surface provides motivation to study new approaches

to the introduction and modification of strain. However, the parameter

space for MBE graphene growth is still relatively unexplored; further work

will hopefully address the issue of bulky carbon deposits also present on the

hBN surface and lead to higher quality samples. Systematic study of the

temperature range where graphene growth is possible may also provide the

ability to introduce strain controllably during growth and open up a band

gap which is critical if graphene is to be used as part of a transistor device.

The epitaxial growth of multi-layered graphene/hBN heterostructures also

necessitates the study of hBN growth on graphene surfaces. This could be

achieved by using exfoliated graphite flakes on sapphire surfaces and work

is already planned to address this. In addition, attempts to grow hBN

directly on the sapphire surface are ongoing which will remove the need to

use exfoliated hBN substrates.
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Appendix

8.1 Nanoring Distortion Model

Derivation of equation 4.8 in terms of the connecting vectors from section

4.6.

Starting from the sine rule;

2R =
a

sinA
=

b

sinB
=

c

sinC
(8.1)

since,

C =
1

R
⇒ C =

2 sinA

a
(8.2)

and from inspection of Fig 4.25,

Ci =
2 sinφi

‖~si + ~si+1‖
(8.3)
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since φi = π − θi ⇒ 4 sin2 θi = 4 sin2 φi as sin (π − x) = sinx

⇒ C2
i =

 2 sinφi

|~si + ~si+1|


2

=
4 sin2 θi

|~si + ~si+1|
=

4(1− cos2 θi)

|~si + ~si+1|
(8.4)

Using the vector relation cos θ =
~r1 · ~r1

|~r1||~r2|
where θ is the angle between two

arbitrary vectors ~r1 and ~r2;

⇒ C2
i =

4

1−

 ~si · ~si+1

|~si||~si+1|


2

|~si + ~si+1|2
(8.5)

and given that the segment length at the ith monomer can be written as;

∆~si =
|~si|+ |~si+1|

2
(8.6)

Therefore the total energy of the system can be written entirely in terms

of the ~s vectors between each bending position;

Utot = εb

N∑
i=1

(
1−

(
~si·~si+1

|~si||~si+1|

)2
)

(|~si|+ |~si+1|)

|~si + ~si+1|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Energy due to bond bending

+ εs

N∑
i=1

(1− |~si|)2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Energy due to bond stretching

(8.7)
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